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Notation

N,Z,R,C set of natural, integral, real,

and complex numbers

(·)> matrix/vector transpose

(·)∗ complex conjugate

(̄·) mean value

‖·‖p `p-norm

a = [a[0], . . . , a[n−1]]> = [a0, . . . , an−1]> n-vector

A=
�
A[m,n]

�
m× n matrix

A[m,•] m-th row of a matrix

A=
�
A[m,n,...]

�
m× n× . . . tensor

vec (A) vectorization of a matrix

I identity matrix

TF Fourier transform matrix

=
p−1 complex unit

∗ (2D) convolution

∇ nabla operator

⊗ Kronecker product

� elementwise division

� elementwise multiplication
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1 Introduction

Digital video content dominates the overall internet traffic in form of streaming or video tele-
phony, which was especially observable during the shutdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic
in the first half of the year 2020 [Cul20]. Due to the vast amount of data needed for the
representation of video sequences, several video coding standards were developed over the
past 30 years. Thereby, the last generations of video coding standards increased the coding
efficiency, so that the bitrate was approximately bisected at the same level of reconstruction
quality from standard to standard [Ohm+12]. Still, the higher level concept of the different
standards relies on the hybrid video coding scheme, which combines the principle of a Dif-
ferential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) loop with transform coding, and was not changed
over the last decades. Traditionally, the building blocks of this coding scheme consist of
intra-frame or inter-frame prediction, transforms, quantization, and entropy coding. Yet,
the signal processing implemented in the building blocks evolved over time and eventually
led to a better approximation of the Rate-Distortion (RD)-curve for video sources. Classical
approaches target on more efficient representations by introducing improvements to e.g. the
picture partitioning, intra- or inter prediction methods, or the loop filtering, which is applied
to the reconstructed pictures. In principle, these approaches share the objective of exploiting
redundancies in the video signal in order to find a more compact representation. Besides
the goal of compression, video coding standards support various application scenarios by
the definition of a high level syntax allowing for the implementation of more generic coding
concepts as e.g. Scalable Video Coding (SVC). Hence, the hybrid video coding scheme and
the high level syntax combined provide the foundation of modern video coding systems.

Recently, data driven signal models raised their attention, and proved their potential in
typical image processing applications like denoising or Super-Resolution (SR). Therefore,
the quest for a better compression performance under the assumption that the decoder
has access to a trained signal model developed during the last years. Eventually, the ris-
ing interest ended in the inclusion of Matrix-based Intra Prediction (MIP) in Versatile Video
Coding (VVC) [h.266/VVC] as first standardized coding tool relying on a learned image
model [Sch+19]. Prominent examples of such image models are Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs) or the Sparse-Land model [Ela10]. This thesis builds on the conjecture that
the application of pretrained sparse image models in the coding loop or in higher level coding
concepts allows for compression rates which go beyond the performance of VVC. Thus, the
objective of this work is to improve the coding performance of state-of-the-art video coding
standards by the concepts of Dictionary Learning (DL) and Sparse Coding (SC). In this case,
the signal model is defined by a dictionary1 D, which is learned from natural image data and
assumed to be available at the decoder side. Mathematically, the formulation of the model
for a vectorized image patch x reads:

x = Dα+ ε, (1.1)

1Or a pair of dictionaries, in the case of coupled dictionary learning.

1



1 Introduction

where the coefficient vector α is assumed to be sparse and ε denotes the model error. Even
though this image model is rather simplistic, it has shown its potential in the context of
inverse problems in image processing [Ela10; MBP14]. Conceptually, correspondences be-
tween the inverse problems of denoising and SR and typical problems in video coding can
be identified: Denoising and in-loop filtering correspond in their objective of noise removal.
In scenarios where the resolution is increased in a video coding system, as e.g. in SVC, SR
can be introduced in order to increase the upsampling performance. Therefore, various en-
try points for DL / SC-based algorithms into the hybrid video coding scheme and general
coding concepts are discussed and experimentally justified in this thesis.

1.1 Contributions and structure of this thesis

This thesis is not intended as a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-art video coding
technology or sparse signal modeling. In contrast to that, it introduces the concepts which
are necessary to link the research fields of sparse signal models and video coding. Moreover,
the proposed concepts are evaluated experimentally and most of the results are provided by
Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) measurements with respect to the VVC reference software VTM-9.3.

To begin with, the foundations of video coding and sparse signal modeling are addressed
in Chapter 2. Further, Chapter 3 establishes the inverse problems of denoising and SR and
discusses SC-based approaches to these problem statements. Moreover, the link between the
inverse problems and video coding is addressed and contributions of this thesis related to the
SR problem are introduced. Consequently, a detailed analysis of Dictionary Learning-based
Super-Resolution (DLSR) including the definition of a frequency aware evaluation method
is performed in subsection 3.2.3. In addition, the implementation of a patch combination
filter, which leads to an improvement of the end-to-end performance of the SR problem,
is introduced in subsection 3.2.4. To complete the analysis of SC-based image processing,
the computational complexity of the corresponding algorithms is addressed in Sec. 3.3. To
this end, the complexity is assessed on an exemplary basis in comparison to CNN-based
approaches in subsection 3.3.1. Furthermore, an approach based on sub-dictionaries is in-
troduced in subsection 3.3.2, and is found to be applicable for a complexity reduction.

Potential entry points for sparse signal modeling into the hybrid video coding scheme and
higher level video coding concepts constitute the main contributions of this work and are
presented in Chapters 4 to 6. More precisely, these contributions are stated as follows:

1. An approach to loop filtering building on the concepts of DL and SC is described and
evaluated for High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) and VVC in Chapter 4.

2. DLSR-based approaches to video coding concepts involving a resolution change are
detailed in Chapter 5. Particularly, this includes:

• DLSR-based inter-layer prediction in the Scalability extension of HEVC (SHVC)
(Sec. 5.1.1).

• The application of DLSR to the concept of Reference Picture Resampling (RPR),
which was introduced in VVC (Sec. 5.2).

• An Adaptive Resolution Change (ARC) video coding concept based on uncoded
areas and DLSR as upscaling method (Sec. 5.3).

2
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3. In Chapter 6, an SC-based approach to intra prediction is introduced and analyzed.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and provides an outlook to potential further research
in the field of video coding and sparse image modeling.
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2 Fundamentals

The fundamentals needed in this thesis are outlined in the following chapter. To begin with,
the description entails some mathematical basics, which are described in Sec. 2.1. In Sec. 2.2,
the fundamentals of the hybrid video coding scheme are outlined, as hybrid video coding
is one foundation of many research results presented in this thesis. Another foundation of
this thesis is given by sparse signal representations. Therefore, the theoretical part and the
corresponding algorithms are detailed in Sec. 2.3 and transferred to applications in image
processing in Sec. 2.4.

2.1 Mathematics

The following subsections deal with some basic mathematical principles which are com-
monly used for the description of sparse signal models. The subsections cover mostly matrix
operators which help to describe optimization problems in an efficient way. Since this thesis
deals with real valued signals and (in most cases) real valued transformations, the operators
are defined on Rm or Rm×n, respectively.

2.1.1 Kronecker Product and Vectorization

The concept of vectorization of matrices is used throughout this thesis in order to represent
2-dimensional signals efficiently. Vectorization of a matrix consists of a reshaping opera-
tion such that matrix columns are concatenated to a single vector. This process reads in a
mathematical notation for a matrix A ∈ Rm×n:

vec(A) = a (2.1)

with a ∈ Rmn. The Kronecker product ⊗ is defined as

A⊗ B =




A[1,1]B · · · A[1,n]B
...

. . .
...

A[m,1]B · · · A[m,n]B


 (2.2)

and the equality
�
X> ⊗ Y

�
vec(A) = vec (YAX) (2.3)

holds. In the context of image signals and transformations this equality allows working on
vectorized image blocks when applying separable transforms. Let e.g. X ∈ Rm×n be an image
block of m × n pixels and T c ∈ Rm×m be the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) matrix for
1-dimensional signals of length m. Moreover, let T r ∈ Rn×n be the corresponding transform

5



2 Fundamentals

x1

x2

Figure 2.1 Visualization of lp vector norms for p < 1 , p = 1 , p = 2 , p =∞ .

matrix for signals of length n. In this case, the separable 2-dimensional DCT-transform of
block X reads

X̃ = T c X T>r . (2.4)

With (2.3), the relationship for the transform can be rewritten such that

vec
�
X̃
�
= (T r ⊗ T c)vec (X) (2.5)

x̃ = (T r ⊗ T c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
D>DCT

x (2.6)

yields the vectorized transformed image block x ∈ Rmn and DDCT ∈ Rmn×mn is referred to as
the DCT dictionary. The columns of the dictionary, which are also referred to as atoms, hold
the vectorized basis functions of the discrete cosine transform domain.

In the research field of Dictionary Learning (DL) and sparse representations, signals are
often vectorized for simplicity. By this, working on 1-dimensional signals with 2-dimensional
dictionary matrices is possible. This convention will also be followed throughout this thesis.

2.1.2 Vector and Matrix Norms

From the mathematical point of view, a norm is a non-negative function ‖ · ‖ → (0,∞]
mapping a vector or a matrix to a positive scalar value [FR13]. In the context of sparse
representations, especially the lp-vector and matrix norms are used in the representation of
optimization problems. The lp-norm ‖x‖p of a vector x ∈ Rm is defined as

‖x‖p :=

�
m−1∑
i=0

|x i|p
� 1

p

, (2.7)

leading to the well-known l2-norm for p = 2, as it is used in least squares optimization
problems. The lp-norm of matrices reads

‖X‖p = ‖vec (X)‖p (2.8)

6



2.2 Video Coding Fundamentals

and also here, p = 2 leads to the well-known case of the Frobenius norm.
Figure 2.1 visualizes different norms in form of lp-balls in R2, i.e. all vectors with an lp-

norm equal to the radius of the corresponding lp-ball point from the origin to the surface
of the ball. If lp-norms are used as regularization functions or constraints in optimization
problems, norms with p ≤ 1 will introduce sparsity to the solution of the problem (see
also Fig. 2.8). The special case of the l0-norm is not shown in the Fig. 2.1, as its graphical
representation would be aligned with the axes of the coordinate system. Since the l0-norm
only counts the number of nonzero elements in a vector, it can be used directly as a measure
of the sparsity of a vector [Ela10].

2.1.3 Moore-Penrose Pseudo Inverse and Least Squares Solution

Consider the optimization problem regarding the convex objective function f (α)

argmin
α

1
2
‖Dα− x‖2

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
f (α)

. (2.9)

Equation (2.9) sets up a typical least squares problem with a solution that represents the
signal vector x as a linear combination of the columns of a matrix D such that the squared
error between both representations becomes minimal. Such formulations often appear in
the field of discrete signal processing and are especially useful when signals are described as
a linear combination of some basis or dictionary. The solution to this problem is unique and
can be determined by solving ∇ f (α)

!
= 0. With

∇ f (α) =∇
�

1
2
(Dα− x )> (Dα− x )

�

=
∇
2

�
α>D>Dα− 2α>D>x − x>x

�

= D>Dα− D>x (2.10)

the solution to (2.9) reads

α=
�
D>D

�−1
D>︸ ︷︷ ︸

D+

x (2.11)

with the left Moore Penrose pseudoinverse matrix D+ [FR13].

2.2 Video Coding Fundamentals

This section covers the basic principles of the hybrid video coding scheme, which lays the
foundation to all video coding standards since H.261 [h.261] was standardized in 1988.
Conceptually, hybrid video coding combines the techniques of predictive coding and trans-
form coding. Thereby, signals are predicted by either intra frame or inter frame prediction
and the residual signals are transformed with a DCT or a similar transformation in order to
remove the remaining spatial correlations within the residual. These decorrelated residual

7
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source
video + ·

D>tr

Q

∆q

Entropy
coding

·

·(·)−1

+

Loop Filter

Buffer

Intra

Inter

ME

bitstream

rec. picture

− l

l

decoder

Figure 2.2 Hybrid video coding block diagram. The coding of side information is omitted for sim-
plicity in this diagram.

signals and the side information on e.g. the prediction mode or the selected transform are
further compressed by an entropy encoding engine. Also the latest video coding standard
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [h.266/VVC] relies on the hybrid video coding approach, but
the main building blocks (and the algorithms they are linked to) evolved over time. There-
fore, some technological aspects of hybrid video coding which are related to this thesis will
be highlighted in the following.

2.2.1 The Hybrid Video Coding Scheme

Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram of a simple hybrid video coding system. In essence, the sys-
tem corresponds to a differential pulse code modulation loop [Wie15] featured by more so-
phisticated prediction methods. Conceptually, the block diagram includes both blocks which
are unique to the encoder and blocks which are also available at the decoder (indicated by
the gray box). Note that the block diagram describes the system in a general mathematical
fashion even if this does not reflect the actual implementations of state-of-the-art video cod-
ing systems. These implementations target more on coding efficiency or decoder complexity
rather than on general mathematical signal modeling. As an overview, the single blocks are
described as:

Transformation Transforms the input signal into a different basis as already described
in (2.6). The transformation is depicted by a left sided matrix multiplication (

l
) with

the transform matrix D>tr . The representation of the signal in the transform domain
is often beneficial due to the decorrelation and energy compaction property of e.g.
the DCT. This property leads to the fact that coefficients with high amplitudes occur
mainly in the upper left area of the transformed block. In the bottom right area of
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the transformed block, coefficients represent high frequency components, and these
are likely to be small in their amplitudes. These characteristics allow to encode the
coefficients very efficiently after quantization.

Quantization Quantizes the input signal to a (finite) discrete set of quantization levels.
This stage is the only irreversible stage in the entire process and has the biggest impact
on the data rate needed in order to represent the video. The quantization is parameter-
ized by the quantizer step size ∆q. Typically, video coding systems make use of scalar
quantizers treating each transform coefficient independently. Scalar quantization of
an input x is described by

lq = sgn(x)

� |x |
∆q
+ o

�
(2.12)

where lq is the quantization level and o is an offset determining the position of the
quantization interval boundaries. The reconstruction1 is achieved by scaling the quan-
tization level with the quantizer step size xq = lq ·∆q.

Intra Prediction In this prediction method, samples are predicted based on already coded
samples from the same frame. This is typically achieved by extrapolation of sample
values according to the assumption of a smooth input signal. In order to adapt to vari-
ous signal characteristics, state-of-the-art video coding standards define multiple intra
prediction modes. The mode which has to be applied at the decoder is signaled as side
information into the bitstream. As intra prediction is a key aspect in this manuscript,
a more detailed description can be found in Sec. 2.2.2.

Inter Prediction Other than in intra prediction, inter prediction utilizes information from
already coded frames. The prediction signal is generated by motion compensation of
the current coding block with respect to a reference picture from the decoded picture
buffer. The general concept of motion compensated prediction relies on the transmis-
sion of motion vectors as side information. Therefore, the applicable motion vectors
are found by motion estimation methods such as block matching at the encoder side. In
many cases, inter prediction is more efficient than intra prediction, since the current
signal might already be available in a previously coded reference frame. Moreover,
movements of rigid objects are modeled well by motion vectors signaled on a block
basis and inter prediction leads to significant rate savings in these cases. However,
for dynamic textures or movement of non-rigid objects, suitable prediction signals can
hardly be found by motion compensation, and the coder would need to switch to intra
prediction.

Loop Filters Loop filters perform both a postprocessing of the coded images for display and
a refinement of these images within the prediction loop. The advantage of performing
this operation in the loop lies in the increased quality of images used for prediction
leading to lower prediction error signals and thus lower bit rates. One class of loop
filters operates as deblocking filter, smoothing blocking artefacts which occur due to

1The reconstruction is often referred to as inverse quantization. However, this term indicates that quantization
would be reversible which is obviously not the case.
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the block based processing. Moreover, latest video coding standards employ more
sophisticated loop filters such as the Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF) or Sample Adaptive
Offset (SAO).

Entropy Coding According to the foundations of the information theory, a discrete source
cannot be coded with fewer bits than its conditional (with respect to the information
available at the decoder) entropy [Ohm15]. The entropy coding stage encodes all
symbols to a sequence of bits and targets at producing a bitstream which has a rate as
close as possible to the conditional entropy. However, the conditional entropy of the
source is unknown in real applications and the entropy coding engine needs to model
it. For this reason, Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) has be-
come the state-of-the-art approach of entropy coding in video coding systems [MSW03;
SB12]. As its name already indicates, this coding engine performs both binarization
and entropy coding. Therefore, CABAC acts on binary symbols and models the sym-
bols’ probability of being 1 or 0 based on information which was previously encoded.
The models for these probabilities evolved over time and were adapted carefully to the
properties of the coded symbols leading to a very high efficiency of the entropy coding
stage in video coding.

The block diagram in Fig. 2.2 does not include the encoder control and process of Rate-
Distortion (RD) optimization. Therefore, the following paragraphs describe the system in
more detail from an encoder point of view.

The input to the system is formed by rectangular image blocks which are the smallest
coding entity. The coding blocks are obtained by partitioning of the input frame and the
frames are sourced from the sequence of pictures which represent the video. One of the
main reasons for working on blocks of images and not the entire picture (or even video se-
quence) lies in the observation that video sequences are not stationary, i.e. they vary over
time and space. Therefore, a very natural way to deal with these varying statistics is to
split the source into smaller entities in order to adapt the coding system to the local proper-
ties. As the video coding standards evolved, the frame partitioning became finer and more
flexible. In High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) a quadtree-based partitioning was intro-
duced [h.265/HEVC; Kim+12; Sul+12], and VVC allows even more flexible partitioning by a
multitype tree scheme [h.266/VVC; Bro+21a; Bro+21b]. In this partitioning scheme, block
sizes of sb = 4 × 4 pixels up to sb = 128 × 128 are allowed, leading to the capability of
adapting to various source resolutions and content characteristics.

The partitioning of an image and the applicable coding mode are typically determined by
optimization of the RD cost. In order to achieve the optimum decisions about partitioning
and modes, one would need to know the true RD curve of the source video and has to encode
the video at all possible combinations of partitionings and modes. From the set of measured
RD points, the point lying closest to the true RD curve can be found as the optimum solution.
Since the true RD curve of a natural video sequence is unknown, the RD cost of a block has
to be estimated. Moreover, combinations of blocks sizes and modes which are unlikely to be
optimum are often omitted because a full search of possible partitionings and coding modes
is practically impossible. The estimation of the RD cost is often performed by a linear model
of the RD curve. Figure 2.3 visualizes the optimization process for a coding block by a plot
of the distortion D over the rate R. The distortion can be measured in various ways. From
an engineering point of view, a distortion measure which is perfectly correlated with human
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unknown true D(R)

R

D(R)

Figure 2.3 Visualization of RD decisions at the encoder. The unknown RD curve of the source is always
convex, as stated in the RD theory [Ber71]. The point ( ) marks a reference point obtained by coding
at a certain block size and mode. Other combinations of block sizes and modes are compared against
this point and when a better point is found it will serve a reference for future coding decisions.

perception would be the optimum choice. For this purpose, measures like the Structural
Similarity (SSIM) index were developed and shown to model the human perception accu-
rately [Wan+04]. However, in the context of video coding, typically mathematical distortion
measures such as the Mean Squared Error (MSE) or the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
are used (see Sec. 2.2.4). Assuming that the slope of the RD curve and reference point are
known, all points below the line defined by the slope and the point can be considered to be
cheaper in an RD sense. Thereby, the slope of the RD curve is often modeled to be dependent
on the quantizer step size ∆q, as the influence of the quantizer step size on both rate and
distortion is crucial. Of course this model can be inaccurate in corner cases. For instance, a
point lying close to the intersection of the true RD curve and the linear model but above the
decision line would be regarded to be worse than a point lying farther away from the true
RD curve but below the decision line. However, for practical implementations of encoders,
this straightforward modeling leads to close to optimum coding decisions. Mathematically
formulated, this procedure is equivalent to the optimization of the cost function

J = D+λR (2.13)

with λ being the negative estimated slope of the RD curve. Note that this Lagrangian formu-
lation of the RD problem requires the RD curve to be convex. This requirement is fulfilled
due to the RD theory [Ber71]. Conceptually, in reference implementations of e.g. VVC, the
encoder is controlled by storing the best (in terms of RD cost) point as reference and com-
paring untested modes against that reference. If another mode shows to be codable at lower
RD cost, it will serve as the reference fur further comparisons.

At the decoder side, this optimization procedure is not carried out, since the information
about the partitioning and the coding modes were decoded from the bitstream. For this rea-
son, decoding of a video sequence is by far less computationally expensive than encoding
the sequence. The decoder only needs to be capable of performing the same (inverse) oper-
ations as the encoder. After parsing all needed symbols from the bitstream, the decoder will
reconstruct the coding blocks by scaling with the quantizer step size ∆q, inverse transform
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w

h

conventional
reference samples

additional
reference samples

Figure 2.4 Visualization of a block to be predicted by extrapolation from the reference area. Pixels
belonging to the reference area are marked in gray. The dark gray area depicts the conventional
reference area of one line and one column. The light gray area shows additional reference samples
which could be used for prediction.

and prediction. Once all blocks are reconstructed, the reconstructed frame is processed by
the loop filters and written to the decoded picture buffer.

2.2.2 Intra Prediction

This section deals with basic intra prediction principles and state-of-the-art intra coding tools,
which are specified in the VVC standard. As already mentioned, in the description of Fig. 2.2,
the intra prediction removes redundancy by exploiting correlations between samples within
a frame. A typical setup of reference samples and the area to be predicted is depicted in
Fig. 2.4. The block to be predicted (having width w and height h) will be referred to as B
in the following. A negative indexing into the matrix B is interpreted as accessing a refer-
ence sample. Because of the lack of already coded reference samples in certain positions of
the image2, these reference samples are filled by other means. If no reference samples are
available, the reference area is filled with the average amplitude Aavg of the dynamic range,
i.e. Aavg = 512 for 10 bit signals. If reference samples are partially available, unavailable
samples are filled by the values of their nearest neighbors. In general, it would be possible
to source multiple reference lines from the already coded region of the picture, but due to
complexity reasons, current standardized intra prediction methods are based on a single ref-
erence line and column3. The task of finding generalized signal models yielding applicable
prediction signals over the variety of signals to be predicted is not simple. Therefore, video
coding standards usually define a set of intra prediction modes and the applicable mode is
encoded into the bitstream for each coding block. Consequently, there are two aspects which
have to be considered, when new intra prediction modes are introduced. Namely, the cost
of the signaling for the mode and the cost raised by coding of the residual.

2E.g. for the very first coding block no already coded samples are available.
3In VVC, Multiple Reference Line Intra Prediction (MRL) was introduced. By this, the reference line and

column are not necessarily directly attached to block, but selectable from the four lines and columns, which
are closest to the block [CYK20].
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In VVC, 67 such modes are specified including 65 angular modes, a Direct Current (DC)
and a planar mode. For the DC and planar mode, which follow the assumption of smooth
image signals, the Position Dependent Prediction Combination (PDPC) tool was designed in
order to increase the accuracy of the prediction close to the reference samples. Moreover, the
concept of Matrix-based Intra Prediction (MIP) was introduced, specifying an intra prediction
approach which was trained on natural image data. These well-known approaches such
as planar, DC and angular prediction and the state-of-the-art concepts are detailed in the
following:

Planar The planar prediction mode is especially suitable for predicting gradient structures
within a block. Typically, it generates smooth prediction signals but under certain con-
ditions also structured predictions will be generated [Wie15]. The prediction signal is
calculated by weighting four reference samples from the first reference line or column,
respectively. Thereby, the block at a position [r, c] is predicted by

B[r,c] =
(h− 1− r)B[−1,c]

2h
+
(r + 1)B[h,−1]

2h

+
(w− 1− c)B[r,−1]

2w
+
(c + 1)B[−1,w]

2w
.

(2.14)

DC When DC intra prediction is applied, the prediction signal is calculated by the average
value of the reference samples. In consequence, the prediction signal is entirely flat and
will be suitable for the prediction of very homogeneous regions within an image. In
many cases, the usage of the DC intra prediction mode can be seen as a compromise,
as it is likely to be used when no other mode delivers a suitable prediction signal.
However, in these cases, DC intra prediction can still deliver the best prediction signal
in terms of RD cost.

Angular Parts of natural images often show directional structures which can be predicted
well by angular intra prediction. Thereby, a set of angles is defined which contains
directions in which the extrapolation with respect to the reference should take place.
Over the development of video coding standards, the number of supported prediction
directions increased significantly. Fig. 2.5 shows the prediction directions defined for
square blocks in VVC as an example. In total, 65 different directions are defined lead-
ing to a wide variety of prediction signals for directional structures. Note that the
resolution of different directions is higher for the vertical and horizontal angles.

PDPC If DC or planar prediction is applied, it can be beneficial, when the prediction sig-
nal does not deviate too much from the reference samples at positions close to the
reference area. Therefore, PDPC was introduced in VVC. This prediction tool blends
the reference samples and the planar or DC prediction signal for samples lying close
the reference area. In consequence, the prediction signal becomes more similar to the
reference samples at positions close to the top or left border of the block [CYK20]. This
has been proven to increase the prediction performance.

MIP With the increased interest in machine learning in recent years, also research
on machine learning based intra prediction methods became active. Several ap-
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Figure 2.5 Angular intra prediction defined in VVC.

proaches showed remarkable gain with respect to conventional intra prediction meth-
ods [Pfa+18; Hel+19; Mey+19]. However, deep artificial neural networks were re-
garded to be too computationally complex for real time video coding systems. Never-
theless, MIP became the first tool which is based on learned models and found its way
into the current standard VVC. The general idea behind MIP is to predict a block by a
linear model such that the vectorized prediction signal is calculated as

vec (B) = Ak ·
�

B[−1,•]
B[•,−1]

�
+ bk. (2.15)

MIP provides in total 35 different modes and the index k corresponds to the prediction
matrices and bias vectors of the k-th mode. In order to reduce the computational
effort, the prediction signal is calculated for a downsampled version of the block first,
and the final prediction signal is obtained by upsampling the intermediate prediction
signal [Sch+19].

2.2.3 Loop Filtering

As mentioned above, loop filters affect the reconstruction quality of the decoded pictures
and the accuracy of the prediction signals gathered from the decoded picture buffer. More-
over, the visual reconstruction quality is improved especially by removing blocking artefacts.
Conceptually, the loop filters evolved over the last generations of video coding standards and
comprise nonlinear filters, such as the deblocking filter and the SAO, and linear filters as the
ALF. Fig. 2.6 shows the loop filtering process of VVC as a block diagram. The function of the
corresponding blocks is detailed as follows:
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Figure 2.6 Overview of the loop filters in VVC [CYK20].

Deblocking The deblocking filter applies a smoothing operation on the block boundaries,
such that the visual distortion by blocking artefacts is limited. The exact filtering oper-
ation varies from standard to standard. Generally, the decision whether to filter a block
boundary is made on a per-boundary basis and depends on the second order derivative
of the sample values across the edge. If an edge is decided to be filtered, the filtering
strength is determined from properties of the reconstructed neighboring blocks, as e.g.
the Quantization Parameter (QP) or the prediction mode. For a detailed overview of
the operation in HEVC, the reader is referred to [Wie15]. In VVC, the overall process
is similar to HEVC, but some modifications were applied, e.g. the deblocking grid size
was changed from an 8× 8 to a 4× 4 pixel basis for the luma component [Kar+21].

SAO The Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) is specified identically in HEVC and VVC and an
overview is found in [Fu+12]. Conceptually, SAO is operated on a per-Coding Tree
Unit (CTU) basis and corresponding parameters may be adapted once per CTU. In
the SAO process, offsets are added to the reconstructed pixels on a per-sample basis.
The applicable offset is obtained from the signaled parameters and a classification
based on the surrounding pixels of the pixel to be processed. Thereby, either edges
are processed in the edge offset mode, or a constant offset is added to samples lying in
a certain interval of values in the band offset mode. By this, ringing artefacts, which
typically occur near edges, are reduced or the local DC is refined, respectively.

ALF The Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF) is designed based on a Wiener approach targeting at
enhanced reconstruction qualities of the decoded pictures. It was investigated in the
standardization process of HEVC already, but finally regarded to be too complex and
therefore disregarded for the standard [Wie15]. Yet, VVC specifies an ALF comprising
diamond shaped filters of size 5×5 or 7×7 samples [CYK20]. The filters are operated
on a 4×4 pixel grid, and for each block, one out of 25 filters is selected for filtering. The
applicable filter is derived by a classification based on the gradient of the current block.
Moreover, the filters can be selected from various filter sets, which are either hard-
coded in the decoder or indicated in the bitstream. For the purpose of adaptability, the
ALF can be switched off or parameterized on a per-CTU basis, such that the applicable
filter set can be varied across the picture [CYK20]. Consequently, the ALF provides a
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highly flexible and adaptive approach to the enhancement of reconstructed pictures.

CCALF The Cross Component Adaptive Loop Filter (CCALF) exploits redundancies be-
tween the luma and the chroma channel of the video sequence, and pursues on an
enhancement of the chroma channels [MBS19]. Thereby, the reconstructed luma sam-
ples are filtered with two distinct filters for each chroma channel and the filtering result
is added to the reconstructed chroma channels [CYK20]. The filter coefficients are ob-
tained by a least squares optimization and can be switched on a CTU-basis.

2.2.4 Performance Evaluation

A general question in the field of processing and coding image data is how to measure the
performance of algorithms. From an engineering point of view, it would be desirable to
perform visual tests for different algorithms in order to conclude how the human visual
system is affected by the processing of the data. However, performing reproducible visual
tests on a large scale is practically infeasible. Therefore, the point of view is often changed
to a mathematical perspective. For this, the original material of raw image or video data
is assumed to be flawless and the reconstruction quality of an algorithm or coding system
is measured against the raw data in terms of an l2-norm error. Thereby, the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) between two image signals I and Î ∈ Rm×n is defined as:

MSE
�
I , Î
�
=

1
mn
‖I − Î‖2

2. (2.16)

In image processing and coding research, the MSE is often mapped to a scaled logarithmic
measure called Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). The PSNR is defined as

PSNR
�
I , Î
�
= 10 log10

�
A2

max

MSE
�
I , Î
�
�

dB (2.17)

with Amax being the maximum signal amplitude, which is e.g. Amax = 1023 for a 10-bit signal.
Typically, PSNR gains∆PSNR are reported in order to compare different algorithms in the field
of image processing. These gains indicate by which factor the MSE can be changed when
applying one algorithm instead of another. For example ∆PSNR ≈ 3 dB corresponds to an
MSE change by a factor of 0.5.

Another distance measure, which is e.g. used in the encoder control of HEVC and VVC
reference implementations, is the Sum of Absolute Transform Differences (SATD) [SBS14].
The SATD is defined by:

SATD
�
I , Î
�
= ‖T �I − Î

�
T>‖1 (2.18)

with T typically being the Hadamard transform, which is well-known in the context of image
coding for decades [PKA69]. In contrast to the MSE, the SATD was found to model the RD-
cost more accurately which is crucial when searching for an optimal operating point of an
encoder. The reason for that lies in the transform, which is applied in the calculation of the
SATD. Thereby, transformed residuals, featuring an energy compaction in few coefficients,
are more likely to be selected by an encoder. Due to this energy compaction, the bitrate
needed for the signaling of the residual is modeled more accurately by the SATD than by the
MSE [Ohm15].
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(b) Estimated RD curve by four rate points plotted
over the logarithmized bitrate.

Figure 2.7 Visualization of BD-rate calculation.

Bjøntegaard Delta

When the performance of a video coding system needs to be evaluated, it is not enough to
measure the average ∆PSNR between the reconstructed images of competing technologies,
since bitrate and distortion are linked as stated in the RD theory [Ber71]. Consequently,
also the bitrate needed for the representation has to be regarded in lossy video coding.
Therefore, the comparison between different video coders can be made by comparing the
RD curves of both codecs. However, for the same argument that visual tests are impractical,
the manual analysis of several sets of RD curves cannot be performed efficiently on larger
test sets. Consequently, a measure which quantifies the difference between two RD curves
by a single value is desirable and was proposed by Gisle Bjøntegaard in 2001 [Bjo01]. The
Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) defines two integral measures for the difference between two RD
curves within the overlapping region, namely BD-rate and BD-PSNR. The BD-rate measures
the average relative change in the bitrate at the same PSNR and the BD-PSNR measures the
average ∆PSNR at the same bitrate. Fig. 2.7 shows how the BD is calculated. Typically, the
RD curves are characterized by four rate points which are measured by varying only the
quantizer step size ∆q. In the first proposal for the calculation of the BD, it was assumed
that an RD curve appears linear when the rate axis is logarithmized. Thus, the approach was
to logarithmize the rate axis and fit a third order polynomial through the four rate points.
Finally, the integral over the difference of the two polynomials describing the competing RD
curves yields the BD measure. This approach delivers valid results as long as the rate points
do not span over a large range of bitrates. Otherwise, the assumption of linear curves on
a logarithmized rate axis would be violated and the fitted polynomials might deviate from
the true RD curves. For this reason, the fitting of third order polynomials was replaced by a
piecewise cubic interpolation between the rate points [WYH11; ZSS08] allowing for a wider
range of quantizer step sizes. Another advantage of the piecewise cubic interpolation method
is that it makes the calculation of the BD also possible for RD curves which are generated
by more than four rate points. In conclusion, the BD measurements can be considered as
a useful tool, when the performance of new coding tools has to be evaluated, as it delivers
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(a) Possible solution to (2.19) with Ψ = ‖·‖1. The
intersection of the line and the l1-ball takes place
on an axis.

α1

α2

(b) Possible solution to (2.19) with Ψ = ‖·‖2. The
intersection of the line and the l2-ball takes place
somewhere in the 2-dimensional space.

Figure 2.8 2-dimensional visualization of possible solutions to (2.19).

a scalar value measuring the coding gain over a rate range of interest. Lastly, it should be
mentioned that a more recent recommendation on the evaluation of video coding efficiency
can be found in [HSTP-VID-WPOM20].

2.3 Sparse Coding and Dictionary Learning

In this section, the fundamentals of Dictionary Learning (DL) and Sparse Coding (SC) are
introduced. The section covers the core mathematical principles needed for sparse signal
representations and corresponding algorithms. Moreover, the application of sparse signal
models to image processing tasks is outlined, whereby a focus is put on the inverse problems
denoising, inpainting and Super-Resolution (SR). The basic description of these problems
come along with some preliminary results which can be achieved with Sparse Coding (SC)-
based algorithms.

2.3.1 Mathematical Formulation

Sparse Coding

The basic concept of SC is described by an optimization problem finding a sparse representa-
tion of a signal vector x ∈ Rm in a known dictionary D ∈ Rm×K . The term “sparse” indicates
that the majority of the coefficients representing x in D is equal to zero. The columns of the
dictionary D are referred to as atoms or basis functions, if the dictionary spans a vector space
by orthogonal elements. In many applications, it is beneficial when the dictionary is over-
complete since in this case a sparse encoding of the input signal is likely to be found [Ela10].
The general optimization task for the SC problem reads

min Ψ (α) s.t. Dα= x , (2.19)
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whereα is the sparse coefficient vector andΨ(·) a sparsifying function such as the lp-norm for
p ≤ 1. The constraint of this optimization problem is formed by a system of linear equations
Dα = x . Because D is often chosen to be overcomplete, the system of linear equations is
undetermined and has either no or infinitely many solutions. Assuming that we are dealing
with the case of infinitely many solutions these solutions can be found by

α← α∗ + t , t ∈ null(D) , (2.20)

where α∗ denotes one specific solution. According to (2.20), the solutions lie on a plane
(or hyperplane in higher dimensions) of dimension RK−m in the K-dimensional space. If
Ψ(·) = ‖·‖p, the optimization problem (2.19) can be seen as searching for the intersection
of the hyperplane with the lp-ball of the smallest possible radius. To be a little informal,
blowing up an lp-balloon and searching for the point where it touches the hyperplane yields
the solution to (2.19) [Ela10]. Fig. 2.8 visualizes such solutions for Ψ = ‖·‖1 and Ψ = ‖·‖2.
It can be observed that for the case of increasing the radius of an l1-ball, the intersection of
the ball and the plane is likely to happen at a corner of the ball4. Consequently, only one
coefficient will be non-zero in the solution, i.e. the solution is sparse. In contrast to that, the
intersection of the plane with an l2-ball does not lead to a sparse solution, as the intersection
takes place anywhere in the K-dimensional space.

In order to relax the optimization task (2.19), one might solve

min Ψ (α) s.t. ‖Dα− x‖2
2 ≤ ε (2.21)

with the parameter ε controlling the accuracy of the solution with respect to the Euclidean
distance between the input signal and its sparse representation. The problem in (2.21) can
also be interpreted from the assumption that the signal vector x contains noisy measure-
ments with respect to the true underlying signal. If the noise energy is in the range of ε and
the underlying signal is sparse in D, the solution to (2.21) will result in a denoised signal
after reconstruction. For practical applications, this interpretation can only be meaningful,
if the noise energy is known or can be estimated. In these cases denoising can be performed
by SC followed by reconstruction, if the requirements mentioned above are fulfilled (see also
Sec. 3.1).

An advantage of the relaxed formulation is that it can be solved by Lagrangian optimiza-
tion. This leads us to the main formulation used for SC problems in this thesis, where the
coefficient vector α is found by

α← arg min
α

1
2
‖Dα− x‖2

2 +λΨ (α) (2.22)

with λ being a Lagrangian multiplier. Generally, the unconstrained optimization problem
(2.22) can be considered as a tradeoff between an accurate and sparse solution whereby the
sparsity is controlled by the parameter λ. Thus, it introduces some flexibility to the model,
allowing for solutions less sparse and more accurate or vice versa according to the choice of
λ. From a mathematical point of view, the solutions to (2.21) and (2.22) are identical if λ
is chosen properly [Ela10].

4Obviously, this will also hold true for all p < 1 (cf. Fig. 2.1 )
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Dictionary Learning

In the previous section, it was assumed that the dictionary D is known and only the SC of
a given signal x has to be performed. Generally, there are two ways to acquire a dictio-
nary, namely choosing and learning. In the last decades, researchers came up with various
dictionaries which are mathematically constructed and come with some theoretical guaran-
tees. These guarantees often refer to sparsity of the representation of specific functions in
these dictionaries. E.g., wavelets are known to deliver optimum sparse coefficients for piece-
wise smooth functions [Mal08]. For 2-dimensional functions such as images, contourlets
are found to be optimum sparse, if the images follow the assumption of cartoon-like con-
tent [DV03; DV05]. One of the most prominent dictionaries is the DCT-dictionary which is
constructed from the DCT basis functions and often applied for transform coding of image
data. However, the focus in thesis will be put on learned (and therefore optimized for sparse
representations) dictionaries. The most fundamental idea of dictionary learning is that for
some sort of data, an overcomplete dictionary can be found in which the data can be repre-
sented sparsely. For this purpose, training data needs to be acquired and N example signals
x i need to be sourced from the data set. Then, the relaxed dictionary learning problem is
defined as:

D← argmin
D

N−1∑
i=0

1
2
‖Dαi − x i‖2

2 +λΨ (αi) . (2.23)

As can be concluded from (2.23), it is searched for a dictionary with the ability to represent
the training data with a tradeoff between accuracy in terms of l2-norm error and sparsity
introduced byΨ(·). This tradeoff is controlled by the regularization parameter λwith sparser
representations of the training data for larger values of λ. Generally, for all classes of signals,
a dictionary can be found which allows for the sparsest representation possible, i.e. only one
atom contributes to the support of the coefficient vector α. However, this dictionary would
need to entail all possible permutations of sample values and would grow very large in
consequence. As an example, the number of atoms of a dictionary containing all possible
permutations of 8-bit signals x ∈ R16 would be K =

�
28
�16 ≈ 3.4 · 1038. In a dictionary

of this size, the search for the correct atom becomes infeasible, and therefore the dictionary
learning problem targets also at a tradeoff between search time and sparsity. In summary, the
solution to (2.23) yields a dictionary optimized for sparse representations of signals similar
to those from the training set.

2.3.2 Algorithms

Sparse Coding

For practical solutions to the sparse coding problem, a major question is how the sparsifying
function Ψ(·) is designed. For more general functions Ψ(·), proximal solvers can find solu-
tions to (2.22) if the proximal operator on Ψ(·) can be evaluated [PB13]. Moreover, greedy
algorithms resulting in sparse representations in the Fourier domain were presented for fre-
quency selective extrapolation of images [KMA05; MK07; SK10]. However, the description
here should be limited to the very basic problems where Ψ(·) = ‖ · ‖p with p ∈ [0,1]. Let’s
say we are targeting at a solution to (2.21) with Ψ(·) = ‖ · ‖0. In this case, the Orthogonal
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2.3 Sparse Coding and Dictionary Learning

Al. 2.1 OMP algorithm
Input: D, x ,ε
Output: α

1: set coefficients vector α= 0
2: set the residual signal r = x − Dα
3: set θ = ;
4: while ‖r‖2

2 > ε do
5: find index j of atom with max

��D>r
�� and set θi = j

6: calculate union of active set and the new index θ ∪ θi

7: calculate the least squares solution of the current active set αθ = Dθ+x
8: calculate the current residual signal r = x − Dθαθ
9: increment the loop counter i = i + 1

10: end while
11: α[θ ] = αθ

Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm is a famous choice performing a greedy variable selection
and finding an approximate solution to the sparse coding problem [Ela10; MBP14; ZYC13].
The algorithm is outlined in Al. 2.1. The inputs are given by the dictionary D, the signal
vector x and an upper bound for the error of the representation ε. In each iteration of the
algorithm, one atom is added to the active set θ of atoms. Consequently, in each iteration,
one coefficient is added to the support of α. The atom to be added to the active set is cho-
sen based on the maximum correlation between all atoms of the dictionary and the current
residual signal r . After the insertion of the atom with maximum absolute correlation into
θ , the coefficient vector is updated by the least squares solution representing the signal x
in all atoms of the active set Dθ . The next iteration then starts with the updated residual
r = x − Dθαθ and when the stopping criterion of ‖r‖2

2 ≤ ε is met, the loop is terminated.
Finally, the coefficient vector α is filled with the coefficients of the active set αθ , and the al-
gorithm returns α. Because in every iteration the residual is updated using the least squarest
solution within the active set of atoms, it is guaranteed that the residual is orthogonal to all
atoms in the active set. This property of the residual can be derived as follows:

Dθ
>r = Dθ

>x − Dθ
>Dθαθ

Dθ
>r = Dθ

>x − Dθ
>DθDθ

+x

Dθ
>r = Dθ

>x − Dθ
>Dθ

�
Dθ
>Dθ

�−1
Dθ
>x

Dθ
>r = 0.

(2.24)

Thus, these atoms will not be selected in one of the following iterations and this orthogonality
characteristics of residual and active set lead to the name of the algorithm. It should be noted
that the stopping criterion in Al. 2.1 does not need to be dependent on the l2-norm of the
residual. If e.g. a solution with a specific support is desired, another option is to work through
the algorithm for a specific amount of iterations. In this case, the support of the solution will
be fixed, whilst the representation error can vary across different signals.

Looking at the relaxed sparse coding problem (2.22) with Ψ = ‖ · ‖1, both the support of
the solution and the accuracy of the reconstruction will vary across different signals. The
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α

|α|

Figure 2.9 Illustration of the subgradient of the absolute value function | · |. The dashed lines indicate
the set of vectors forming the subgradient at α= 0.

sparse coding problem is also referred to as Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
(LASSO), which can be solved by the Least Angle Regression Stagewise (LARS) algorithm.
Generally, finding the solution to

min
α

1
2
‖Dα− x‖2

2 +λ‖α‖1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f (α)

(2.25)

can be inspired by ideas from convex optimization, since (2.25) is targeting at the minimum
of the convex function f (α). A major difficulty of applying e.g. a gradient descent solver
is that the l1-norm is non-differentiable at zero. Therefore, the LARS algorithm can be mo-
tivated by subdifferential optimization [Sho85]. The subdifferential of the convex function
f (α) at point α0 is defined as the set of vectors

∂ f (α) =
�
v : f (α)− f (α0)≥ v>(α−α0)

	
. (2.26)

If f (α) is differentiable in α0, the subdifferential becomes equal to the gradient ∇ f (α).
Otherwise, the subdifferential contains vectors defining all tangents to f (α) in α0. For
a convex optimization problem, a necessary condition of an optimal point α? is that 0 ∈
∂ f (α?) [FR13]. Here, the subdifferential becomes

∂ f (α) =
�
D> (Dα− x ) +λη

	
,η=

¨
sign(αi) for all |αi| 6= 0

[−1,1], otherwise
(2.27)

where {η} is the subdifferential of the l1-norm. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the subdifferential for the
1-dimensional case when the l1-norm becomes the absolute value function. The dashed lines
illustrate possible tangents to the function at α = 0. The same principle extends to higher
dimensions, where lines become planes or hyperplanes, respectively.

The core idea of the LARS algorithm is to solve the optimization problem for the full
regularization path of λ. By this, the initial value of λ is chosen to be λ→∞ and obviously
the solution is α = 0. The zero solution remains optimum until λ hits ‖D>x‖∞. At λ =
‖Dx‖∞, the subdifferential at α = 0 reads ∂ f (0) =

�
D>x + ‖D>x‖∞η

	
. Since all entries

of η lie in the range of [−1,1], decreasing λ further would violate the condition that the
subdifferential entails the zero vector. This violation would take place at the index j where
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2.3 Sparse Coding and Dictionary Learning

Al. 2.2 LARS algorithm [MBP14]
Input: D, x ,λin

Output: α
1: set coefficients vector α= 0 and λ= ‖D>x‖∞
2: set θ = { j : |d>j x |= λ}
3: while λ > λin do
4: update αθ (λ)←

�
Dθ>Dθ

�−1 �
Dθ>x −ληθ

�
5: decrease λ further until either

• ‖D> (Dα(λ) x )‖∞ = λ, then θ = θ ∪ j or

• α j(λ) = 0, then θ = θ \ j

6: record λ and αθ
7: end while
8: α[θ ] = αθ

D>x has its maximum value. For this reason, the j-th atom of the dictionary is added to the
active set θ and the coefficient vector of the active set is updated as follows:

αθ (λ)←
�
Dθ
>Dθ

�−1 �
Dθ
>x −ληθ

�
. (2.28)

In the following, λ is decreased further until either another atom needs to be added to the
active set, or an atom of the current active set needs to be removed. When a stopping
criterion is met, i.e. for usual when λ hits a target value λin, the coefficient vector α is
returned. The exact procedure is described in Al. 2.2. Note that the OMP and the LARS
algorithm have in common that they only select/deselect one atom at a time. Therefore,
the iterative search for the support of α is similar in both algorithms, even if the underlying
optimization problems are different. In general, both problems and algorithms can be seen
as very basic methods which are often used in sparse signal processing.

Dictionary Learning

The dictionary learning algorithm which is implemented in the SPAMS software by Julien
Mairal is called Online Dictionary Learning (ODL) [Mai+09a]. As the SPAMS software was
used for learning dictionaries in this thesis, this section deals with the ODL algorithm. In
order to find an appropriate dictionary, a training set X = [x 0, x 1, · · · , x n−1] ∈ Rm×n of signals
is required. Furthermore, it is assumed that the signals are independent and identically
distributed over the data set. Generally, ODL alternates between the optimization of the
sparse codes α and the dictionary D for a predefined number of iterations T . The algorithm
is outlined in Al. 2.3 solving (2.23) with Ψ (·) = ‖ · ‖1. The dictionary is often set to a
random matrix in the initialization phase of the algorithm. The two helper matrices B and C ,
which transfer the past information from one iteration to the other, are set to zero. After the
initialization, the sparse coefficients and the dictionary are updated alternatingly in the main
loop. The update rule for the dictionary is not further discussed here. The most basic version
of ODL shown in Al. 2.3 also disregards some modifications which lead to an increased
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Al. 2.3 ODL algorithm [MBP14]
Input: Training set X [x 0, x 1, · · · , x n−1], λin, T
Output: D

1: initialize the dictionary D with e.g. random numbers
2: initialize matrices B← 0 ∈ Rm×K and C ← 0 ∈ RK×K

3: for t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T} do
4: draw a sample signal x from the training set
5: solve the sparse coding problem

α← argmin
α

1
2
‖Dα− x‖2

2 +λin‖α‖1

6: update B← B+ xα>

7: update C ← C +αα>

8: update

D← arg min
D

�
1
2

trace
�
D>DC

�− trace
�
D>B

��

9: end for

performance of the algorithm. E.g., the implementation in the SPAMS software operates on
minibatches rather than on single sample signals in the main loop. The interested reader is
referred to [Mai+09a] for a more detailed explanation of the algorithm.

2.4 Sparse Coding-based Image Processing

This section deals with the transfer of the mathematical concepts of Dictionary Learning (DL)
and Sparse Coding (SC) to common problems in the research field of image processing.
For this purpose, data from natural images, which are represented as matrices, has to be
mapped to signal vectors x . This can generally be achieved by vectorization of the images.
However, images are non-stationary sources and the resolution of state-of-the-art imaging
systems is too high for a processing of a single signal vector. Therefore, the image is often
split into smaller patches before the methods of DL and SC can be applied. Typically, the
patch size sp × sp covers a relatively small amount of pixels, e.g. sp × sp = 8× 8 and patches
are extracted with overlap, as otherwise the processing would introduce blocking artifacts
to the reconstructed picture. After the processing of the patches they are combined back to
a full image. When the patches cover overlapping areas, pixels are typically reconstructed
by taking the average value over the estimates.

Some basic dictionaries are introduced in Sec. 2.4.1. Moreover, some dictionaries which
were trained on natural image data are illustrated and their properties are discussed. Chap-
ter 3 deals with inverse problems in the field of image processing and introduces approaches
based on DL and SC to solve them.
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2.4 Sparse Coding-based Image Processing

(a) The unit dictionary of 8×8 image patches. The
atoms are separated by the bold grid. In vector-
ized form the dictionary appears as identity ma-
trix.

(b) The DCT dictionary of 8 × 8 image patches.
The atoms are separated by the bold grid. In vec-
torized form the matrix is orthogonal.

Figure 2.10 Basic dictionaries for image processing applications.

2.4.1 Basic Dictionaries – Choosing and Learning

A general question is whether the representation basis of images should be chosen or trained.
Naturally, images are represented in a chosen basis, as they are stored and visualized as
matrices. Of course, this representation of 2 dimensional sampled signals comes with some
advantages. E.g., filtering can be realized simply by a 2 dimensional convolution. However,
there are also drawbacks as e.g. the representation in the pixel domain is neither compact
nor focusing on characteristic features of images. Therefore, several other representation
domains are commonly used when processing image data. A few of these are introduced in
the following.

The Unit and the DCT Dictionary

The description of images in the pixel domain can already be interpreted as a non-sparse
representation in a (chosen) dictionary formed by unit impulses. Put differently, the typ-
ical representation of image data is given in the dictionary D = I, with the identity ma-
trix I. Another conventional dictionary for the representation of images is the orthogonal
DCT dictionary. Fig. 2.10 shows the unit dictionary and the DCT dictionary for 8× 8 image
patches. Note that for visualization purposes, the position of unit impulses are marked in
black, whereas the atoms of the DCT dictionary are scaled to their dynamic range such that
black corresponds to the minimum and white to the maximum value. Both dictionaries allow
for a lossless representation of natural image data, but in both cases, the representation is
not sparse. In practical applications like image or video coders, the representation within
the DCT dictionary is often sparsified by quantization of the transform coefficients. However,
quantization leads to loss in the representation. Another possibility of introducing sparsity
to the model is to generate overcomplete dictionaries, which span the entire space Rm for
signals of length m. A typical example of an overcomplete dictionary is the overcomplete
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DCT dictionary, which is constructed as follows. The DCT transform matrix TDCT,m,o with
overcompleteness o for a 1 dimensional signal of length m is given by:

TDCT,N ,o =




t0,0 t0,1 · · · t0,m−1

t1,0 t1,1 · · · t1,m−1
...

...
. . .

...

tm·o−1,0 tm·o−1,1 · · · tm·o−1,m−1


 (2.29)

with a =
�

1p
2
, 1, 1, ..., 1

�
∈ Rm·o and

t i, j = ai

√√ 2
m

cos
�
π

m
m− 1
mo− 1

i
�

j +
1
2

��
. (2.30)

For the 2 dimensional overcomplete DCT dictionary, it follows with (2.6)

DDCT,o = TDCT,m,o ⊗ TDCT,m,o. (2.31)

Note that rank
�
DDCT,o

�
= m2 but the number of atoms is K = o2m2. Therefore, the dictionary

becomes overcomplete by a factor of o2 and a lossless representation of any signal is possible
by a linear combination of m2 atoms5. If the value of o grows large, this representation can be
considered to be sparse. However, for natural image data no dictionary exists, which allows
for a lossless M -term representation with M < m2, as natural images are only approximately
sparse. The reason for that lies in the fact that it is not possible to compact all energy of
natural image patches in fewer coefficients than pixels6. Generally, most of the energy is
stored in the DC component but this component does not reveal any information of the
structure in a patch. Since for many applications the structure is more relevant7 than the
DC value, the DC is often removed before processing. This operation is called centering and
leads us to some basic preprocessing techniques, which are commonly used in sparse signal
processing.

Preprocessing

Typically, the image patches sourced from the training set are preprocessed before a learn-
ing procedure is applied. In particular, these preprocessing steps consist of centering and
normalization of the data and will be explained in more detail in the following:

Centering By centering the average value is removed from the data. Consequently, the data
is invariant to its mean value after the processing [MBP14]. With respect to image data
this operation can be interpreted as highpass filtering, since the DC is removed from

5If the m2 selected atoms form a full rank matrix.
6Of course, a very sparse representation can exist in special cases. E.g., an image patch which is constant over

space can be described by the DC coefficient only. However, this will not hold true for all arbitrary sampled
patches from natural images.

7For instance, in super-resolution, the DC can be estimated by low pass filtering quite accurately, whilst high
frequency structures cannot be reconstructed by low pass filtering.
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2.4 Sparse Coding-based Image Processing

the image patches. Mathematically, centering is described by mapping every signal x
to:

x ← x − x . (2.32)

In the case of fully overlapping patches of size sp × sp the processing chain of patch
extraction – centering – patch combination becomes equivalent to filtering the image
with the 2 dimensional filter

H = δ2sp−1×2sp−1 −
1sp×sp

∗ 1sp×sp

s4
p

,

where δ denotes a matrix containing a value of one in its center and zeros otherwise,
and 1 is a matrix with entries equal to one at every position. However, as the filtering
the image with H followed to patch extraction is not equivalent to patch extraction fol-
lowed by centering, the filter should be regarded as an interpretation of the centering
operation only.

Normalization Patches which are sourced from natural images do not only have different
mean values, but also different variances or standard deviations. Therefore, another
preprocessing step consists of unifying the l2-norms of the patches, which is equivalent
to unifying the variance. In this process, every signal with ‖x‖2 > η is updated by

x ← x
‖x‖2

, (2.33)

where η is a small threshold preventing that patches with very low variance are nor-
malized. The reason for not normalizing all sampled patches lies in the observation
that low energy noise would be amplified significantly, if these patches would be nor-
malized.

The PCA and a Trained Dictionary

The dictionary with the highest energy compaction can be learned by performing a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), which is also referred to as Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT).
In contrast to the handcrafted orthonormal dictionaries from above, the PCA dictionary is
orthogonal and learned from natural data. For this purpose, the source image patches are
combined to a matrix X = [x 0, x 1, . . . , x N]. The principal components of these patches can
be calculated by finding the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix XX>. To be precise, the
correlation matrix can be factorized as

XX> = DPCAΛD>PCA , (2.34)

where Λ holds the eigenvalues of XX> on its main diagonal and the eigenvectors are con-
catenated to the matrix DPCA. Consequently, DPCA contains the principal components of the
data in its column vectors. Fig. 2.11a shows the principal components for image patches of
size sp × sp = 8× 8 ordered row-wise by the corresponding eigenvalues in decreasing order.
The training patches were sourced from the set S91, which contains 91 images commonly
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(a) PCA dictionary trained on approximately
300000 image patches.

(b) Trained Dictionary after 1000 iterations of the
ODL algorithm. The sparse coding penalty was set
to λ= 0.15.

Figure 2.11 Trained dictionaries for the representation of image data. The patch size was chosen to
sp × sp = 8× 8.

used as a training basis for DL [Yan+10; ZEP10; TDV13]. Note that the training patches were
centered before the principal components were calculated. This makes the training matrix
X not having full rank but rank (X) = 63 as the direction of the DC was removed. In con-
sequence, the PCA performs a dimensionality reduction, which is observable by the flat last
atom of the dictionary. Moreover, it can be observed that most of the energy is concatenated
in low frequency components. In order to quantify this energy compaction, approximately
200000 patches were extracted from the set S14 and the energy represented by the atoms
was measured. Besides the energy which contributes to the DC component in the raw image
patches, more than 95% of the energy can be explained by the first 31 atoms of the PCA
dictionary. In other words, reconstructing natural image patches with the first 31 atoms plus
a DC coefficient leads to an average PSNR of

10 log10

�
s2
pn

0.05‖X‖2
2

�
≈ 34.3dB (2.35)

where
‖X‖22
s2
pn ≈ 0.0075 was measured for 8 × 8 centered natural image patches. Note that

the same experiment in the DCT basis leads to the observation that also 31 atoms plus a DC
coefficient are needed for achieving approximately this reconstruction quality. Therefore,
the DCT comes close to the KLT, which is a major reason for the prominence of the DCT in
image and video coding [ANR74].

Fig. 2.11b shows a trained dictionary after 1000 iterations of the ODL algorithm. For
illustration purposes, the number of atoms was set to K = 64, i.e. the dictionary is not over-
complete. The image patches were centered and normalized with η = 0.1 before training.
Clearly, the atoms of the dictionary show edge like structures, which leads to the conclusion
that sparse image representations focus more on high frequency structure than on flat areas
in images. From the fact that the dictionary is not overcomplete, it follows directly that also
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Figure 2.12 Reconstruction quality with respect to the number of nonzero coefficients ‖α‖0. The
sparse encoding was performed by the OMP algorithm with a stopping criterion based on the number
of nonzero coefficients in the solution.

the (lossless) representation in this dictionary cannot be sparse. However, the dictionary was
trained such that a sparse encoding of image patches should be possible up to an error ε.
Therefore, it can be concluded that edges are more relevant to sparse image representations,
which fits to a cartoon like image signal model.

In summary, the PCA dictionary allows for a high energy compaction of image signals, but
the representation does not reveal any information about the underlying data. Dictionaries
which are trained for sparse representation also cover information on e.g. the direction of
structures within images.

2.4.2 Sparsity in overcomplete dictionaries

As already mentioned, only overcomplete dictionaries allow for a sparse representation of
image signals. Thus, by designing an overcomplete DCT dictionary, or by training an over-
complete dictionary, a sparse representation is possible. Sparsity is typically defined such
that a matrix or vector is called sparse when most of its elements are zero. If one targets
for a sparse lossless representation, the overcompleteness should be at least o = 2 for every
dimension in order to fulfill the sparsity condition as formulated above. Otherwise, the ma-
jority of the coefficient would not be zero. Generally, the overcomplete DCT dictionary has
full (column) rank, but there is no guarantee that a trained dictionary has full rank. E.g., if
an embedding of the training data in a lower dimensional space can be found, the trained
dictionary will not have full rank even if it would be required for some test data. Thus, a
lossless representation is also not guaranteed when a signal is encoded in a trained dictio-
nary, but this is not a limitation in real applications. Moreover, a lossless representation is
not a requirement in many applications, but the focus is more put on sparsity.

In Fig. 2.12, the reconstruction quality for natural image patches sourced from S14 is
plotted over the number of nonzero coefficients in α for the representation in a trained
dictionary and the overcomplete DCT dictionary. The overcompleteness was chosen to be
o = 4. In other words, the dictionaries posses K = 256 atoms. The dictionary was trained
with the ODL algorithm for T = 1000 iterations and the sparse coding penalty was set to
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λ= 0.15. Centering and normalization (η= 0.1) was applied to the training patches. From
the bar plot, it becomes clear that the reconstruction quality in terms of PSNR is better for
the trained dictionary when the support of α becomes small. To be specific, the sparser
the representation is, the more gain is observed with respect to the representation in the
overcomplete DCT dictionary. When the cardinality of the nonzero elements in α becomes
larger, the energy compaction property of the DCT becomes observable as in these cases
the representation with DCT basis functions is superior to a sparse representation in terms
of PSNR. In conclusion, a sparse approximation of signals in a trained dictionary is more
accurate in the l2-sense than a representation in handcrafted (overcomplete) dictionaries.
For this reason, the focus of this thesis is put on algorithms utilizing trained dictionaries
for solving typical inverse problems and introducing these algorithms to image and video
codecs.
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Problems

The following chapter deals with inverse problems, to which the solution can be approached
by dictionary learning and sparse coding methods. The chapter combines state-of-the-art
foundations and contributions of this thesis. Thereby, the main contribution lies in a thor-
ough analysis of the Super-Resolution (SR) problem and the introduction of a patch combi-
nation filter for Dictionary Learning-based Super-Resolution (DLSR). Moreover, an analysis
of Sparse Coding (SC)-based approaches to the denoising problem is performed and the
complexity of SC based algorithms is discussed.

Inverse problems in the context of signal preprocessing are defined by the task of estimat-
ing a signal when only a distorted observation is present. To be precise, the signal acquisition
process is not covered in this thesis but the signal observations correspond to either

• signals, which are manually corrupted for analysis purposes or

• signals, which are present within the coding loop of a video coder.

Let the corrupted signal be

ŝ = f (s) (3.1)

with the forward function f (·) applied to the true underlying signal s . This forward func-
tion is typically known, but in the general case of ill-posed inverse problems the true inverse
function does not exist. Thus, algorithms which target on inverse problems approximate the
function f −1(·). As an example, it is not possible to perform a deconvolution, when the con-
volution is performed with a filter having one or multiple zeros in its frequency response. In
contrast to this simple example, the forward function is typically not defined by an LSI-system
but can also involve shift variant or even non-linear components. Moreover, additive noise
which is either uncorrelated or correlated with the signal can be modeled by the forward
function f (·). When the forward function becomes more complex, the strategy of inverting
it often relies on supervised machine learning principles. For this purpose, training sets (and
test sets) consisting of features and labels are generated by applying the forward function to
a set of ground truth signals. In some circumstances, it can be beneficial to train the model
not to the entire inverse function but only to the crucial parts, which cannot be modeled by
conventional approaches sufficiently. This procedure is called residual learning. In this case,
the labels cannot be transformed into features by the function f (·) directly. Fig. 3.1 depicts
the generation of training data for the case of a direct mapping and a residual learning ap-
proach. The block diagram 3.1b entails an auxiliary function g(·), since the residual may
not be computable, if e.g. the number of samples in s and ŝ is not equivalent. Furthermore,
the function g(·) can model parts of the inverse function f −1(·), which may lead to a better
performance of the overall training procedure. The reconstruction process is visualized in
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s f (·) ŝ

(a) Labels (s) and features (ŝ) in the case of in-
verse function approximation.

s f (·) g(·) + rŝ s̃
−

(b) Labels (r ) features (s̃) in the case of residual
learning.

ŝ h?(·) s?

(c) Reconstruction with trained function h?(·) and
estimated signal s?.

ŝ g(·) +

h?(·)
s?

s̃

(d) Reconstruction with trained function h?(·) and
estimated signal s? in the case of residual learn-
ing.

Figure 3.1 Generation of training data for supervised learning of inverse functions.

Figs. 3.1c and 3.1d, respectively, where the trained inverse function is denoted by h?(·) and
s? denotes the estimated signal. In the case of a direct inverse function approximation, it is
obvious that h?(·) = f −1(·)+ε. For residual learning, the relationship h?(·) = r +ε holds. In
both cases, ε models the error in the approximation.

Classical non-trivial inverse problems in the field of image processing are denoising, in-
painting and single image SR. All these problems are applicable in state-of-the-art video
coding schemes. Obviously, the correspondence for denoising is loop filtering as in both
cases the target is noise removal from a distorted signal. However, the classical denoising
problem often deals with noise which is uncorrelated (and statistically independent) to the
signal, whereas coding noise cannot be regarded to be independent to the source signal.
Inpainting corresponds to intra prediction, as the task of estimating missing pixel values
is common to both problems. The relationship between the SR problem and video coding
might not be so obvious, but downscaling and upscaling methods are of major importance
for e.g. scalable video coding or Adaptive Resolution Change (ARC) coding1. Possible ap-
proaches to solve these problems with SC-based algorithms are covered in the following
sections. This includes the denoising problem, and a particular emphasis is put on the SR
problem in Sec. 3.2.3, as contributions of this thesis address the SR problem directly.

3.1 Denoising

The inverse problem of denoising refers to removing additive noise from (image) signals,
which is most often assumed to be white and follow a Gaussian distribution. Conceptually,
this noise model stems from the assumption that the noise is generated by multiple physical
sources and therefore appearing as an additive Gaussian source due to the central limit the-
orem [Kal02]. However, this model does not describe signal dependent noise or non-linear
degradations, which could be introduced by e.g. quantization as it is performed during video
coding. Consequently, the typical denoising problem refers to an idealized scenario, rather

1Generally, denoising or SR methods could also be applied out of the coding loop. E.g. in adaptive streaming
scenarios a resolution change is performed after decoding. However, most of the experiments in this thesis
focus on using the concepts of DL/SC inside the coding loop.
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Î E ·̄ SC

·
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+MI?

X̂
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Figure 3.2 Overview of sparse coding-based denoising scheme. Typically, the sparse coding is per-
formed by OMP. The patch combination operator M is defined by averaging over the multiple esti-
mates obtained for a single pixel.

than to a model of coding noise. SC-based approaches for denoising are well-known to show
competitive performance when compared to other state-of-the-art denoising methods [EA06;
Mai+09b; MBP14]. The following section describes and experimentally validates the denois-
ing capability of an SC-based approach.

3.1.1 Sparse Coding-based Denoising

Let a noisy image be described by:

Î = I + V (3.2)

with V ∼ N �
0,σ2

�
and σ2 describing the noise variance, which is identical to the noise

power and therefore also identical to the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the original
image I and the distorted image Î . The SC-based approach for denoising is illustrated in
the block diagram 3.2. The inputs to the scheme are defined by the noisy input image
Î and the dictionary D. Typically, the operator E extracts fully overlapping square image
patches of size sp × sp from the input image, which are afterwards centered and sparsely
encoded in the dictionary. The sparse codes A are further multiplied by the dictionary D
in order to reconstruct the patches. All patches are combined back to the output image I?

by the operator M averaging over overlapping areas.2 Conceptually, the dictionary could
be chosen to be handcrafted or trained. However, it was found that it is beneficial to train
a dictionary based on the `1-norm penalty either on a predefined training set or the noisy
image directly [MBP14]. Moreover, encoding the patches by the formulation in (2.21) with
Ψ = ‖·‖0 seems to outperform the sparse coding with `1-norm penalty [MBP14]. Therefore,
the formulation for the sparse coding problem reads:

min
α
‖α‖0 s.t. ‖Dα− x̂‖2

2 ≤ ε or (3.3)

min
α
‖Dα− x̂‖2

2 s.t. ‖α‖0 ≤ L, (3.4)

constraining either the `2-norm error of the reconstructed signal ‖Dα− x‖2
2 by an upper

bound ε or the sparsity of the coefficient vector ‖α‖0 by an upper bound L. The solution
to both minimization problems can be approximated by the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(OMP) algorithm (cf. Alg. 2.1) with a stopping criterion matching the corresponding con-
straint. If the noise level is known or can be estimated precisely, a major advantage of the

2Note that the averaging strategy might not be optimum, but is the state-of-the-art choice for SC-based de-
noising. Refer to Sec. 3.2.4 for further details.
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image
30 dB 32.5 dB 35 dB 37.5 dB 40 dB

ε L ε L ε L ε L ε L

baboon 1.03 -1.16 0.21 -1.22 -0.42 -1.75 -0.83 -2.28 -0.98 -2.46

barbara 5.94 4.09 5.08 2.85 4.22 1.90 3.28 1.27 2.35 0.79

bridge 1.94 0.29 1.20 0.12 0.58 -0.48 0.11 -1.02 -0.20 -1.28

coastguard 4.27 4.03 3.56 2.86 2.92 2.00 2.32 1.40 1.79 0.95

comic 3.38 1.35 2.68 1.37 2.09 0.81 1.55 0.34 1.11 0.08

face 4.65 3.93 3.21 2.12 1.97 1.16 0.87 0.50 0.09 0.10

flowers 5.19 3.87 4.29 2.53 3.32 1.59 2.46 1.05 1.65 0.61

foreman 7.50 4.87 6.30 2.81 5.22 1.81 4.25 1.25 3.43 0.82

lenna 6.39 4.57 4.94 2.58 3.52 1.57 2.20 0.95 1.02 0.49

man 3.75 2.50 2.73 1.46 1.82 0.62 1.02 0.04 0.31 -0.32

monarch 8.17 4.84 7.22 2.86 6.15 1.85 5.05 1.27 3.93 0.83

pepper 6.24 4.37 4.59 2.27 2.98 1.16 1.50 0.43 0.21 -0.12

ppt3 9.27 3.96 8.43 2.67 7.69 1.75 6.91 1.18 6.15 0.76

zebra 4.48 4.18 3.70 2.89 2.98 1.98 2.32 1.36 1.80 0.91

avg 5.16 3.26 4.15 2.01 3.22 1.14 2.36 0.55 1.62 0.16

Table 3.1 PSNR gain for sparse coding-based denoising. The columns labeled with ε refer to results
obtained with the sparse coding formulation in (3.3) and the columns labeled with L refer to the
formulation in (3.4), respectively.

formulation (3.3) is that the parameter ε can be set close to the noise energy per patch result-
ing in a reasonable parameterization of the sparse coding problem. However, in cases with
unknown power of the noise, fixing the sparsity of the representation in (3.4) is a more prac-
tical approach, as an estimate of the sparsity of the underlying signals may be determined
experimentally in advance of the final application (refer to Fig. 2.12).

In order to assess the denoising performance of the strategies outlined above, a dictio-
nary with K = 512 atoms was trained on 8 × 8 image patches gathered from S91. The
training was performed by 1000 iterations of the Online Dictionary Learning (ODL) algo-
rithm with the SC formulation based on the `1-norm penalty and λ = 0.15. Moreover,
noisy images were generated by the addition of Gaussian noise with variance σ2 = 1

10
PSNR

10
,

where the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) defines the noise power and was set to
PSNR∈ {30dB, 32.5dB, 35dB, 37.5dB, 40dB}. The noisy images were processed by the SC-
based denoising approach for both formulations (3.3) and (3.4) of the SC problem. For
the formulation in (3.3), the condition on the `2-norm error was set to ε = 64 (1.15σ)2

as suggested in [EA06]. For the formulation in (3.4), it is reasonable to vary the induced
sparsity with the noise level, which is achieved inherently by (3.3). Therefore, the sparsity
was set to L = 2.5 (PSNR− 30) + 5, such that it corresponds approximately to the results
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3.1 Denoising

reported in Fig. 2.123. Tab. 3.1 shows the denoising performance of both approaches (3.3)
and (3.4) in terms of PSNR gains for the images in S14

4. The PSNR gains were measured
with respect to the reference PSNR values mentioned above. From the results it can be con-
cluded that SC-based denoising works best on natural images showing structured content
like e.g. “monarch” or “foreman”, while it can completely fail on textured images like “ba-
boon”5. Moreover, it is clearly observed that denoising can be achieved by both approaches,
but the ε-based approach performs better than the L-based approach, which is most notably
for the lower noise powers. This result is explainable, as in the L-based approach the car-
dinality of α is only bound to the value of L for every patch regardless the true sparsity of
the patches. For instance, the true active set for a patch characterized by a Direct Current
(DC) component only would be empty, since the patch energy vanishes after centering. The
ε-based approach would reconstruct this patch perfectly, even if the noisy patch is consid-
ered, as the stopping criterion for OMP is met in the very first iteration of OMP. However,
in the L-based approach up to L atoms of the dictionary are selected for the representation,
but the found representation is not describing the true underlying image patch but only the
noise, which was added to the patch. Thus, the L-based approach is more likely to end up
with erroneous supports of α than the ε-based approach, which can be concluded to limit
the denoising performance. A detailed analysis on the performance of SC-based denoising
follows in Sec. 3.1.2.

3.1.2 Analysis

Generally, SC-based denoising can be assumed to perform reasonable, if

1. the noise level is high enough, i.e. a sparse representation of the image yields a more
accurate reconstruction than the noisy version of the image and

2. the SC algorithm is robust with respect to the noise.

Therefore, a general question is, whether the same sparse representation can be found for
the noisy signals as would be found for the undistorted signals. The answer to this depends
on characteristics of the dictionary and the sparsity of the signals [CW11]. In this context,
an important property of the dictionary is the mutual incoherence of the atoms, which is
defined by

µ=max
i 6= j

D>[•,i] · D[•, j] . (3.5)

A sufficient condition for the exact recovery of the true support of α is given by µ ≤ 1
2M−1

for M -sparse signals. This condition is also referred to as the incoherence condition [Tro04].

3Note that there is no guarantee for this selection of the SC parameter L to be optimum. However, this
simple linear relationship between the target PSNR and L was found to be appropriate in preliminary
investigations.

4For a comparison to a Wiener-based approach, auxiliary results are provided in Tab. B.1. From these results,
it becomes obvious that the SC-based denoising approach performs better than a Wiener filter in the case
of known noise power.

5Note that the assumption of a sparse signal representation might not be valid for highly textured images, as
the dictionary atoms typically feature structures than textures.
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3 Sparse Coding-based Approaches to Inverse Problems

If the incoherence condition is fulfilled alongside with conditions of the minimum magni-
tude of the nonzero values in α, the recovery of the true support is possible even for noisy
signals [CW11]. Obviously, dictionaries fulfilling the incoherence condition for arbitrary sig-
nals can be constructed by orthogonal bases such as the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
dictionary, wavelets, or a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) dictionary, since the mutual
incoherence evaluates to µ= 0 in this special case. However, the mutual incoherence for the
dictionary used for the denoising experiment discussed above was measured to be µ≈ 0.92,
which violates the condition for the recovery of the true support for all signals with ‖α‖0 > 1.
Typically, for natural image patches, a reasonable M -term approximation in a trained dictio-
nary is found for M ≈ 10. Hence, the true support for natural images patches is very likely
not to be found by OMP.

Nevertheless, the SC-based denoising approaches presented above show an acceptable
performance, even though the trained dictionary does not allow for an exact recovery of the
sparse coefficients. In order to obtain an interpretation of the denoising scheme, it makes
sense to investigate the effect of adding an atom to the active set of the solution. Clearly,
both signals are affected by this, the true underlying signal and the noise. To be precise,
the approximation of both signals becomes more accurate, as the sparse coding is performed
for the noisy signal x̂ and not for the unavailable original signal x 6. Consequently, the
error ê between the SC-based reconstruction and the original signal can be viewed as being
constructed by two components: The error e introduced by SC and the error ev, which
occurs due to the reconstruction of the noise. For a mathematical formulation, let α̂ be
the coefficient vector found as optimum solution to the SC problem. Splitting this vector
into components related to the representation of the original signal and the noise yields
α̂ = α + αv. Let the active set found by OMP be denoted as θ . Then, the algorithm will
return the nonzero part in α̂ as

α̂θ = D+θ x̂

= D+θ (x + v)

= D+θ x︸︷︷︸
αθ

+ D+θ v︸︷︷︸
αθ ,v

. (3.6)

Obviously, α and αv are not computable, when the decomposition of the noisy signal into
original signal and noise is unknown. However, for analysis purposes this is possible and
will provide some experimentally derived insights into SC-based denoising. With (3.6), the
error ê of the SC-based reconstruction with respect to the original signal x reads:

x − Dα̂= x − D (α+αv) (3.7)

x − Dα̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
ê

= x − Dα︸ ︷︷ ︸
e

+ Dαv︸︷︷︸
ev

, (3.8)

and due to the fact that e and ev are orthogonal (see appendix B.3 for a proof)

‖ê‖2
2 = ‖e‖2

2 + ‖ev‖2
2 (3.9)

6This behavior becomes obvious, when the case of a perfect reconstruction is considered. In this case, no
denoising would be achieved, but the noisy signal would be represented in the dictionary. A perfect recon-
struction is always possible, if the dictionary has full rank, which is typically the case for trained overcom-
plete dictionaries.
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Figure 3.3 Mean square error measures plotted over L for denoised image patches sourced from S14.
The MSE of between the noisy images and the original images is at σ2 = 0.001.

further applies. From (3.9) it can be concluded that the total squared `2-norm error is com-
posed by two components, indeed. The first component ‖e‖2

2 relates to the error caused by
the sparse coding and is expected to decrease, when the support of α increases. The second
component ‖ev‖2

2 arises from the effect that also the noise is represented in the sparse codes.
Therefore, this component will increase with increasing support and end up at the noise
level, when the selected dictionary atoms form a full rank matrix.

Fig. 3.3 shows the MSE, which refers to the different error terms introduced above, plotted
over L. The MSE was calculated by processing all non-overlapping patches of the images
in S14 and averaging the results. The dictionary training was performed as described in
Sec. 3.1.1, and the noise power was set to σ2 = 0.001, which results in an equivalent PSNR
of 30dB between the noisy and the original image. From the plots it can be concluded
that for L ≥ 5 a reduction of the noise is achieved7. Furthermore, this analysis reveals that
the error ‖e‖2

2 decays faster than the ‖ev‖2
2 increases for low values of L, i.e. for sparse

representations of the image patches. Thus, the sparsity of the image patches is the driving
force for the denoising, even though the recovery of the true support of α is not possible due
to the violation of the incoherence condition. In conclusion, the experimental assessment
shows that the reduction of Gaussian noise can be achieved by an SC-based approach, when
the underlying original signal can be represented sparsely in a dictionary.

7Note that a reduction of the MSE of approx. 20 % is observable in these measurements. This corresponds
to a PSNR gain of approx. 0.97dB, which is lower than the gains reported in Tab. 3.1. This behavior is
explainable by the fact that the image patches were overlapping for the results in Tab. 3.1 which was not
the case for the results presented in Fig. 3.3.
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3.1.3 Summary

Experimentally, the performance of SC-based denoising reported in [EA06; Ela10; MBP14]
is verified in this section. Theoretically, the conditions for the exact support recovery by OMP
are concisely reviewed [Tro04; CW11]. In addition to the description of the state-of-the-art,
the analysis is extended by splitting the overall error between the denoised signal and the
original signal into components relating to the original signal and the noise, respectively.
This analysis results in the conclusion that SC-based denoising can be achieved, as the un-
derlying signal can be represented more sparsely in a trained dictionary than the Gaussian
noise. Hence, sparse representation of the noisy image patches focus more on the underlying
original signal than on the noise leading to an overall noise reduction. In summary, state-of-
the art SC-based denoising approaches are reviewed, and further insights into its functional
principle are provided by the analysis of the error.

3.2 Super-Resolution

The SR problem is often referred to as the task of calculating a super-resolved image from a
set of reference images [YH17]. In contrast to that, the task of increasing the resolution of
a single image is called Single Image Super-Resolution (SISR). As this work does not deal
with the merging of images to a higher resolution picture, the term SR is used for SISR for
simplicity8. This section is organized as follows. Section 3.2.1 summarizes the fundamentals
for downsampling and upsampling and in Sec. 3.2.2 the concept of a rectangular frequency
band analysis for the performance evaluation of SR algorithms is introduced. The essentials
of Dictionary Learning-based Super-Resolution (DLSR) are explained in Sec. 3.2.3 followed
by an interpretation of the scheme from a convolutional point of view in Sec. 3.2.4. Finally,
this interpretation leads to the definition and training of a patch combination filter for DLSR,
which improves the end-to-end performance by approximately 0.2dB in terms of PSNR.

3.2.1 Downsampling and Upsampling

Downsampling and upsampling are linear but not space invariant operations, i.e. they can
be expressed by matrix multiplications. A 2-dimensional image signal I ∈ Rm×n can be
downsampled to an image I↓ ∈ R

m
u × n

u as

I↓ = R↓IS↓ (3.10)

where the downsampling ratio u ∈ N is the same along the rows and the columns. As an
example, the downsampling matrices R↓ and S↓ for a downsampling factor of u= 2 are given

8Refer to [Bät18] for more details on muli-image methods for resolution enhancement of images.
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by

R↓ =




1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0


 ∈ R

m
2 ×m and S↓ =




1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1



∈ Rn× n

2 .

By the downsampling operation only every u-th sample is retained first along the rows and
then along the columns. Similar to downsampling, upsampling can be described as

I↓↑ = R↑I↓S↑ (3.11)

for an already downsampled image I↓. The upsampling factor is assumed to be equivalent
to the downsampling factor u throughout this work. Then, example upsampling matrices R↑
and S↑ are defined by:

R↑ =




1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1



∈ Rm×m

2 and S↑ =




1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0


 ∈ R

n
2×n.

Consequently, the upsampling operation can be understood as filling every u-th position of
a zero signal with the signal to be upsampled. Note that in general arbitrary (rational)
downsampling or upsampling ratios can be realized by upsampling with an integer ratio
followed by a downsampling with another integer ratio9.

If we assume that a signal is close to critically sampled, the signal should be lowpass
filtered before a downsampling operation in order to avoid aliasing. Moreover, an upsampled
signal should be processed by an interpolation filter in order to reconstruct the values at
positions where the signal is zero. Ideally, the anti-aliasing filter and the interpolation filter
are lowpass filters with a cutoff frequency of fco =

1
2u , i.e. H↓( f ) = rect (uf ) and H↑( f ) =

u ·rect (uf ). As both processes, resampling and filtering along one dimension of a signal, are
linear operations, they can be combined in a single matrix multiplication. If the anti-aliasing
filter is given by

h↓ =
�
h↓,−N , h↓,−N+1, · · · , h↓,0, · · · , h↓,N−1, h↓,N

�
,

9Yet another option to achieve this, is to define the downsampling and upsampling matrices R↑ and S↑ such
that they contain filter coefficients and have the corresponding dimensions.
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the downsampling matrices from the example above could also be written as:

R↓ =




h↓,0 h↓,1 h↓,... 0 · · · 0 0

h↓,−2 h↓,−1 h↓,0 h↓,1 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 0 · · · h↓,0 h↓,1


 , S↓ =




h↓,0 h↓,−2 · · · 0 · · · 0

h↓,1 h↓,−1 · · · 0 · · · 0

h↓,... h↓,0 · · · h↓,−N · · · 0

0 h↓,1 · · · h↓,−N+1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 0 · · · h↓,0




.

Analogously, for the interpolation filter

h↑ =
�
h↑,−N , 0, h↑,−N+1, 0, · · · , h↑,−2, 0, h↑,−1, h↑,0, h↑,1, 0, h↑,2, · · · , 0, h↑,N−1, 0, h↑,N

�
,

the upsampling matrices evaluate to:

R↑ =




h↑,0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

h↑,−1 h↑,1 h↑,2 h↑,... · · · 0 0

0 h↑,0 0 0 · · · 0 0

h↑,−2 h↑,−1 h↑,1 h↑,... · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 h↑,0




, S↑ =




h↑,0 h↑,−1 0 h↑,−2 · · · 0 0

0 h↑,1 h↑,0 h↑,−1 · · · 0 0

0 h↑,2 0 h↑,1 · · · 0 0

0 h↑,... 0 h↑,... · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 h↑,−2

0 0 0 0 · · · h↑,0 h↑,−1




.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates the processing chain of filtering, downsampling, upsampling, and filtering
with u = 2 for a 1-dimensional lowpass signal in the spectral domain 10. Obviously, filters
with a rectangular shape in the spectral domain would have an infinite impulse response.
Therefore, such filters are practically not feasible and need to be realized by finite length
impulse response filters 11. From the spectra, it follows that the process results in vanishing
all frequency components with f > fco =

1
2u . These frequency components are lost and

cannot be reconstructed by classical approaches like filtering or inverse filtering. The main
goal of SR is to reconstruct these lost frequency component.

3.2.2 Performance Evaluation

Generally, measuring the performance of SR algorithms is a challenging task, as typically the
ground truth high resolution data is not available. Therefore, a database including ground
truth data and a comprehensive study on the evaluation of several SR algorithms is presented
in [Bät18; Köh+20]. Nevertheless, typically the PSNR gain with respect to some reference
method is used, in order to measure the performance of different SR algorithms. The most

10A 1-dimensional signal was chosen for visualization purposes, but the process can also be applied in higher
dimensions. In the easiest case a higher dimensional signal can be processed along each dimension sepa-
rately.

11If anti-aliasing is performed with a finite length lowpass filter, the occurrence of aliasing is not totally avoid-
able. In this case, the spectrum will also be distorted for f < fco by the alias frequencies.
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(a) Overview processing chain downsampling and
upsampling.
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(d) Spectrum of downsampled signal s↓.
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(e) Spectrum of upsampled signal s↑.
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Figure 3.4 Downsampling and upsampling in the spectral domain.
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Figure 3.5 An example rectangular frequency band.

popular reference method is to perform anti-aliasing and interpolation with the bicubic filter
kernel. However, measuring only the PSNR gain disregards the spectral characteristics of the
SR result. Therefore, an alternative way of measuring the performance of an SR algorithm
is to measure the MSE not in the spatial domain but in the Fourier domain. To be more
precise, not to measure the MSE for the full image but for several frequency bands such
that it becomes visible in which ranges of frequency a test model gains with respect to a
reference model. Furthermore, for analysis purposes it is beneficial to define frequency bands
in dependency of a single parameter instead of the frequency vector f = [ f1, f2]>. As filtering
with ideal separable lowpass filters would lead to a perfect reconstruction of all frequencies
‖ f ‖∞ < 1

2u , a simple parameterization for the frequency bands is given by ‖ f ‖∞. Fig. 3.5
shows an example frequency band for fa ≤ ‖ f ‖∞ < fb. If the entire base band is split into L
rectangular bands, these bands possess a width of B∞ =

1
2L . In the boundary case of L = 1,

the resulting frequency band becomes equivalent to the base band. In the case of L = 2, the
base band is split into low and high frequency ranges. These ranges are identical to the range
which can be reconstructed perfectly and the range which cannot be reconstructed, when
ideal lowpass filters are used for downsampling and upsampling. The resulting bandpass
filters can be described by binary masks {M i|0 < i ≤ L}. The error energy between two
pictures I and Î ∈ Rm×n in the i-th frequency band is then defined by

ei =
�TF

�
I − Î

�
T∗>F

� ◦M i

2

2
. (3.12)
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Figure 3.6 Transfer functions of anti-aliasing and interpolation filters for a bicubic implementation
and the implementation found in SHM-12.0.

Note that the sum of all bandpass filters covers the entire spectrum, i.e.
∑L

i=1 M i = 1 and
therefore

∑L
i=1 ei = ‖I − Î‖2

2 = mn ·MSE
�
I , Î
�
. Thereby, the MSE in each frequency band is

defined by

MSEi =
ei

mn
. (3.13)

For the evaluation of an SR method with respect to a reference method, the difference
∆MSEi

=MSEi,test −MSEi,ref can be calculated for each frequency band.

Example As an example experiment, the general process of downsampling and upsampling
as depicted in Fig. 3.4a is compared for a scaling factor u = 2 and different sets of
anti-aliasing and interpolation filters {h↓, h↑}. The reference filters are defined by the
separable bicubic filters [Key81]. The filters for the method under test are the same
as they are used in the reference software SHM-12.0 for the Scalability extension of
HEVC (SHVC) [Che+15]

h↓,shvc = [2,−3,−9, 6,39, 58,39, 6,−9,−3, 2]/128 and (3.14)

h↑,shvc = [−1,0, 4,0,−11, 0,40, 64,40, 0,−11,0, 4,0,−1]/64. (3.15)

Note that the interpolation filter is derived from the filters which are used for half pixel
motion compensation in High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). The transfer functions
of the anti-aliasing and the interpolation filters are depicted in Fig. 3.6. It can be
noticed that the filters defined for SHVC are characterized by an overshoot close to
the cutoff frequency and a sharper rolloff than the bicubic filters. Therefore, it is to
be expected that at low frequencies the reconstruction error will be higher due to the
overshoot when the downsampling and upsampling is performed with the SHVC filters.
In contrast to that, another expectation is that the reconstruction error becomes smaller
for frequencies close to f = 0.25 due to the sharper rolloff of the SHVC interpolation
filters. The average end to end PSNRs on S14 evaluates to PSNRbic = 30.02dB and
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(a) MSE over ‖ f ‖∞ for downsampling and up-
sampling with bicubic filter kernels.
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(b) MSE over ‖ f ‖∞ for downsampling and up-
sampling with SHVC filter kernels.
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(c) MSE difference between SHVC filter and bicubic fil-
ters over ‖ f ‖∞.

Figure 3.7 Frequency dependent analysis of different downsampling and upsampling methods.

PSNRshvc = 30.48dB. Consequently, a PSNR-gain of ∆PSNR = 0.46dB can be achieved
by the use of the SHVC filters instead of the bicubic filter kernels. Fig. 3.7 verifies
the assumptions stated above. From Fig. 3.7c, it can be concluded that the SHVC
filters indeed slightly loose in terms of reconstruction error in the low frequency range.
Moreover, the gain which comes due to the sharper rolloff is clearly observable. In the
frequency range ‖ f ‖∞ > 0.25, it seems that the bicubic filters lead to a lower MSE.
This behavior can be explained by the higher cutoff frequency of h↑,bic, as this will
preserve more high frequency content. In conclusion of this example, it can be stated
that the rectangular frequency band analysis is a powerful tool for the evaluation of
SR methods.

3.2.3 Dictionary Learning-based Super-Resolution

The idea of DLSR was first proposed in [Yan+10] and further improved by the same authors
in [Yan+12]. In [ZEP10] a residual learning-based implementation of DLSR was combined
with a PCA on the dictionaries in order to achieve complexity reductions. Inspired by this
work, an anchored neighborhood regression method utilizing Dictionary Learning (DL) was
proposed for SR in [TDV13] and [TDV15]. Besides the regression-based methods, the other
methods have in common that dictionaries with coupled sparsity are trained in order to ap-
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3.2 Super-Resolution

(a) Low resolution dictionary D↓. (b) High resolution dictionary D↑.

Figure 3.8 Trained dictionaries with coupled sparsity for super-resolution on 8 × 8 image patches.
The anti-aliasing and interpolation filters are chosen to the SHVC filters.

proach the SR problem. Typically, a dictionary D↓ is trained to allow for sparse representation
of low resolution image data. For the sake of simplicity, the low resolution image data is gen-
erated by downsampling followed by upsampling12. Like this, the low resolution images are
represented at the same number of samples but with different frequency characteristics. To
be precise, the images do not possess any high frequency components in this representation,
as pointed out above. From these images, the training patches x ↓↑,i are extracted and the
low resolution dictionary reads as

D↓← arg min
D↓

N−1∑
i=0

1
2

D↓αi − x ↓↑,i
2

2 +λ‖αi‖1. (3.16)

The patch size is often chosen to be sp × sp = 8× 8 pixels, and the sparse coding penalty is
typically optimized with respect to the application. Moreover, a high resolution dictionary D↑
is trained such that the sparse coefficient vector α is equivalent for the representation of the
high resolution patches and for the low resolution patches. Therefore, the high resolution
dictionary is computed as

D↑← arg min
D↑

N−1∑
i

1
2

D↑αi − x i

2

2

⇔ D↑← arg min
D↑

1
2

D↑A− X
2

2

⇔ D↑ = XA+ (3.17)

with X = [x 0, x 1, · · · , x N−1] and A= [α0,α1, · · · ,αN−1]. Fig. 3.8 shows a pair of dictionaries
with coupled sparsity. The structural similarity between the atoms of both dictionaries can
be observed clearly. Furthermore, the high resolution dictionary is characterized by sharper
edges than the low resolution dictionary.

12Of course, anti-aliasing and interpolation filters are applied.
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(a) Training Stage.
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(b) Test stage.

Figure 3.9 Coupled dictionary learning-based super-resolution scheme with separate block diagrams
for training and for testing. The ·̄ and ‖·‖2 operators denote a centering and normalization operation,
respectively.

By concept, the dictionaries are trained such that a low resolution image can be repre-
sented sparsely in the low resolution dictionary and this sparse representation leads to a
least squares solution for the representation of the high resolution image in the high resolu-
tion dictionary. Therefore, low resolution image patches are encoded sparsely in D↓ and the
reconstruction is performed in D↑, when the SR scheme is applied. These image patches are
often chosen to overlap, in order to avoid block artifacts in the reconstructed high resolution
image. This leads to several estimates for a single pixel after reconstruction of all patches.
Typically, these estimates are averaged in order to reconstruct the final pixel value. Fig. 3.9
shows the training and test stages of the DLSR scheme as block diagrams. The operators
E and M denote the patch extraction and patch combination, respectively. Note that patch
extraction and combination are indeed linear operations, but they cannot be realized by a
simple matrix multiplication in the image space. However, in order to indicate the linearity
of the processes, the operators were chosen to be set as matrix symbols. For more infor-
mation on patch extraction and combination, see. Sec. 3.2.4. As a preliminary experiment,
the DLSR scheme was trained on S91 and applied to the images in S14. The anti-aliasing
and interpolation filters were chosen to match the filters defined for SHVC. The patch size
was set to sp × sp = 8× 8 pixels and patches were extracted with a step width of ss = 2, i.e.
patches begin with every non-interpolated pixel. The dictionaries contain K = 512 atoms,
and the sparse coding penalty was set to λ= 0.01 for training and testing. All patches with
an l2-norm greater than η= 0.1 were normalized. The results of this experiment are listed in
Tab. 3.2 in terms of end-to-end PSNRs values and PSNR gains. Furthermore, the frequency
dependent MSE of the DLSR scheme is depicted in Fig. 3.10a, and Fig. 3.10b shows the gain
with respect to ‖ f ‖∞. These results are averaged over the test set. It can be observed that
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image h↑,shvc DLSR ∆PSNR

baboon 24.79 25.17 0.37

barbara 28.02 28.45 0.43

bridge 26.83 27.36 0.53

coastguard 29.65 30.48 0.84

comic 26.59 27.52 0.93

face 35.16 35.52 0.36

flowers 31.04 32.12 1.08

foreman 32.49 33.39 0.90

lenna 35.37 36.15 0.78

man 29.62 30.32 0.70

monarch 33.75 35.28 1.53

pepper 34.12 35.40 1.27

ppt3 27.47 29.04 1.57

zebra 31.66 33.04 1.38

avg 30.47 31.37 0.91

Table 3.2 End-to-end PSNR values in dB for
upsampling with the SHVC interpolation filter
and the DLSR scheme.
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(a) MSE over ‖ f ‖∞ for the DLSR scheme.
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(b) MSE difference between SHVC interpolation
filter and the DLSR scheme over ‖ f ‖∞.

Figure 3.10 Frequency dependent analysis of the
DLSR scheme.
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on average the DLSR scheme gains approximately 0.9dB in terms of PSNR, and the gain
stems from both high frequency components and low frequency components. The highest
gains are observed for images which contain structured high frequency content like the im-
ages “monarch” or “zebra”. Therefore, it can be concluded that DLSR is indeed capable of
introducing frequencies which cannot be reconstructed by classical interpolation filters.

3.2.4 DLSR – The convolutional point of view

As mentioned above, the DLSR algorithms work on an overlapping patch basis, which leads
to an oversampling of the image. Therefore, for every reconstructed pixel several estimates
exist, after the sparse coding and reconstruction of every patch has been performed. In more
detail, the number of pixel estimates in dependency of the patch size sp and the step width
ss is given by

Ne =
�sp

ss

�2

. (3.18)

Typically, a pixel value is reconstructed by averaging over the Ne estimates. However, the
question arises whether this is optimum in terms of end-to-end PSNR. In order to find an an-
swer to this question, it is helpful to change the perspective on the patch extraction operator
E and patch combination operator M , as already indicated above. The following paragraphs
describe and evaluate a more sophisticated patch combination strategy, which is also referred
to as Patch Combination Optimization (PCO) throughout this thesis.

One of the first Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for SISR was introduced
in [Don+16], and a relationship between the CNN and the DLSR scheme is sketched in
this publication. Generally, CNN-based SR models do not need any patch extraction or com-
bination, since the function approximation is performed by convolutions and non-linear ac-
tivation functions. Moreover, the implementation is often realized by a feed-forward CNN,
i.e. the algorithm does not require any iterative processing of the data. However, the DLSR
scheme can be seen as a CNN-based SR model with a sparse coding layer acting as the non-
linear activation. This interpretation stems from the observation that the overlapping patch
extraction can be replaced by convolving the image with a 3 dimensional filter E ∈ Rsp×sp×Ne ,
which is formed by Ne basis functions. Note that the convolution is performed without any
padding. This convolution transforms the image I↓↑ into a feature tensor F ↓↑, which can be
interpreted as Ne concatenated feature maps. The feature maps can be processed by sparse
coding and reconstruction on a non-overlapping block basis. For this purpose, the block
size is equivalent to the patch size sp. The resulting feature tensor F ↑ can be transformed
into a reconstructed image by yet another convolution with a 3 dimensional filter kernel
M ∈ Rsp×sp×Ne . Note that this convolution is not performed in all three dimensions, but only
in the first and second dimension. Fig. 3.11 depicts the process as block diagram and visu-
alizes the shape of the signals at certain points in the processing chain. The structure of the
filter E, which extracts the feature maps, is shown in Fig. 3.11b for the example of a patch
size sp× sp = 8×8 and a step width ss = 2. The positions marked in black indicate positions
where the value of the filter is equal to one. At other positions, the values are identical to
zero. The filter M can be constructed by flipping the filter E along the first two dimensions
and scaling every element by 1

Ne
. This structure of the filter M leads to the averaging opera-

tion for reconstruction of a single pixel value, which is typically performed in patch-based SR
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(a) Convolutional perspective of patch extraction and combination.

sp
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Ne

(b) Feature map extraction filter E. In this example, the patch size was chosen to sp × sp = 8× 8 and for the
step width holds ss = 2.

Figure 3.11 Convolutional perspective on the DLSR scheme.
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schemes. Whilst the structure of the extraction filter E is well-defined for the DLSR scheme,
there is no guarantee that averaging over all pixel estimates is optimum. Therefore, one
can think of optimizing the combination filter M such that the end-to-end error becomes
minimum.

Regarding the example with patch size sp× sp = 8× 8, the reconstruction of a single pixel
of the image I↑ at the position [i, j] can be described by the scalar product

I↑,[i, j] = vec
�
F ↑,[i:i+7, j: j+7,•]

�> · vec (M) (3.19)

where F ↑,[i:i+7, j: j+7,•] is the sub-tensor containing all pixel estimates and their surroundings.
From (3.19), it can be deduced that the optimum filter M can be trained by learning a linear
regression model. In order to source the training data, which is required for this optimization
task, the corresponding sub tensor in F ↑ is used as feature for every pixel in the reconstructed
image I↑. To be precise, the labels of this supervised learning task are the pixel values of
the ground truth high resolution image I at a position [i, j], and the features are given by
F ↑,[i:i+7, j: j+7,•]

13. Then, the general optimization problem with respect to the loss function
` (·, ·) and ridge regularization reads as

M ← argmin
M

∑
i

∑
j

`
�
I [i, j], vec

�
F ↑,[i:i+7, j: j+7,•]

�> · vec (M)
�
+
λPCO

2
‖vec (M)‖2

2 . (3.20)

This learning task can be solved by a support vector machine regression [Dru+97]. In this
case, the loss function is given by

` (·, ·) =max
�
0, |I [i, j] − vec

�
F ↑,[i:i+7, j: j+7,•]

�> · vec (M) | − ε
�

(3.21)

with ε denoting half the width of the epsilon insensitive band. Combining the patches with
the filter M , obtained by the solution to (3.20), forms the basis for PCO.

The performance of PCO was evaluated experimentally. The images from S91 were used
as training data, the batch size for the optimization was set to sb = 10 and the regularization
parameter was set to λPCO = 0.0114. In general, finding a suitable width ε of the ε-insensitive
band can be complicated, but setting it in relation to the standard deviation of the data was
found to be reasonable [CM04]. Therefore, the parameter ε was chosen to be the inter quar-
tile range of the training images scaled by a factor of 1

13.49 , which is approximately 1
10 -th of the

standard deviation of the data, when a normal distribution of the data is assumed [MAT20].
Table 3.4 summarizes the end-to-end PSNR measurements for DLSR without and with PCO
on S14. Note that the results in the column labeled with “PCO off” deviate from the results
presented in Tab. 3.2. This stems from the fact that in this experiment, the PSNR was mea-
sured in the inner area of the image only, in order to neglect boundary effects. However,
on average the additional step of PCO leads to a gain of roughly ∆PSNR = 0.2dB in terms
of end-to-end PSNR. Again, the highest gains are observed for images with high frequency
structured content such as the images “ppt3” or “monarch”. Moreover, the frequency de-
pendent gain is depicted in Fig. 3.12b, which shows that the gain lies almost entirely in

13In general, the entire training data would consist of multiple images. However, for demonstration reasons it
is more straightforward to consider only a single image here.

14If not indicated otherwise, the regularization penalty was set to λPCO = 0.01 for further results reported in
this thesis.
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Img.
PCO

∆PSNR

off on

baboon 25.42 25.52 0.11

barbara 28.43 28.53 0.11

bridge 27.47 27.61 0.14

coastguard 30.44 30.72 0.28

comic 27.37 27.60 0.22

face 35.47 35.57 0.10

flowers 31.88 32.11 0.23

foreman 36.97 37.12 0.15

lenna 36.06 36.20 0.14

man 30.25 30.40 0.15

monarch 35.16 35.49 0.32

pepper 36.38 36.50 0.12

ppt3 28.87 29.30 0.43

zebra 32.96 33.21 0.25

avg 31.65 31.85 0.20

Table 3.4 End-to-end PSNR values in dB for up-
sampling with the DLSR scheme and the DLSR
scheme with PCO.
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(a) MSE over ‖ f ‖∞ for the DLSR scheme with
PCO.
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(b) MSE difference between DLSR and DLSR with
PCO over ‖ f ‖∞.

Figure 3.12 Frequency dependent analysis of the
DLSR scheme with PCO.
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Figure 3.13 Slices of the optimized combination filter M .

the interval 0.2 < ‖ f ‖∞ < 0.3. Therefore, PCO helps to reconstruct damped frequency
components in the low frequency range (‖ f ‖∞ < 0.25) but also frequency components in
the high frequency range (‖ f ‖∞ > 0.25), which got lost during downsampling. Fig. 3.13
shows two slices from the third dimension of the optimized combination filter M . It can be
observed that the filter does not only take into account the estimated value for the pixel at
the current location, but also some of the surrounding pixels. In conclusion, PCO leads to
an average gain of ∆PSNR = 0.2 dB, which is achieved by exploiting not only the actual pixel
value estimates, but also their spatial surroundings.

3.2.5 Summary

The generic inverse problem of SR was introduced in this section. Further, the description
was accompanied by examples for the case of a downsampling factor of u = 2. For the per-
formance evaluation of SR schemes, the analysis based on rectangular frequency bands was
developed in Sec. 3.2.2. Most importantly, the DLSR scheme utilizing a pair of dictionaries
with coupled sparsity was described and extended by a convolutional point of view. This
allowed for an optimization of the patch combination stage of the algorithm (PCO). With
the frequency dependent analysis of the reconstruction gain achieved by the DLSR scheme,
it was verified that DLSR realizes gains in the high frequency components of images. More-
over, the average gain, which was achieved by PCO, was measured to be∆PSNR = 0.2 dB for a
downsampling/upsampling factor u= 2 on the images inS14. Again, a better reconstruction
is found for high frequencies. Altogether, it was shown that the gain of the DLSR scheme with
respect to interpolation with the SHVC interpolation filters reaches roughly ∆PSNR ≈ 1.4 dB
on average.

3.3 Complexity considerations

When inverse problems are solved in practical applications as e.g. a video decoder, the ques-
tion for the computational complexity of the corresponding algorithm arises. In general,
the computational effort to take is crucial in real time applications, but from a research per-
spective, it is often difficult to focus on the practical complexity due to the lack of hardware
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implementations of the designed algorithms. Moreover, complexity measurements and the
experimental comparison between different algorithms are often influenced by the use of dif-
ferent programming languages and different implementations. For this reason, approaches
quantifying the computational complexity more theoretically have been developed such as
the big-O notation. Another approach is counting the number of arithmetic operations per
sample in the context of the rising interest for CNNs in video coding [Hsi+19; MWR20].
With respect to video coding, limiting the complexity of the decoder is more important than
limiting the complexity of an encoder, since video content often needs to be compressed
only once but decoded for every single instance of usage in real time. Also, the encoding
time is of minor importance when the video is not streamed or broadcasted live. Therefore,
the training time needed for learning the model parameters is not regarded to contribute to
the processing time, as the training can be either performed offline or as part of the encod-
ing process. This section deals with the computational complexity of sparse coding-based
solvers for inverse problems in image processing and a comparison to CNN-based solvers.
Furthermore, in Sec. 3.3.2, it will be shown how the complexity of sparse coding of natural
image patches can be reduced by performing a classification before searching for a sparse
representation.

3.3.1 Sparse Coding Complexity

The complexity of both sparse coding algorithms described above, the OMP and the Least
Angle Regression Stagewise (LARS) is dependent on:

• The number of signals n to be processed,

• the number of samples m in a signal,

• the number of dictionary atoms K , and

• the target sparsity L.

Both algorithms are widely studied and have the same asymptotic complexity of

O �mK2
�

︸ ︷︷ ︸
compute D>D

+ nO �L3
�

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cholesky factorizations

+nO �mK + K L2
�

︸ ︷︷ ︸
update D>r

, (3.22)

when implemented efficiently [MBP14]. From a practical perspective, the first term O (mK2)
can be neglected as the Gram matrix G = D>D can be stored alongside the dictionary D.
However, for every signal L iterations have to be performed, and in each iteration a ma-
trix inverse needs to be calculated. If the Cholesky factorization of G is precomputed, the
matrix inversions inside the loop of the algorithms become cheaper and are computable at
O �‖α‖2

0

�
. This leads in total to the second term of the overall complexity nO (L3). The last

term nO (mK + K L2) stems from the computation of the residual r or its equivalent repre-
sentation D>r in the optimized algorithm [MBP14; RZE08]. Typically, the number of atoms
is larger than the amount of iterations, i.e. K >> L, as the solution should be sparse and
consequently, the last term becomes dominant with respect to the overall complexity. For
instance, a total amount of approximately

103 + 64 · 512+ 512 · 102 ≈ 8.5 · 104
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sparse coding CNN symbol

patch size filter size sp × sp

# dictionary atoms number of filters K
# of iterations in SC algorithm number of layers L

Table 3.5 Loose correspondences between parameters and variables used for sparse coding and CNNs.

arithmetic operations per signal can be expected when performing sparse coding in a typical
setup for signals of length m = 64 in a dictionary with K = 512 atoms at a target of L = 10
non-zero coefficients in the sparse representation15. In the context of image processing, an-
other quantity has to be regarded, which is the number of extracted image patches (signals)
per pixel. Typical choices are here either to extract fully overlapping patches or extracting
patches with a step width of ss = 2 (see Sec. 3.2.4), leading to 1 image patch per pixel and
1 image patch for every fourth pixel, respectively.

Comparing these findings with the naive implementation of an orthogonal block trans-
form, the complexity of sparse coding with respect to conventional operations used for video
coding becomes obvious. For the application of a block transform on non overlapping 8× 8
blocks, in total 64 multiplications and 63 additions per pixel are needed resulting in 127
arithmetic operations per sample16. This is by two orders of magnitude less than required
for sparse coding. Another example is the filtering operation, which is applied for interpola-
tion of sub-sample positions during motion compensation in video coding. The latest video
coding standard Versatile Video Coding (VVC) specifies 8-tap separable interpolation filters
resulting in 30 multiplications and approx. 26 additions per sample in the worst case17.
Also in this case, the number of arithmetic operations needed is very low in contrast to the
complexity of sparse coding. However, the comparison between conventional signal pro-
cessing methods like transforms and filtering to sparse coding is not really fair and might
be misleading, since the conventional methods are not representatives of machine learning
driven approaches. Therefore, a comparison with CNNs makes more sense, in order to as-
sess the complexity of sparse coding. As already mentioned in Sec. 3.2.4, correspondences
between CNNs and sparse coding can be identified. To some extent, this also holds true for
the complexity considerations. Table 3.5 shows some loose correspondences between the
parameters and variables used for sparse coding and used in CNNs. The main difference
between sparse coding and the inference performed by CNNs lies in the iterative nature of
sparse coding algorithms and the feed forward property of typical CNN architectures. How-
ever, during inference by a CNN, the signal is processed by several layers of the network in
contrast to several iterations during sparse coding. Therefore, an iteration of a sparse coding

15Note that the number of operations need to be taken with care, as the big-O notation neglects e.g. constant
factors. Therefore, the number should be interpreted as a rough indication on the amount of necessary
operations for sparse coding.

16For fast transforms, the number of arithmetic operations will be even less. However, for demonstration
purposes, the complexity of the naive implementation is sufficient.

17I.e. all filter coefficients are nonzero, and the shift is applied horizontally and vertically to a 4 × 4 block.
Generally, the filter operation along the first dimension needs an additional padding of 3 and 4 samples
along the second dimension. For very small block sizes, this additional padding leads to an increase of the
normalized computational complexity.
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algorithm can be put into relationship with a layer of a CNN. Since the filter size may vary
from layer to layer in a CNN, there is no exact correspondence between the filter size and
the patch size used for sparse coding. Yet, it makes sense to relate these quantities to each
other as the complexity of a correlation operation is highly dependent on them. Similarly,
the number of filters can be seen in a loose relationship to the number of dictionary atoms.
Due to the high degree of freedom in the design of CNN architectures, no general assessment
on their complexity is performed here. Thus, the following two examples demonstrate the
complexity of the SRCNN-network [Don+16] and the VDSR-network [KLL16].

Example SRCNN The SRCNN-network consists of an input layer, one hidden layer and an
output layer in the most basic configuration. Further, the input layer is formed by 64
filters of size 9×9. In the hidden layer, a convolution with 32 filters of size 1×1×64
is performed. Lastly, the output layer is defined by a single 5 × 5 × 32 filter. In the
SRCNN-network, no padding is applied to the input signal and the hidden feature
maps, in order to avoid boundary effects. However, since the network is shallow with
only one hidden layer, the output image is only slightly smaller than the input image.
Therefore, the amount of multiplications per sample required for processing with the
SRCNN-network approximately reads

9 · 9 · 64︸ ︷︷ ︸
input layer

+1 · 1 · 64 · 32︸ ︷︷ ︸
hidden layer

+5 · 5 · 32︸ ︷︷ ︸
output layer

= 8032.

Moreover, the same amount of additions per sample is needed, as a filtering operation
consists of multiplication followed by addition and a bias is added to the outcome of
the filtering operation. A last type of operation to consider in the context of CNNs is
the non-linear activation function. In the case of the SRCNN-network the non-linearity
is defined by the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and needs to be applied to the hidden
features maps. Consequently, another 64+ 32 = 96 operations per sample have to be
taken into account for the analysis of the computational complexity18. Following the
considerations from above, the total amount of operations per sample can be estimated
to be

2 · 8032+ 96≈ 1.6 · 104.

Example VDSR The VDSR-network is defined by L = 20 layers in total. Each convolu-
tional layer except the last one is composed by K = 64 filters. The last layer is defined
by a single filter. The filter sizes are 3×3 for the first layer and 3×3×64 for all other
layers. In every layer, zero padding is applied in order to keep the resolution constant
across the layers. This results in

3 · 3 · 64︸ ︷︷ ︸
input layer

+3 · 3 · 64 · 64 · 18︸ ︷︷ ︸
18 hidden layers

+3 · 3 · 64︸ ︷︷ ︸
output layer

= 664704

multiplications per sample. Considering the additions needed for filtering and the
biases, and the ReLUs with 19·64= 1216 operations per sample, it follows analogously
to the SRCNN-network (see example above) that the total amount of operations is

2 · 664704+ 1216≈ 1.3 · 106.
18It should be noted that a ReLU-operation is complexity-wise cheaper than an arithmetic operation as it only

involves a case analysis but not any arithmetic operation.
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From the examples above and the rough estimation of arithmetic operations needed for
sparse coding, it can be observed that no clear assessment of the complexity is possible. Due
to the wide variety of design choices for CNNs and the large parameter space influencing
the complexity of sparse coding, the different methods and their complexities have to be
analyzed alongside their performance in the context of a specific application. However,
this analysis lies beyond the scope of this thesis. In summary, it should be noted that the
complexity of sparse coding lies in the complexity range defined by the examples of the
SRCNN-network and the VDSR-network, and is in consequence comparable to other state-
of-the-art machine learning-based inference methods.

3.3.2 Complexity Reduction by Sub-dictionaries

The computational complexity of sparse coding (3.22) is dominated by the dictionary size,
i.e. the number of atoms K and the signal length m. Images patches are typically processed at
a size of sp×sp = 8×8 pixels. Consequently, the signal length is fixed to m= 64 in the follow-
ing evaluation. The number of atoms K should be chosen such that a sparse representation
can be found. For e.g. K < m this becomes unlikely, since the dictionary is undercomplete in
that case. Typical values lie in the range of 256 ≤ K ≤ 1024, resulting in promising results
for several applications, such as denoising or SR [Ela10]. By concept, it is possible to main-
tain the total number of atoms stored, but to reduce the number of atoms used during sparse
coding by dividing the full set of atoms into d subsets. In general, this could be achieved by
dividing a dictionary into subsets, or by training sub-dictionaries such that the training set is
divided into subsets, which serve as the training data for each sub-dictionary. However, from
the perspective of complexity considerations of the SC, these two approaches look identical.
Neglecting the operations necessary for the computation of the gram matrix in (3.22) and
assuming that the full set of atoms is divided into d subsets, the complexity reads

nO �L3
�

︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

+
1
d

nO �mK + K L2
�

︸ ︷︷ ︸
b

where a and b are introduced as auxiliary variables. Then, the expected fraction between
the computation time of the sparse coding in the full dictionary and the computation time
of the sparse coding in the sub-dictionaries is formulated as a function of the number of
sub-dictionaries d by

S(d) =
a

a+ b︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1

+
1
d

b
a+ b︸ ︷︷ ︸

c2

(3.23)

= c1 +
1
d

c2. (3.24)

Note that the expected result of shorter runtimes for smaller dictionaries is already observ-
able in S(d) < 1 ∀d > 1. Moreover, S(d) is expected to converge asymptotically to a small
value because of a < b and consequently a

a+b � 119.

19Even though this convergence is a theoretical finding, it does not make sense to work with large values of d in
practical applications, as the number of atoms per sub-dictionary will be very low in these cases. Therefore,
the assumption of a sparse representation in the sub-dictionary cannot be made anymore and the designed
algorithm is likely to fail.
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Figure 3.14 Fractional runtime as function of the number sub-dictionaries d.

The theoretically found runtime reduction is further backed by an experiment based on the
OMP algorithm implemented in the SPAMS software [Mai+09a]. Starting with a randomly
generated dictionary of K = 1024 atoms and n = 106 signals of length m = 64, the signals
were encoded sparsely in the dictionary at a cardinality of L = 10, and the computation time
was measured. Repeating the measurement by encoding the signals in the first

�
K
d

�
atoms

of the initial dictionary for d ∈ {1,2, . . . , 32} yields measurement points for the function
S(d). Hereby, a sub-dictionary is assumed to be formed by the first

�
K
d

�
atoms of the full

dictionary. Figure 3.14 shows the measurement points and a fit to the data with respect to
the theoretic finding that S(d) = c1+

1
d c2. The resulting values of the constants are c1 = 0.06

and c2 = 0.92, which fits the expectation of a small asymptote. Thus, a significant complexity
reduction can be achieved following a strategy which does not perform the sparse coding in
the entire set of dictionary atoms but a smaller subset.

The theoretic deduction and the experiment described above offer a preliminary estimate
of the achievable runtime reduction only, since they disregard that a classification of each
signal into one of the d classes needs to be performed before the sparse coding. Moreover,
there is no guarantee that an acceptable reconstruction quality can be maintained, when
dealing with natural image patches. For this reason, another experiment was conducted,
which regards the classification and measuring the reconstruction quality of image patches
in terms of PSNR. Figure 3.15a shows the training stage for the experiment, which clusters
the training data X is into d classes, and for each class a dictionary is trained individually. The
clustering was performed by a nearest neighbor search of the training patches with respect
to predefined comparison atoms in this experiment. A comparison atom C is constructed by
a discrete 2-dimensional sinusoidal function such that

C [m,n] = cos(2π f (cos(ϕ)m+ sin(ϕ)n+ θ )), (3.25)

where f is the normalized frequency, ϕ defines the direction of the waveform, and θ is a
phase shift. The frequency was set to the fixed value of f = 1

8 , for the direction four different
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(b) Clustered sparse coding. The test data is clustered before the
actual sparse coding takes place.

(c) Sinusoidal comparison atoms used for clustering the image patches.

Figure 3.15 Clustered dictionary learning and sparse coding.

angles were chosen such that ϕ ∈ {0, π4 , π2 , 3π
4 }, and the phase shift was set to values satis-

fying θ ∈ {0, 1,2, 4}. The classes were only distinguished by the angle ϕ in this experiment
and the phase shift θ lets the comparison atoms behave more shift invariant. Hence, in to-
tal 4 groups of 4 comparison atoms were used in order to cluster the training patches into 4
directional classes. Fig. 3.15c illustrates the comparison atoms showing low frequency direc-
tional characteristics. The test stage of the experiment is depicted in Fig. 3.15b. After clus-
tering, the image patches are sparsely encoded in the sub-dictionaries and the reconstructed
patches are multiplexed such that a PSNR measurement between the input and output can
be performed. In order to assess the runtime-reconstruction quality behavior of the scheme
introduced above, also the runtime is measured and compared to performing the sparse cod-
ing in a single dictionary. To be precise, the methodology of the experiment is as follows:
The training patches are sourced from S91, centered and normalized. The test patches are
extracted from S14 and centered. For both DL and SC, the OMP algorithm was used such
that it solves (2.21) for Ψ(·) = ‖ · ‖0. Note that a lower bound for the reconstruction qual-
ity can be chosen by setting the reconstruction error ε appropriately and assuming that the
targeted quality is indeed achievable. As mentioned above, d = 4 sub-dictionaries formed
by K = 256

4 = 64 atoms were trained, and testing was performed in these sub-dictionaries
according to the schemes depicted in Figure 3.15. The reference points are defined by train-
ing and testing with a single dictionary composed by K = 256 atoms. Evaluating these two
sparse encoding and decoding strategies for ε ∈ [0.0064, 0.64] yields the results depicted in
Fig. 3.16. Obviously, a runtime reduction is observable while still maintaining the same re-
construction error by performing the sparse coding in the sub-dictionaries instead of a single
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Figure 3.16 Reconstruction quality in terms of PSNR plotted over the average processing time t per
patch. The evaluation was performed for sparse encoding and decoding of natural image patches in
a single dictionary of 256 atoms and 4 sub-dictionaries of 64 atoms.

dictionary approach. Note that a runtime reduction could also be achieved for even higher
PSNR values, as the sub-dictionaries contain K = 256

4 = 64 atoms, which can be assumed to
span a reasonable large fraction of the signal space, defined by R64. Therefore, even higher
reconstruction qualities can be achieved by a sparse representation in the sub-dictionaries.
If the sub-dictionaries have full rank, a runtime reduction can even be expected for perfect
reconstructions. However, for typical applications in image processing, reconstruction PSNR
values of approx. 40dB are sufficient. Consequently, the target reconstruction qualities were
chosen to range from 25 dB to approx. 40dB in this experiment. The average relative run-
time reduction evaluates to −30.1%, when the Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)20 with respect to
the runtime is measured. Consequently, the experiment verifies the assumption that sparse
coding of natural image patches can benefit from a clustering of the patches in terms of the
computation time.

3.3.3 Summary

The computational complexity of sparse coding in comparison to the complexity of CNNs
can be assessed theoretically by the estimation of the necessary arithmetic operations. As
a key finding regarding the theoretic evaluation, the complexity of both sparse coding and
CNNs highly depend on their parameterization. Consequently, no general assessment can
be made, but for typical parameters the complexity of sparse coding lies in between the two
cases of the very shallow SRCNN-network and the deeper VDSR-network.

20See Sec. 2.2.4. The interpolation between the data points was chosen to be piecewise cubic in order to
handle the high amount of data points.
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3 Sparse Coding-based Approaches to Inverse Problems

Moreover, the complexity of sparse coding of natural image patches can be reduced by
performing a clustering of the data before the actual sparse coding. This strategy leads to a
measured runtime reduction of −30.1% at the same level of reconstruction quality. Yet, this
result refers to the reconstruction quality of sparse coding only, without taking a certain appli-
cation into account. Therefore, the applicability of the proposed method to inverse problems
like denoising or SR is still an open question for further research. Furthermore, for practical
real time applications like video decoders, the complexity of sparse coding would need to
be reduced further by e.g. a suitable parameterization or efficient coding of parameters or
variables into the bitstream21, as the total amount of operations is still very high in com-
parison to classical signal processing operations. In summary, the computational complexity
of sparse coding was found to be not worse than the complexity of certain architectures of
CNNs, and it is possible to reduce the complexity by clustering before sparse coding.

21Notice that Matrix-based Intra Prediction (MIP) from VVC can be seen as a set of neural networks with only
one fully connected layer and the applicable network is signaled by an index in the bitstream. This strategy
limits the overall complexity of the inference and introduces the adaptability by signaling, instead.
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4 Sparse Coding-based In-loop Filtering

This chapter addresses the capabilities of Dictionary Learning (DL) / Sparse Coding (SC)-
based methods for the removal of artefacts, which typically occur in decoded video se-
quences. As already mentioned before, the process of artefact removal can be understood
analogously to the denoising problem (cf. Sec. 3.1). However, the (statistical) characteris-
tics of Gaussian noise and coding artefacts differ, and the question whether typical SC-based
strategies will succeed, arises in consequence. A major difference between Gaussian noise
and coding noise lies in the property of Gaussian noise to be stationary and independent of
the signal, whilst coding noise does not possess these characteristics. Thus, the SC is behav-
ing differently with respect to coding noise compared to Gaussian noise. To be precise, the
consequences with respect to the denoising approach discussed in Sec. 3.1 are two-fold:

1. A global SC parameter ε or L, serving as stopping criterion for Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit (OMP) will not catch the local characteristics of the noise. Consequently, a
parameter value tied to the noise energy of a patch, would vary for the patches. This
would lead to a number of parameter values, which is equal to the number of pixels
in the image, and needs to be transmitted to the decoder. The transmission would be
necessary, as the noise level is unknown to the decoder and the parameter value can-
not be inferred exactly, in consequence. These considerations lead to the conclusion
that adjusting the parameter and signaling its value on a patch level is not pratical,
as there is hardly any chance for Rate-Distortion (RD) improvements due to the high
rate required for signaling of the large number of parameter values. However, param-
eters of loop filters are often adjusted on a frame level, or state-of-the-art loop filters,
such as the Adaptive Loop Filter (ALF), are even switchable on the Coding Tree Unit
(CTU) level. Consequently, applicable SC parameters could be signaled e.g. once per
frame. Moreover, also an SC-based in-loop filter could be switched on a CTU basis.
In these cases, the signaling costs might be affordable, and a temporal adaptability of
SC parameters combined with a spatial switching would be enabled. In summary, the
transmission of SC parameters on the patch level is not practical due to the signaling
costs. Therefore, the signaling would need to be performed on a coarser level, such as
the frame level.

2. Additive Gaussian noise is assumed to be independent and uncorrelated to the signal.
On average, this also holds true on the patch level, and consequently the energy of the
patches is increased by the additive noise component. Put mathematically, the energy
Ex̂ of a noisy patch x̂ = x + v evaluates to

Ex̂ = (x + v)> (x + v)

= x>x + 2x>v + v>v

= x>x︸︷︷︸
Ex

+ v>v︸︷︷︸
Ev

,
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4 Sparse Coding-based In-loop Filtering

under the assumption that there is zero cross-correlation between x and v1. Thus, one
can expect that the signal available for SC has more energy than the true underlying
signal on average. This is clearly beneficial for the selection of dictionary atoms in
OMP, even if there is no guarantee for the selection of the correct dictionary atoms as
discussed in Sec. 3.1. However, if the energy of the noisy signal was lowered instead,
fewer dictionary atoms would be selected, resulting likely in an erroneous support. In
the case of coding noise, the assumption of independence of the noise and the signal,
leading to an increased energy of the noisy signal, is not fulfilled. On the contrary,
compression is typically removing high frequencies and thus reducing the energy of
the signal. Consequently, the SC suffers from this energy reduction leading to fewer
coefficients being selected, i.e. the solution tends to be sparser [SBW18]. This behav-
ior is non-desirable, since the sparse representation looses accuracy in capturing the
original underlying signal2.

Note that for low bit rates, the problems of coding artefact removal and Super-
Resolution (SR) look similar, as coding typically removes high frequency content from
the original signal and therefore both target on the reconstruction of high frequency
components. However, the processing chain of downsampling and upsampling is linear
(cf. Sec. 3.2.1), whilst coding noise stems from the nonlinear quantization, performed
in the coding loop. Therefore, the characteristics of downsampled images differ from
the characteristics of coded images, and there is no guarantee for a coupled DL (cf.
Sec. 3.2.3) approach to succeed with respect to the problem of coding noise removal.
Moreover, a loop filtering approach according to the design of Dictionary Learning-
based Super-Resolution (DLSR) would require coded images for the DL. This contra-
dicts the basic idea of this thesis to control SC-based algorithms by parameterization,
without sourcing patches from coded images for the training. In summary, the char-
acteristics of coding noise differ from other degenerations, such as additive Gaussian
noise or downsampling. Consequently, the question arises, whether SC-based denois-
ing algorithms could increase the coding performance of state-of-the-art video coding
standards.

Despite the differences between Gaussian noise and coding noise, the L-based SC de-
noising strategy was successfully applied as additional inloop filter in High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) [SBW18]. For the sake of completeness, this approach will be reviewed in
Sec. 4.1. As the coding artefacts vary between codecs due to different coding tools and in-
loop filters3, the capabilities for SC-based coding artefact removal and loop filtering in VVC
are addressed in Sec. 4.2.

1Obviously, this will not hold true for all patches but on average the correlation is indeed zero (cf. Fig. B.1).
2To the best of my knowledge, there is no model describing coding noise such that quantitative predictions

on the performance of SC-based coding artefact removal become possible. Therefore, these aspects are
discussed either qualitatively or based on measurements in this thesis.

3The artefacts even vary for different encoders / encoder configurations of the same standard. However,
analyzing all possible encoder configurations is infeasible. Thus, the analysis is limited to the HEVC and
Versatile Video Coding (VVC) reference software with their corresponding Common Testing Conditions
(CTC).
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4.1 Sparse Coding-based Loop Filtering in HEVC

4.1 Sparse Coding-based Loop Filtering in HEVC

The approach for SC-based loop filtering originally published in [SBW18] is aligned with the
SC-based denoising (cf. Fig. 3.2) and summarized as follows:

• Extract fully overlapping patches x̂ from the decoded image Î and center them.

• Choose L = 42−QP.

• Sparsely encode the patches with OMP in a pretrained dictionary D.

• Reconstruct the patches as x ? = Dα+ ¯̂x , and combine the patches to the image I? by
averaging in overlapping areas.

This approach is also referred to as Sparse Coding-based Loop Filtering (SCLF) in the fol-
lowing. The selection of the SC parameter L in dependency of the Quantization Parameter
(QP) of the current picture enforces a sparser solution with increasing QP. This makes sense
from the perspective that higher values of the QP result in lower reconstruction qualities,
and was found to be appropriate in out-of-coding loop experiments.

HEVC specifies two different loop filters: The deblocking filter and the Sample Adaptive
Offset (SAO), whereby deblocking is performed before the SAO process is invoked. In order
to integrate SCLF into the HM-16.9 reference software, the decision was made to operate
SCLF right after deblocking. This processing order was chosen, as blocking artefacts might
appear as artificial edges in the image, which would lead to a sparse representation of the
blocking artefacts in the dictionary. Therefore, it was assumed to be beneficial to reduce the
blocking artefacts prior to the SC of the image. Moreover, SCLF was operated before SAO
due to a coarse-to-fine processing idea. Whilst SAO can be parameterized locally, SCLF is
performed globally on the full image. Thus, the processing order was built on the assumption
that SAO might correct the reconstruction of SCLF in areas where SCLF fails. In order to
avoid a global misbehavior of SCLF, the sclf_enabled_flag, indicating whether SCLF should
be applied, was signaled in the slice segment header. The value of the flag was determined by
a global squared error measurement at the encoder. In the case of a reduction of the overall
squared error with respect to the original picture, the encoder sets sclf_enabled_flag = 1
and sclf_enabled_flag = 0, otherwise. Lastly, SCLF was applied to the luma component of
the video only, as DL / SC is known to perform best on high frequency structures, which are
found in the luma channel rather than in the chroma channels. Notice that this approach is
not expected to result in the optimum RD performance, but provides a practical solution for
the integration of SCLF into HEVC.

Besides the selection of the SC parameter L and the integration into HEVC, the remaining
parameters for the DL / SC need to be defined. These were chosen to match the typical
values, such that the dictionary possesses K = 512 atoms and was trained based on the `1-
norm penalty with λ = 0.15. The training patches were extracted from the S91 training set
at a patch size of sp × sp = 8× 8 pixels. Further, the performance of SCLF was evaluated in
terms of Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)-rate savings with respect to HM-16.9 in an All Intra (AI)
and Random Access (RA) coding configuration. The test sequences were chosen from the
Scalability extension of HEVC (SHVC) test set SSHVC, and the rate points were defined by
QP ∈ {22,27, 32,37}, which corresponds to the CTC for HEVC [Bos13]. The results are
reported in Tab. 4.1. Generally, coding gains are measured for all tested sequences, which
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sequence AI RA

BQTerrace −0.15 % −0.56%

BasketballDrive −0.45 % −0.79%

Cactus −1.16 % −0.96%

Kimono −0.85 % −0.81%

ParkScene −1.43 % −0.25%

PeopleOnStreet −2.78 % −4.23%

Traffic −1.84 % −2.37%

AVG −1.24 % −1.42%

Table 4.1 BD-rate savings of SCLF compared to HM-16.9 for an AI and RA coding configura-
tion [SBW18].

results in an average rate reduction of −1.24% for the AI coding scenario and −1.42 % for
the RA configuration, respectively. Note that the measurements regarding the AI coding
configuration can be interpreted as a variant of postprocessing4, since all the images are
coded individually in this case. Most notably, the rate reduction for the “PeopleOnStreet”
sequence is measured to be −2.78% and −4.23%, which confirms the potential of SCLF as
in-loop filter, since the gain which is observed for RA is again higher than for AI. Thus, is can
be concluded that SCLF not only refines the reconstructed pictures but also could improve
the pictures with respect to the prediction of pictures yet to be coded. In summary, the results
indicate that SCLF can improve the overall coding performance of HEVC.

4.2 Sparse Coding-based Loop Filtering in VVC

Conceptually, the same approach as applied in HEVC could be applied in VVC. RD-wise, the
approach is at least not expected to be harmful, due to the negligible signaling costs of the
sclf_enabled_flag. However, besides specifying more sophisticated coding tools and trans-
forms, VVC specifies more in-loop filters than HEVC, namely the ALF and Cross Component
Adaptive Loop Filter (CCALF) (cf. Sec. 2.2.3). Therefore, the SCLF faces a more advanced
competitor and its effect on the RD performance of VVC may be influenced by the addi-
tional coding tools. As mentioned above, the performance of video coding tools is typically
measured by implementations of test models. Consequently, also the performance of SCLF
was assessed experimentally for this work. In order to compare the performance in HEVC
and VVC, an out-of-coding-loop experiment was conducted. In this experiment, the first 17
frames of each sequence fromSJVET were coded with HEVC and VVC at QP ∈ {22, 27,32, 37}.
All loop filters except the deblocking filter were switched off and the reconstructed pictures
were processed by SCLF as described in Sec. 4.1. The decision for switching off SAO, ALF,
and CCALF was made, since in the initial approach SCLF was invoked right after the de-
blocking filter in HEVC and this strategy was found to be useful in a coarse-to-fine manner,
as mentioned above. After the processing, the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) change

4Or intermediate processing, when the processing order of all loop filters is taken into consideration.
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∆PSNR for the luma channel was measured and averaged over the frames. The results are re-
ported in Tab. B.2 and the conclusions are twofold: First, the performance of SCLF is highly
sequence dependent and the approach from [SBW18] would not work for all test sequences
in SJVET. Second, SCLF performs better on the pictures which were compressed by HM-
16.9 in comparison to the pictures compressed by VTM-9.35. For these reasons, the initial
approach to SCLF is not expected to result in consistent coding gain when applied in VVC.

However, SCLF offers the potential for improvements by searching for an optimum
SC parameter L at the encoder side and signaling the parameter into the bitstream.
Therefore, an advanced encoder side parameter search was implemented and besides the
sclf_enabled_flag, the syntax element sclf_l, indicating the applicable value of L for the
current frame, was coded with 5 bits into the bitstream. In order to find the optimum
value of L, first SCLF is applied to the reconstructed picture Î for all parameters L ∈
{5, 10,15, 20,15, 30} followed by measuring the distortion with respect to the original pic-
ture I . Also, the distortion between the reconstructed picture Î and the original picture I is
measured, and the distortion change introduced by SCLF is calculated. Second, the values
of L corresponding to the two largest distortion changes define the boundaries L1 and L2

of another search interval [L1, L2]. This interval is searched for the optimum parameter L
in terms of distortion change 6. If the distortion change indicates an improvement of the
reconstruction quality, the sclf_enabled_flag is set to one and signaled alongside with sclf_l
into the bitstream. Otherwise, the sclf_enabled_flag is set to zero and signaled without
any further information. Conceptually, this strategy might not result in optimum RD perfor-
mance, as the effect of SAO and ALF is unknown, when the decision to switch SCLF on or
off is made. However, also in VVC the idea of a coarse-to-fine processing is reasonable, as
the subsequent loop filters still have the ability to enhance the reconstructed picture locally,
where SCLF might have failed. In the following, this advanced version of SCLF is evaluated
on a frame and a CTU level, respectively:

Frame level SCLF

The performance of SCLF in VVC was evaluated experimentally by BD measurements be-
tween the anchor rate points provided by the VTM-9.3 reference software and VTM-9.3 in-
cluding SCLF. These simulations were performed for the entire set of Joint Video Experts
Team (JVET) test sequences SJVET. Table 4.2 shows the results in terms of luma BD-rate
savings for an AI and RA coding configuration. In addition, the luma BD-PSNR gains are
reported, as these values rather correspond to PSNR gains, which are typically reported in
the context of image denoising. Obviously, the average PSNR gains are not comparable to
the PSNR gains which can be achieved when DL / SC are applied for image denoising (cf.

5Note that no coded images were used for the training in both cases. Therefore, the learned dictionary,
which is used in SCLF, is independent of the characteristics of a certain codec. Consequently, the worse
performance with respect to VVC could be explainable by the QP-dependent parameterization of the original
SCLF approach.

6Notice that this search strategy was build upon the assumption that L1 and L2 happen to be consecutive
values in the set {5,10, 15,20, 15,30}. This assumption is justified, since the distortion change typically
has one global optimum (cf. Fig. 3.3). In this case, the search strategy leads to a reduction of the overall
tested parameters and consequently a reduction of the encoder complexity. Unlike the expected average
complexity reduction, in the worst case, where L1 = 5 and L2 = 30, the entire parameterspace L ∈ [5, 30]
is scanned and the inner values of L are even tested twice.
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Class Sequence
AI RA

BD-rate/% BD-PSNR/dB BD-rate/% BD-PSNR/dB

A1 Campfire −0.06 0 0.07 −0

A1 FoodMarket4 −0.39 0.01 −0.4 0.01

A1 Tango2 −0.3 0 −0.47 0

A2 CatRobot1 −0.26 0.01 −0.27 0

A2 DaylightRoad2 −0.22 0.01 −0.72 0.01

A2 ParkRunning3 −0.42 0.02 −0.52 0.02

A AVG −0.28 0.01 −0.39 0.01

B BQTerrace −0.09 0.01 −0.3 0

B BasketballDrive −0.11 0 −0.26 0.01

B Cactus −0.15 0.01 −0.34 0.01

B MarketPlace −0.2 0.01 −0.16 0

B RitualDance −0.45 0.02 −0.06 0

B AVG −0.2 0.01 −0.22 0

C BQMall −0.24 0.01 −0.05 0

C BasketballDrill −0.27 0.01 −0.01 0

C PartyScene −0 0 0 −0

C RaceHorsesL −0.07 0 −0.04 0

C AVG −0.15 0.01 −0.03 0

D BQSquare −0.05 0 0.03 −0

D BasketballPass −0.06 0 −0.09 0

D BlowingBubbles −0.02 0 0.08 −0

D RaceHorsesM −0.45 0.03 −0.3 0.01

D AVG −0.15 0.01 −0.07 0

E FourPeople −0.64 0.04 −0.47 0.01

E Johnny −0.69 0.03 −0.51 0.01

E KristenAndSara −0.66 0.03 −0.41 0.01

E AVG −0.66 0.03 −0.46 0.01

F ArenaOfValor 0.05 −0 0.03 −0

F BasketballDrillText −0.17 0.01 0.04 −0

F SlideEditing 0 −0 0.02 −0

F SlideShow −0.08 0.01 0.06 −0

F AVG −0.05 0.01 0.04 0

AVG −0.23 0.01 −0.19 0

Table 4.2 Luma BD measurements of SCLF in VTM-9.3.
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Sec. 3.1). The average BD-PSNR is negligible with 0.01 dB in the AI coding configuration
and 0 db for the RA coding scenario. Generally, the gain is found to be sequence dependent
and for several sequences no gain is reported at all7. Even though the average PSNR changes
introduced by SCLF are very low, these slight changes translate into BD-rate changes, which
complete the assessment of SCLF. Of course, the rate changes are also sequence dependent
and savings as well as increases are observed. However, as already stated above, the rate
increases are limited due to the low signaling overhead needed for SCLF. Hence, the highest
BD rate increase is measured to be 0.05 % for the “ArenaOfValor” sequence in the AI coding
configuration, and 0.08% for the “BlowingBubbles” sequence in the RA coding configuration.
Besides the coding losses, also coding gains are found. On average, the rate can be reduced
by 0.23 % and 0.15 % for AI and RA, respectively. These overall rate savings are lower than
the savings reported with respect to HEVC, which backs the initial assumption that the addi-
tional coding tools and loop filters of VVC are more advanced and more difficult to improve
by SCLF. However, even with respect to VVC, for certain sequences or classes of sequences,
the observed coding gain is higher than the average gain due to the sequence dependent
performance of SCLF. Most notably, for the class E sequences, the average rate savings are
measured to be 0.66 % for AI and 0.47% for RA, respectively. Furthermore, the rate savings
for the “RitualDance” sequence are higher than the average rate savings. These findings are
explainable due to the high frequency structures in the background of the corresponding
sequences, as SCLF relies on a trained dictionary, which allows for a sparse representation
of structured content. Moreover, it can be concluded that as for the case of HEVC, SCLF
can be assessed to result in additional coding gain for high resolution sequences, when the
processed images are made available for prediction for other pictures. This follows from the
observation that the coding gain for the class A sequences is higher in the RA configuration
than in the AI case. In the end, the results of this analysis can be summarized as follows:
The performance of SCLF is worse in VVC than in HEVC and generally dependent on the
content of the considered video sequences.

CTU level SCLF

As mentioned above, loop filters are often switchable on a CTU basis. This holds true for
already standardized loop filters, such as SAO and ALF, and is further regarded in recent
explorations on neural network-based loop filtering [Wan+20a; Wan+21b; Wan+21a]. For
this reason, it was evaluated, how a CTU-wise on/off switching influences the performance
of SCLF. Conceptually, the SC parameter L was selected by the encoder as described above
and is not varied across a frame, but signaled once per frame as the sclf_l syntax element.
Then, another CTU level flag, namely the sclf_ctb_flag, was signaled into the bitstream,
indicating the usage of SCLF for the current CTU. The coding of the sclf_ctb_flag was aligned
with the coding of the alf_ctb_flag from VVC, i.e. the context design and initialization
match for the luma component. More precisely, for entropy coding, one out of three coding
contexts is selected depending on the value of the sclf_ctb_flag of the above and left CTU, if
available. This is assumed to model the probability for the flag being one or zero conditioned
on the spatial distribution of the flag. For the chroma components, the sclf_ctb_flag was

7Note that SCLF is switched off on the frame level, if it does not provide any gain in terms of reconstruction
quality. If no gain is measured, SCLF can be considered to fail and being switched off in consequence.
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Class Sequence
AI RA

BD-rate/% BD-PSNR/dB BD-rate/% BD-PSNR/dB

A1 Campfire −0.04 0 −0.07 0

A1 FoodMarket4 −0.39 0.01 −0.26 0.01

A1 Tango2 −0.3 0 −0.26 0

A2 CatRobot1 −0.29 0.01 −0.37 0

A2 DaylightRoad2 −0.22 0.01 −0.61 0.01

A2 ParkRunning3 −0.41 0.02 −0.53 0.02

A AVG −0.28 0.01 −0.35 0.01

B BQTerrace −0.09 0.01 −0.25 0

B BasketballDrive −0.14 0 −0.22 0

B Cactus −0.17 0.01 −0.34 0.01

B MarketPlace −0.19 0.01 −0.15 0

B RitualDance −0.46 0.02 −0.17 0.01

B AVG −0.21 0.01 −0.23 0

C BQMall −0.25 0.01 −0.04 0

C BasketballDrill −0.25 0.01 0.11 −0

C PartyScene 0.01 −0 0.05 −0

C RaceHorsesL −0.05 0 −0.11 0

C AVG −0.14 0.01 0 0

D BQSquare −0.01 0 0.22 −0.01

D BasketballPass −0.06 0 −0.05 0

D BlowingBubbles 0.01 −0 0.22 −0.01

D RaceHorsesM −0.44 0.03 −0.36 0.02

D AVG −0.13 0.01 0.01 0

E FourPeople −0.63 0.03 −0.4 0.01

E Johnny −0.69 0.03 −0 0

E KristenAndSara −0.66 0.03 −0.04 0

E AVG −0.66 0.03 −0.15 0

F ArenaOfValor 0.01 −0 0.23 −0.01

F BasketballDrillText −0.19 0.01 0.12 −0.01

F SlideEditing 0.01 −0 0.06 −0.01

F SlideShow −0.08 0.01 0.29 −0.02

F AVG −0.06 0.01 0.18 −0.01

AVG −0.23 0.01 −0.11 0

Table 4.3 Luma BD measurements of SCLF with CTU-wise on/off switching in VTM-9.3.
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not signaled, as SCLF was applied to the luma channel only. The remaining part of the
experimental setup was the same as for the frame level evaluation of SCLF.

Tab. 4.3 shows the results of this experiment in terms of luma BD-rate and BD-PSNR
changes. As already observed for SCLF on the frame level, the BD-PSNR changes are negli-
gibly small and not suitable for a more detailed assessment. On average, the BD-rate savings
are measured to be 0.23% in the AI coding configuration. These rate savings match the ob-
servations for the frame level implementation. Also for the single classes, the impact of the
CTU-wise on/off switching on the measured rate savings is very low in the AI case. There-
fore, it can be concluded that the gain of SCLF does not really vary across a frame. For the
RA coding scenario, also losses are observed in comparison to the frame level approach. In
this case, the average luma BD-rate savings drop from 0.19% to 0.11 %. Moreover, higher
coding losses compared to the anchor are observed, and especially for the class F sequences,
the rate is increased by 0.18% on average. This could be explainable by the additional sig-
naling of the sclf_ctb_flag, which increases the overall bit rate. Consequently, the influence
of a CTU-wise on/off switching is limited with respect to the overall performance of SCLF in
an AI coding scenario, and might be even harmful in RA coding.

4.3 Summary

A previously published approach to Sparse Coding-based Loop Filtering (SCLF), which
showed improvements over HEVC for RA and AI coding [SBW18], is reviewed in this chap-
ter. An alternative application of SCLF would be to consider it as a post filter for still image
formats based on HEVC. Furthermore, the approach was refined by an encoder side param-
eter search and applied in VVC, leading to coding gains for dedicated test sequences8. The
corresponding results indicate that the capabilities of SCLF in VVC are limited, as no con-
sistent coding gain is observed for the JVET test sequences. This assessment can also be
verified by a comparison to state-of-art approaches to in-loop filtering, which are based on
artificial neural networks. The recently reported gains for these approaches rather lie in the
range of 7 % to 8.5% of rate savings on average [Als+21]. These findings indicate that the
capabilities of neural network-based loop filtering go further than the capabilities of SCLF.
However, a detailed comparison of SCLF to neural network-based loop filtering lies beyond
the scope of this thesis and is not further detailed here. In summary, it can be stated that
the presented approach to SCLF was found to result in slight improvements over VVC, but
not competitive to neural network-based approaches, whilst performing significantly better
in HEVC.

8Apparently, the encoder side parameter search could also be transferred to the original approach of SCLF in
HEVC [SBW18]. However, the implementation in HEVC is only reviewed and not further refined here.
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5 Video Coding with varying Resolution

The question, at which resolution a video sequence should be transmitted, is subject to
many applications. For instance, the resolution of the transmitted video can be changed,
when video is streamed adaptively over the internet. Furthermore, a resolution change is
required, when the prediction signal is calculated from a lower resolution reference picture
such as in Reference Picture Resampling (RPR) or inter-layer prediction in spatial Scalable
Video Coding (SVC). However, even state-of-the-art video coding standards do not specify
any machine learning-based approach for upsampling, but use linear interpolation filters in-
stead. As already seen in Sec. 3.2, conventional interpolation filtering can be outperformed
by Dictionary Learning-based Super-Resolution (DLSR). Therefore, this chapter deals with
the application of DLSR in various scenarios, which include an upsampling operation for
prediction or reconstruction of the video sequence.

The chapter is organized as follows: Sec. 5.1 provides an overview of SVC and shows how
the inter-layer prediction can benefit from DLSR. A similar study is presented in Sec. 5.2, in-
troducing DLSR to the concept of Reference Picture Resampling, which is part of the Versatile
Video Coding (VVC) toolset. Moreover, the performance of DLSR in an Adaptive Resolution
Change coding concept is evaluated in Sec. 5.3. Finally, the chapter is summarized, and
conclusions are derived in Sec. 5.4.

5.1 Scalable Video Coding

SVC is referred to as a concept of creating bitstreams which allow for decodability, even
if parts of it are removed, and is also the nickname of the scalable extension to Advanced
Video Coding (AVC) [SMW07; SS07]. In this thesis, SVC refers to the general concept, if not
indicated otherwise. Spatial SVC results in multiple resolutions of the same video sequence
coded into a single bitstream with the decisive property that parts of it can be disregarded,

I↓

I

different
resolutions

Video Coder

Video Coder

1 : u

h↑

Multiplex

base layer stream

enhancement layer stream

bitstream

Figure 5.1 Overview of spatial scalable video coding and inter-layer prediction.
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5 Video Coding with varying Resolution

while it is still being decodable with lower spatial resolution. To this end, the concept of lay-
ers enables the scalability of the bitstream, and in spatial SVC, a layer represents a certain
resolution of the video sequence. If all layers are coded independently of each other, the
setup is referred to as simulcast, which is Rate-Distortion (RD)-wise far from optimum. To
the contrary, a hierarchical layer structure can be defined allowing for the process of inter-
layer prediction. Fig. 5.1 depicts an overview scheme of spatial scalable coding with a scaling
factor of u between the base layer and the enhancement layer. Also, the inter-layer predic-
tion is indicated in the block diagram in form of the interpolation filter h↑. Obviously, the
base layer can be decoded independently of the enhancement layer, whilst for the decoding
of the enhancement layer, the reconstructed base layer is required. Thus, for inter-layer pre-
diction, the reconstructed images from the lower resolution video, i.e. the decoded images
from the base layer stream, are made available as reference pictures for the higher resolution
video. Generally, it is a question with regard to the complexity of the decoder, whether the
full base layer pictures should be decoded and be used for inter-layer prediction, before the
enhancement layer is reconstructed. If the entire base layer pictures serve as predictors for
the enhancement layer, a motion compensation needs to be performed in every layer, which
is also referred to as multi-loop SVC. Otherwise, if the inter-layer prediction is restricted to
co-located blocks, which are intra predicted in the lower layer, the process is termed con-
strained inter-layer prediction or single-loop SVC [SMW07]. The decision for a single-loop or
multi-loop SVC was made differently for different standards, so that the scalability extension
to AVC is based on a single-loop approach whilst the Scalability extension of HEVC utilizes
a multi-loop coding scheme [Boy+16; PK16]. The latest video coding standard VVC enables
spatial scalability by the concept of Reference Picture Resampling (refer to Sec. 5.2) com-
bined with layered coding. However, in both cases, the single-loop and multi-loop approach,
the inter-layer prediction lacks of predicting the high frequency components of the enhance-
ment layer, as upsampling followed by interpolation only reconstructs the low frequencies
(refer to Sec. 3.2.1). Therefore, improving the inter-layer prediction was subject to recent
research activities, which build upon and show to outperform the Scalability extension of
HEVC (SHVC). To name some related work, in [Pu+13] an extended version of the Sample
Adaptive Offset (SAO) loop filter is presented, in order to improve the inter-layer prediction
signal. Further, a sharpening filter and the combination of smoothing and sharpening fil-
ter were shown to refine the inter-layer prediction [SIA14; Par+16]. Besides modifications
to the filters, combining the temporal reference pictures from the enhancement layer with
the inter-layer reference picture was shown to outperform SHVC [Lau+14]. More recently,
the enhancement layer compression for lossless and near-lossless coding was evaluated in
the context of quality SVC [Hei18]. Moreover, a method for enhancement layer coding for
chroma sub-sampled screen content video was proposed, and it was shown to improve the
visual quality of the reconstructed video in [Hei18; Hei+21]. However, these approaches do
not include a machine learning-based Super-Resolution (SR) algorithm and consequently a
high frequency inter-layer prediction scheme based on DLSR was published in [SSW17b],
which is the foundation for the following section. The section is divided into two parts. In
subsection 5.1.1, the performance of the DLSR scheme is reviewed for the coded base layer
images of the SHVC test sequences. Subsection 5.1.2 continues with the evaluation and
discussion of DLSR in the inter-layer prediction of SHVC.
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Figure 5.2 PSNR gain ∆PSNR achieved by DLSR plotted over the sparse coding penalty λ and the QP.
The gain was calculated for the first frame of each sequence inSSHVC and averaged over all sequences.

5.1.1 DLSR on coded base layer pictures

When inter-layer prediction is performed, the quality of the prediction signal is affected by
the coding artefacts of the reconstructed base layer picture, the performance of the upscaling
method, and the combination of both. Thereby, conventional interpolation filters will trans-
fer all coding artefacts, which lie in the pass band of the filter, to the prediction signal. This
also holds true for the initial upsampling in the DLSR scheme (refer to Fig. 3.9b), when the
inter-layer prediction signal is calculated by DLSR. Consequently, the Sparse Coding (SC)
will be affected by the coding artefacts in the base layer, resulting in no guarantee for DLSR
to show gain with respect to the conventional interpolation filters, when operated on coded
images. However, in [SSW17b] it was shown that offering DLSR as inter-layer prediction
method outperforms the interpolation filters specified in SHVC. For this purpose, it was pro-
posed to adjust the sparsifying penalty λ according to the Quantization Parameter (QP), in
order to enforce a sparser solution for higher levels of distortion in the reconstructed base
layer image. This adjustment is also theoretically justified, as the sparse representation does
not target on representing the coding artefacts, but the underlying original signal (refer to
the denoising problem described in Sec. 3.1). Therefore, it makes sense to balance the trade-
off between sparsity and reconstruction error more towards the sparsity, when the level of
uncertainty in the signal increases. Fig. 5.2 shows the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
gain ∆PSNR of the DLSR scheme plotted over the sparse coding penalty λ and the QP. The
PSNR gains were measured by the following steps:

1. Train dictionaries for DLSR with K = 512 atoms and varying λ on 8×8 images patches
sourced from the uncoded images in S91.

2. Encode and decode the first frame of the sequences in SSHVC with SHM-12.0.
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3. Upsample the luma component of the reconstructed base layer image, followed by
interpolation with h↑,shvc.

4. Upscale the luma component of the reconstructed base layer images by DLSR with

• the same λ as used for training,

• a patch size sp × sp = 8× 8,

• and an extraction step of ss = 2.

5. Measure the PSNR gain ∆PSNR between the super-resolved image from 4. and the
interpolated image from 3.

6. Average the results over the test images.

The surface plot clearly shows an improvement of the super-resolved base layer images com-
pared to the upsampled and interpolated base layer images in terms of PSNR. Moreover, this
coarse scan of variations for the parameter λ backs the proposal to adjust the parameter
according to the QP such that 1

λ=





0.01, for QP< 26

0.05, for 26≤ QP< 30

0.1, for 30≤ QP< 34

0.15, for 34≤ QP≤ 51.

(5.1)

In order to evaluate the DLSR scheme on a per sequence level, the PSNR gain ∆PSNR is re-
ported for the first frame of each sequence in Tab. 5.1. Moreover, the performance of the
DLSR scheme with Patch Combination Optimization (PCO) (see Sec. 3.2.4) is included in
the table. From the table, the different characteristics of the sequences become evident.
Especially for the “Kimono” sequence, the DLSR scheme does not achieve any gain. This is
explainable by the low-pass characteristics of the sequence: As the sequence lacks of high
frequency content, downsampling is not that harmful and most of the spectral components
can be reconstructed by interpolation after upsampling. On the contrary, for the “PeopleOn-
Street” and “Traffic” sequences, the highest gains are observed in both cases: the plain DLSR
scheme and the variant with PCO. Furthermore, the results indicate that the PSNR gain
vanishes with increasing QP. More precisely, the average gain of DLSR drops from 1.09dB,
which was measured on uncompressed pictures, to 0.29 dB measured for QP = 34. Interest-
ingly, also the gain induced by PCO decreases with increasing QP from 0.19 dB to 0.03dB
on average. However, the influence of the patch combination filter on the SR task on coded
data appears to be sequence dependent. E.g. for the “BQTerrace” sequence, it provides an

1Note that the choice of the parameter is made upon observations for images from the test set. Even though
such a parameter selection is often performed rather on a validation set than on the training set in machine
learning-based applications, the approach is still reasonable, since an encoder could perform the parameter
optimization even on a per-image basis and transmit the applicable parameter. The rate, which would
be needed for the parameter, is negligibly and consequently the RD gains might be even higher, when a
parameter optimization is performed in the encoder. However, this would also result in an increased encoder
complexity and therefore the intermediate approach of an out-of-coding-loop parameter optimization was
chosen in this thesis.
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sequence
orig 22 26 30 34

SR PCO SR PCO SR PCO SR PCO SR PCO

BQTerrace 1.17 1.47 1.06 1.29 0.85 1.12 0.63 0.86 0.45 0.61

BasketballDrive 0.82 1.03 0.73 0.87 0.63 0.81 0.52 0.67 0.41 0.52

Cactus 1.02 1.25 0.76 0.84 0.55 0.67 0.37 0.46 0.25 0.29

Kimono 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.10 -0.02 -0.06 -0.01 -0.03 0.02 0.01

ParkScene 0.78 0.99 0.42 0.40 0.23 0.24 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.07

PeopleOnStreet 2.29 2.41 1.22 1.01 0.90 0.78 0.72 0.62 0.58 0.50

Traffic 1.54 1.83 0.79 0.73 0.53 0.53 0.35 0.33 0.25 0.22

AVG 1.09 1.28 0.71 0.72 0.52 0.58 0.39 0.43 0.29 0.32

Table 5.1 DLSR performance on coded baselayer images of SSHVC in terms of PSNR gains ∆PSNR in
dB. The column headers refer to QP values, and a configuration of DLSR without and with PCO,
respectively.

additional PSNR gain in the range of 0.2 dB as already reported above. Therefore, also the
RD performance is expected to be sequence dependent, when PCO is made available to the
inter-layer prediction process.

5.1.2 Sparse coding-based inter-layer prediction in SHVC

The PSNR gains achieved by DLSR do not necessarily result in an improvement of the over-
all RD performance, when DLSR is applied in the inter-layer prediction. The realizable RD
gain can only be found experimentally by integrating the DLSR scheme into the inter-layer
prediction process and measuring the rate change with respect to a set of anchor rate points.
In [SSW17b], it was indeed shown that the overall RD performance of the SHM-12.0 ref-
erence software is improved by DLSR. However, the influence of PCO was not included in
the findings of the original publication and are therefore added in this thesis. The experi-
mental setup is specified by the Common Testing Conditions (CTC) for SHVC [Che+14] and
an upscaling factor of u = 2 between base layer and enhancement layer. The anchor rate
points are defined by the total bitrate needed for base layer and enhancement layer, and the
Y-PSNR of the reconstructed enhancement layer pictures. The DLSR scheme is parameter-
ized as described in Sec. 5.1.1. Moreover, simulations were performed with DLSR omitting
and including PCO, respectively. In Tab. 5.2, the simulation results are reported for the se-
quences in SSHVC in terms of Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) rate savings measured on the Y-PSNR
of each sequence for an All Intra (AI), Random Access (RA) and Low Delay (LD) coding
configuration. The results provide a clear indication that the introduction of DLSR into the
inter-layer prediction of SHVC leads to overall bitrate savings. The highest average gain is
observed for the AI coding scenario with 2.35% of rate savings with respect to the SHM-12.0
reference software. For the “PeopleOnStreet” sequence, even 6.15% of bitrate reduction can
be achieved, which is the peak gain in this experiment. Even though the average rate savings
are slightly lower in the RA (1.85%) and LD (1.31 %) coding configurations, there is a clear
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sequence
AI RA LD

SR PCO SR PCO SR PCO

BQTerrace -2.25 -2.52 -0.89 -0.98 -0.33 -0.38

BasketballDrive -1.28 -1.12 -1.37 -0.95 -1.19 -0.78

Cactus -1.88 -1.81 -1.04 -0.75 -0.59 -0.29

Kimono -0.58 0.24 -0.59 0.1 -0.35 0.18

ParkScene -1.26 -0.92 -1.05 -0.75 -0.52 -0.35

PeopleOnStreet -6.15 -3.99 -5.93 -3.56 -5.13 -2.79

Traffic -3.02 -2.36 -2.05 -1.68 -1.03 -0.77

AVG -2.35 -1.78 -1.85 -1.22 -1.31 -0.74

Table 5.2 BD rate changes in % compared to SHM-12.0 with DLSR-based inter-layer prediction.
Columns labeled with SR show gains achieved by the DLSR scheme[SSW17b], columns labeled with
PCO report gains achieved, when the DLSR scheme is extended by PCO.

trend towards a better coding performance also in cases where the inter-layer prediction has
to compete against motion compensated prediction from the enhancement layer.

As already discussed above, the performance of PCO is limited, when DLSR is operated on
coded images. Consequently, the average bitrate savings are lower for all coding configura-
tions, when patches are combined by PCO in the final step of the DLSR scheme. However, for
the “BQTerrace” sequence the coding performance is slightly increased by PCO, so that e.g.
for the AI coding scenario the rate savings can be increased from 2.25% to 2.52 %. On the
other hand, for the “Kimono” sequence, PCO results in an overall increase of bitrate. Hence,
the influence of PCO on the inter-layer prediction in SHVC is highly sequence dependent,
which leads to the conclusion that it does not make sense to apply PCO in all cases. In order
to exploit the advantages of the filter in cases where the filter leads to additional improve-
ments, one could think of making more than one inter-layer reference picture available for
prediction. However, this approach is not evaluated and discussed in this thesis and serves
as outlook for further research.

In summary, the experimental results show clearly that there is still potential for improve-
ments of the inter-layer prediction in SVC, even though the achievable coding gain is depen-
dent on the characteristics of the video sequences. Most notably, the DLSR scheme proved
its applicability, as it was shown to outperform the interpolation filters specified in SHVC in
terms of BD rate savings.

5.2 Reference Picture Resampling (RPR)

In VVC, RPR was introduced in order to enable a resolution change within a coded video
sequence. Unlike classical coding tools, which improve the RD-performance of the codec
directly, RPR was designed as a tool contributing to the versatility of the standard. Concep-
tually, multiple use cases for RPR exist:
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• Changing the resolution in a low-delay coding scenario with varying bandwidth, e.g.
in videotelephony, without an Intra Random Access Point (IRAP). This reduces the
instantaneous bitrate peak required for the resolution change [Che+19], which is a
major advantage when the available bandwidth is limited.

• Changing the resolution in an adaptive streaming scenario with open Group of Pictures
(GOP) coding structures [Gib19]. Potentially, the number of Instantaneous Decoder
Refresh (IDR) frames can be reduced by this, as they are not required for the adaptabil-
ity of the resolution anymore. In this case, the overall bitrate can be reduced because
fewer frames have to be coded using only intra prediction. However, coding the video
sequence without any IRAP would result in losing the capability for random access.
Therefore, the tradeoff between coding efficiency and random access capability needs
to be designed carefully. E.g. an IRAP could be introduced at the beginning of a shot,
if the shot length is reasonably short.

• Spatial scalable video coding is supported by the standard without any extension, as
referencing pictures at a lower resolution is possible. Hence, by placing the reference
pictures of another layer into the reference picture buffer, an inter-layer prediction can
be performed [WHC19].

The general idea of RPR is to allow for reference pictures at a different resolution than
the current picture to be predicted. Thus, an upsampling or downsampling operation is
required in order to perform prediction in cases where the resolutions differ. Different from
the Scalability extension of HEVC (SHVC), downsampling or upsampling is not performed
on the full image but on the block level in the inter-prediction process. For the upsampling
operation, the interpolation filters defined for subpixel motion compensation are used, and
alongside these filters, another set of filters was defined allowing for performing a shift and
a downsampling operation with a single convolution. Whilst for downsampling the defined
filters can be assumed to be sufficient, the upsampling process lacks of reconstructing the
high frequency components of the image to be predicted (refer to. 3.2.1). However, the
reconstruction quality of the upsampling is crucial to the coding efficiency, because better
prediction signals can be assumed to lead to lower coding costs.

Fig. 5.3 shows the prediction process in the exemplary case of a reference picture at half
resolution of the current picture. The pixels at zero phase positions ( ) are copied to the
prediction signal and the missing samples may be generated by interpolation filtering or
a more advanced upsampling method such as DLSR. As the upsampling could introduce
boundary artefacts when its operation range is limited to the block, a padding area ( ) is
indicated in Fig. 5.3. Notice that this padding area is not necessarily fixed to 2 pixel rows
and columns as suggested by the figure, and can be adapted according to the upsampling
method.

5.2.1 Test conditions and performance evaluation

As the test sequences cannot be coded at constant resolution in order to assess the perfor-
mance of different upsampling methods, the performance evaluation differs slightly from
the CTC defined for conventional video coding [Bos+19]. Fig. 5.4 shows the general coding
setup used for the evaluation of RPR [LS20]. The downsampling and upsampling points are
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I ref I cur

Bref

Bcur

Figure 5.3 Reference Picture Resampling on the block level. The prediction signal for the current
block Bcur is generated by upsampling the reference block Bref. Note that an additional padding ( )
was introduced in order to avoid boundary effects, when upsampling is performed.

marked by thick lines at frame positions n+1, 2n+1 and 3n+1. The resolution is changed
every half second of the video sequence but not within a GOP. The temporal prediction struc-
ture is defined according to the low-delay B coding scenario, in which the GOP size is set
to 8 frames. This configuration basically allows for prediction from frames lying up to 25
frames in the past. Therefore, it actually depends on the frame rate of the video sequence,
whether a frame of the same resolution can be used for prediction at an upsampling point.
However, for frame rates of 50 Hz or higher, only frames of the lower resolution are available
for prediction at an upsampling point.

Due to the resolution switching within the video sequence, also the evaluation of the cod-
ing performance needs to be adjusted, when different upsampling methods for the resolution
change are compared. The test conditions for RPR [LS20] propose to measure the bitrate
for the full video sequence and define two PSNR measures for the evaluation of the quality
of the decoded video sequence, the PSNR-1 and PSNR-2. Hence, the PSNR-1 is measured
between the decoded video sequence containing the downsampled frames and the raw video
sequence with downsampled frames, i.e. the PSNR is not measured at constant resolution. In
contrast to that, the PSNR-2 is measured between the original video sequence and the video
sequence obtained by decoding and upsampling the frames, which were previously down-
sampled. However, both measures have limitations when it comes to the pure comparison of
different upsampling methods with respect to RPR, since only very few frames are affected
by the upsampling of the prediction signal. In particular, the PSNR-2 measures not only the
quality of the decoded video but also the performance of the upsampling method applied
to the downsampled frames. In principle, this upsampling method can be chosen freely by
any postprocessing stage and will be preferably tied to the displaying device. Therefore, a
third measure, the PSNR-3, measuring the PSNR only at upsampling points was previously
introduced in [SR21] and is also used this thesis. Moreover, only the bits needed for the
transmission of the upsampling points are regarded, when BD measurements with respect
to PSNR-3 are performed. Then, the RD performance evaluation based on PSNR-3 and the
corresponding rate results in measurements with respect to the instantaneous bitrate change
at upsampling points which is crucial in the context of RPR. Consequently, the BD-PSNR-3
yields a valid measure for the evaluation of the prediction performance obtained by a specific
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Figure 5.4 Coding setup for RPR. The resolution is changed every 0.5s. The coding prediction struc-
ture is defined in conformance with a low-delay B coding scenario.

upsampling method used for RPR.

5.2.2 Dictionary learning-based RPR in VVC

Generally, two cases can be identified in the context of RPR: the case of a static content
and the case of motion. Obviously, static content will not occupy a full video sequence but
rather appear in the background of a scene captured by a non-moving camera. The case of
zero motion between the two blocks Bref and Bcur is comparable to the inter-layer predic-
tion performed in scalable video coding, since the current block has to be predicted from a
lower resolution representation at the same spatial position. Therefore, a prediction signal
calculated by DLSR is assumed to be superior to a prediction obtained by conventional inter-
polation. In the case of moving objects or a moving camera, additionally a spatial (sub-pel)
shift between the two blocks has to be considered. Implementation-wise, this is achieved by
calculating every pixel value of the current block Bcur by the inner product of the applicable
interpolation filter kernel and the corresponding reference samples. Therefore, the outcome
of this process is the shifted and upsampled block Bref, serving as prediction signal for the
current block. Assuming that the motion compensation did not fail, this prediction signal can
be treated exactly the same as the prediction signal in the zero-motion case, since it appears
at the same spatial location and scale, after motion compensation and upsampling. Conse-
quently, DLSR could be applied as a refinement operation on the prediction signals directly,
omitting the prior upsampling, which is included in the general DLSR scheme (compare
Fig. 3.9b). Thus, from the decoder perspective, the prediction process would not involve
many changes, since DLSR would need to be applied for every block which is predicted from
a lower resolution reference picture. However, from the encoder perspective, this approach
is not practical, as the sparse coding required for DLSR needs to be performed many times
during RD-optimization, which results in an infeasible complexity of the encoder2. Hence,

2Actually, this limitation stems from the encoder implementation of the VTM reference software. By concept,
the RD-optimization could be performed in parallel and the runtime for encoding will decrease dramatically.
Moreover, the overhead for more complex upsampling methods such as DLSR will be way lower in this case.
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5 Video Coding with varying Resolution

the decision was made to implement the DLSR-based refinement by putting an additional
reference picture in the reference picture lists for pictures at upsampling points. The addi-
tional reference is generated by applying DLSR to the frame, which is temporally the closest
to the current frame and put the super-resolved frame to the very beginning of both reference
picture lists. Thus, it is possible to fetch the prediction signal from the additional reference
picture without applying any further upsampling operation. This approach was originally
published in [SR21] and is further evaluated in the following sections.

5.2.3 Experimental Setup and Results

Simulations were performed according to the testing conditions for RPR [LS20] for the se-
quences from the test set SJVET. The anchor points were defined by the VTM-9.3 reference
software in the configuration with a scaling factor of u = 2. To be precise, the anti-aliasing
filter applied for downsampling is defined by

h↓,shvc = [2,−3,−9,6, 39,58, 39,6,−9,−3,2]/128

and the upsampling filter is derived according to the sub-pel phase of the motion vector. E.g.
the filter results to be

h↑,shvc = [−1, 0,4, 0,−11, 0,40, 64,40, 0,−11,0, 4,0,−1]/64

for a full-pixel motion vector. This is essentially the same filter as it is applied for the half-pel
shifts in the motion compensation and in the inter-layer prediction of SHVC.

The DLSR scheme was trained with the images from the training set S91. In total, the
dictionaries were chosen to contain K = 512 atoms at a patch size of sp × sp = 8× 8. The
sparse coding was performed according to (2.25) and the sparsity inducing penalty was set to
λ= 0.01 for the training process and for inference. DLSR was applied to the Y-component of
the video only, since the chroma components are assumed to feature low pass characteristics,
resulting in an appropriate upscaling by interpolation filtering. For the patch combination,
both approaches were tested, averaging in overlapping areas and PCO (cf. Sec. 3.2.4). As
mentioned above, the BD measurements were performed on the upscaling points only. The
luma BD-rate changes for the upsampling points are reported in Tab. 5.3. These results show
a consistent gain over all classes of sequences in the test set. Averaged over the entire test set,
BD rate savings of 0.98% were measured, when DLSR without PCO is applied. Moreover, the
rate can be reduced even by 1.26%, when the patches are combined by PCO. Most notably,
the rate savings average to 4.41% and 5.64% for the class E sequences. This observation
is explainable, since the class E sequences are captured in front of a static background with
high frequency structures. In this case, the prediction process of RPR is comparable to the
inter-layer prediction in SVC, since no motion compensation is necessary for prediction but
only upscaling is required. This is generally beneficial, when high frequencies are predicted
by DLSR, as the prediction of high frequency structures, such as sharp edges, can only be
enhanced, if the predicted edge appears at the correct position [Gir87; Ohm15]. This is not
necessarily the case when motion compensation is performed, since the accuracy of motion
models is limited. Consequently, the higher gain for the class E sequences appears to be
reasonable, due to the static background in these sequences. Unlike the class E sequences,
there are some sequences showing slight losses of DLSR, which backs the observation that
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5.2 Reference Picture Resampling (RPR)

Class Sequence DLSR DLSR + PCO

A1 Campfire −0.01 −0

A1 FoodMarket4 0.13 0.05

A1 Tango2 0.09 −0.07

A2 CatRobot1 −1.43 −2.05

A2 DaylightRoad2 −0.23 −0.78

A2 ParkRunning3 −0.12 −0.19

A AVG −0.26 −0.50

B BQTerrace −1.62 −2.06

B BasketballDrive −0.24 −0.51

B Cactus −1.81 −2.21

B MarketPlace −0.1 −0.24

B RitualDance −0.3 −0.75

B AVG −0.81 −1.15

C BQMall −0.56 −0.83

C BasketballDrill −1.9 −1.75

C PartyScene −0.31 −0.37

C RaceHorsesL 0.21 0.1

C AVG −0.64 −0.71

D BQSquare −0.16 −0.49

D BasketballPass −0.11 −0.34

D BlowingBubbles −0.33 −0.43

D RaceHorsesM 0.06 −0.06

D AVG −0.14 −0.33

E FourPeople −4.06 −5.41

E Johnny −4.74 −6.03

E KristenAndSara −4.42 −5.47

E AVG −4.41 −5.64

F ArenaOfValor −1.24 −1.52

F BasketballDrillText −1.45 −1.71

F SlideEditing −1.31 0.37

F SlideShow 0.5 0.09

F AVG −0.88 −0.69

AVG −0.98 −1.26

Table 5.3 Luma BD rate savings of dictionary learning-based RPR measured on upsampling points
against VTM-9.3. All values are given in %.
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the performance of DLSR for RPR is sequence dependent. In particular, the “FoodMarket4”
and “Tango2” sequences contain rather low-frequency moving content. Thus, there is hardly
any chance for DLSR to improve the prediction quality, as interpolation filtering cannot be
outperformed by far for this type of video content.

In summary, it can be stated that the DLSR scheme was shown to improve the concept of
RPR in terms of luma BD rate savings, even though the coding gains are heavily dependent
on the video content. Further, the improvements of DLSR with PCO over DLSR were justified
in a video coding application. Therefore, it can be concluded that DLSR yields a reasonable
approach for an improvement of the state-of-the-art concept of RPR.

5.3 Sparse Coding-based Adaptive Resolution Change

This section deals with a method for Adaptive Resolution Change (ARC) which is also re-
ferred to as dynamic resolution (video) coding. The concept relies on the observation that
downsampling the video before coding is found to be beneficial in low bit rate coding scenar-
ios. For instance, the processing chain of downsampling – coding – upsampling is applied,
when the convex hull of the RD-curve is approximated by bit rate ladder coding [Aar+15].
However, the most widely used AVC [h.264/AVC] and its successor High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) [h.265/HEVC] do not support a dynamic resolution for video coding. Nev-
ertheless, dynamic resolution coding is well-known from MPEG4 [MPEG-4] and has recently
raised attention during the standardization of VVC. Finally, RPR (see. Sec. 5.2), which al-
lows for a resolution change within a video stream, became part of the VVC standard. More-
over, the concept was covered by different research activities [Tha+17; Afo+17; Li+18b;
AZB19; FHK20]. These activities focus on the question of how a downsampled and coded
video should be upsampled such that it is most beneficial in terms of coding performance.
Aside from conventional approaches based on linear steerable filters [Tha+17], also machine
learning based approaches relying on artificial neural networks were introduced [Li+18b;
AZB19; FHK20]. Moreover, the approaches differ in the choice of the entry point of down-
sampling and upsampling into the video coding system. Tab. 5.4 shows different options
for the introduction of an Adaptive Resolution Change (ARC). Generally, the decision on the
level where ARC should be introduced, is a tradeoff between signaling cost and adaptivity
considerations. On the very low levels, such as the Coding Tree Unit (CTU) and Coding Unit
(CU) level, also boundary issues have to be regarded, as the number of boundary samples
in relation to the total amount of samples becomes lower. However, the method presented
here is applied on a frame basis, which is a compromise between adaptivity and signaling
cost. The upsampling is performed by Dictionary Learning-based Super-Resolution (DLSR)
as described in Sec. 3.2.3, and the approach was originally published in [SSR20]. The rest
of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.3.1 details the implementation based on
uncoded areas, in Sec. 5.3.2 the simulation setup is outlined and results are presented, and
Sec. 5.3.3 summarizes the findings.

5.3.1 Adaptive Resolution Change using uncoded Subpictures

The concept of uncoded subpictures has various applications with respect to video cod-
ing [Sau20]. However, the concept relies on the simple idea of marking parts of a frame
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5.3 Sparse Coding-based Adaptive Resolution Change

Level signaling cost
adaptivity

boundary issues
temporal spatial

CU high yes yes yes

CTU moderate yes yes moderate

TID low yes no almost none

Frame low yes no almost none

Intra period low yes no almost none

Sequence none no no almost none

Table 5.4 Characteristics of adaptive resolution change concept with respect to different levels of
operation.

as uncoded, i.e. not to be transmitted to the decoder. This can be beneficial in scenarios,
where only parts of a frame are needed for display such as in Omnidirectional Media Applica-
tion Format (OMAF) applications. Moreover, the concept applies to scenarios in which parts
of a reference frame may be inferred at the decoder side. For instance, geometry padding
for 360◦ [SSW17a] can be implemented by uncoded subpictures efficiently, as the padding
region does not need to be transmitted and can be inferred by the decoder. Similarly, un-
coded subpictures can be used to address ARC coding by storing both resolution levels in
a single frame and marking one of them as uncoded. The following subsections detail the
application of ARC using uncoded areas within a frame of a video sequence.

Overview

Figure 5.5 shows the construction of a frame holding two resolution levels of the same picture
and an uncoded area ( ). The frame is split into 3 subpictures/slices, 1 tile row and two
tile columns. The subpicture boundaries are indicated by the dashed lines. The image I↓ is
obtained by downsampling the raw image I . The scaling factor between the two resolution
levels was chosen to be u = 2 in this thesis. For downsampling, the anti-aliasing filters
specified for the SHM-12.0 reference software were used, i.e.

h↓,shvc = [2,−3,−9, 6,39, 58,39, 6,−9,−3, 2]/128.

The hatched area is marked as uncoded for every frame, as it does not hold any video content.
Additionally, one of the areas, holding the video content at different resolutions, is marked
as uncoded at the encoder such that only one resolution level is coded into the bitstream.
Therefore, the information on which representation of the image was coded needs to be
transmitted to the decoder side. For this purpose, a flag indicating which of the subpictures
holds the coded information, is signaled in the slice header of the first slice of each picture.
The decision about the resolution level to be encoded is made on a frame basis3. Conse-
quently, the decoder needs to infer either the low resolution image I↓ or the high resolution

3This ensures that frames coded at higher QPs could easily be coded at the lower resolution. Then, e.g. frames
at higher QP in a RA coding configuration will be more likely coded at the lower resolution level.
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I

I↓

y↓

x↓

y

x

Figure 5.5 Frame buffer for the picture level ARC-scheme. The hatched area is uncoded. The light
gray area contains the half resolution video sequence. The dark gray area holds the video in full
resolution. Only one resolution level is coded. The other area is marked as uncoded and inferred at
the decoder side. Dashed lines indicate subpicture boundaries.

image I in order to make these areas available for prediction in the reconstructed picture
buffer4. The inference methods used in this thesis are covered in the following section 5.3.1
in detail.

Inference of Uncoded Area and Rate-Distortion Decision

Conceptually, the inference method for the uncoded area can be varied apart from the higher
level coding scheme and the choice of an appropriate downsampling or upsampling method
becomes a design choice of the system. As the SHVC anti-aliasing filter was used for the
generation of the low resolution representation I↓, the inference method at the decoder for
the low resolution area was chosen to match filtering with h↓,shvc followed by downsampling
in this work. For the upsampling method, two approaches were implemented and compared.
The first method is implemented by conventional upsamling using the interpolation filter
known from SHVC

h↑,shvc = [−1,0, 4,0,−11,0, 40,64, 40,0,−11,0, 4,0,−1]/64.

The second approach was designed according to the principles of Dictionary Learning-based
Super-Resolution (DLSR) (see Sec. 3.2). Note that DLSR was only applied to the luma com-
ponent of the picture, whereas for the chroma components the conventional interpolation
was assumed to be sufficient because of the low frequency characteristics of the chroma
channels. As proposed in the original publication [SSR20], the DLSR processing is switch-
able on a per-patch basis. To this end, the decision, whether a patch should be processed by
DLSR, is made based on the sparsity of the current patch5. If the support in the coefficient
vector α of the current patch is either empty or higher than the average support, DLSR is not
applied for the patch. These two cases are considered to correspond to either flat patches
or textured patches, which cannot be upscaled accurately by DLSR, as DLSR is known to

4Note that if this concept would be standardized, it would be necessary to either specify the downsampling
and upsampling method explicitly or to offer the opportunity to infer parts of a picture by other means,
since specifying all possible inference methods would be infeasible.

5Note that no signaling is required for the switching, as the required information is inferred from the sparsity.
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5.3 Sparse Coding-based Adaptive Resolution Change

perform best on structured content. In particular, patches with empty support in α are re-
constructed by a Direct Current (DC) component only. Consequently, small gradients would
be removed from the patch resulting in worse reconstruction quality. In these cases, it was
found to be beneficial to bypass DLSR and use the interpolated patch for the reconstruction.

At the encoder, the decision is made on which area is coded into the bitstream. For this rea-
son, both areas are encoded and compared with respect to a Rate-Distortion (RD) criterion.
To be precise, the cost function

J = D+λR (5.2)

is evaluated, where D represents the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) measured in the high res-
olution domain, and R corresponds to the bitrate to be spent. This cost is calculated for both
regions, and the region with the lower cost is selected for coding. However, the rate for the
low resolution area can be expected to be lower than the rate for the high resolution area, if
both areas are coded at the same Quantization Parameter (QP). Consequently, the lineariza-
tion of the RD-curve in (5.2) would not lead to a valid comparison, as the actual operating
points might deviate too much in terms of bitrate and reconstruction error. Moreover, for the
overall comparison of the different approaches with Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) measurements,
it is beneficial when the bitrates and reconstruction qualities of the approaches nearly match.
To this end, the decision was made to lower the QP for the low resolution area such that

QP↓ = QP− 6 , (5.3)

which results in a bisection of the quantization interval [Yan+19]. This adjustment leads
to an increased bitrate and lower reconstruction error of the low resolution area yielding a
more meaningful comparison between low resolution coding and high resolution coding.

5.3.2 Simulation Setup and Results

In order to quantify the effectiveness of ARC, the coding scheme was integrated into VTM-9.3
and simulations according to an AI and a RA coding scenario were performed. For imple-
mentation reasons, the Cross Component Adaptive Loop Filter (CCALF) was turned off in
all simulation setups. The test sequences used for the evaluation of the ARC coding scheme
were chosen to be limited to the 4K/class A sequences from the test set SJVET. This leads
to low resolution subpictures I↓ ∈ R1080×1920 holding an even number of CTUs in horizontal
and vertical directions. In consequence, no padding is required in order to divide the pic-
ture into subpictures, such that each subpicture holds a resolution level. In contrast to the
CTC [Bos+19], the range of the QP was modified such that QP ∈ {37,42, 47,52}, as ARC
is expected to perform more reasonable at low bitrates. More precisely, ARC might not be
effective at higher bitrates, since the distortion would be dominated by the downsampling
and upsampling operation and not by the quantization. In this case, even the DLSR scheme
would not be able to increase the quality of the reconstructed frame to a level on which it
could compete against the coding of the full resolution.

The dictionaries for the DLSR scheme were trained with the S91 training set and the patch
size was chosen to be sp = 8 × 8 pixels. The sparse coding penalty was set differently for
training and for testing to λtrain = 0.23 and λtest = 0.19, which was found to be reasonable in
preliminary experiments. Note that it would be possible to test for several parameters λtest at
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sequence
All Intra Random Access

h↑,shvc DLSR PCO h↑,shvc DLSR PCO

Campfire −7.66 % −12.18% −12.55% −10.8 % −12.03 % −11.97 %

CatRobot1 −8.46 % −9.46 % −9.2% −5.93 % −7.92% −7.81%

DaylightRoad2 −6.54 % −7.12 % −7.2% −7.05 % −7.75% −8.23%

FoodMarket4 −5.99 % −6.15 % −5.97 % −11.08% −11.39 % −11.15 %

ParkRunning3 −8.96 % −9.51 % −9.69 % −7.63 % −8.27% −8.29%

Tango2 −8.94 % −9.07 % −8.86 % −10.89% −11.06 % −10.82 %

AVG −7.76 % −8.91 % −8.91 % −8.9% −9.74% −9.71%

Table 5.5 BD-rate savings measured on the Y-component of the video sequences for the ARC scheme
utilizing the upsampling filter h↑,shvc, the DLSR scheme, and the DLSR scheme including Patch Com-
bination Optimization (PCO), respectively.

the encoder side and signal the applicable parameter to the decoder, since the bitrate needed
for the parameter is negligible with respect to the overall bitrate. If multiple dictionary pairs
would be stored at the decoder, the encoder could even test for various combinations of λtrain

and λtest. Potentially, this could lead to a further increased RD performance at the cost of
a higher encoder complexity. However, the evaluation in this thesis is limited to the fixed
sparse coding penalties mentioned above. Lastly, the patch combination filter of PCO was
trained with a regularization penalty λPCO = 0.03 (cf. Sec. 3.2.4) in the experiments. This
was found to result in better RD-performance than the default value of λPCO = 0.01, when
PCO is applied in the context of ARC.

Tab. 5.5 reports the BD rate savings for the luma component of the video sequences for
the different coding scenarios and upscaling methods for ARC. It is clearly observed that the
ARC scheme outperforms VTM-9.3 in the regarded QP range for all sequences. To be precise,
the bitrate savings for the AI configuration were measured to be 7.76 %, when interpolation
is performed with h↑,shvc and 8.91% on average, when DLSR is applied. For the RA config-
uration, the savings average to 8.9% and 9.74%, respectively. From these measurements,
it can be concluded that ARC benefits from the DLSR scheme, as it provides additional rate
savings of approximately 1 % averaged over all sequences and configurations. Moreover,
the maximum improvement due to DLSR was achieved for the “Campfire” sequence in the
AI coding scenario, where another 4.5% of rate can be saved by DLSR compared to con-
ventional interpolation. This additional coding gain even increases by approx. 0.4%, when
PCO is applied as patch combination strategy in DLSR. However, on average PCO performs
on par with simple averaging for patch combination. This can be noticed for both tested
coding scenarios, and could be explained by the high QP coding configuration, as the severe
influence of coding artefacts might limit the performance of PCO for certain sequences. Con-
sequently, the overall coding performance could potentially benefit from another per-frame
flag, which would be signaled into the bitstream, indicating the patch combination strategy
to be applied at the decoder. In this case, the signaling cost would be negligible, but PCO
would be applied only when it provides additional gain in terms of reconstruction quality.
However, this method has not been investigated and serves as outlook for this thesis. Up to
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this point, it can be stated that it makes sense to apply a machine-learning based upsampling
method such as DLSR, when video content is coded at adaptive resolutions at the frame level.
Further, the results indicate that a pure post processing of downsampled and coded video
by DLSR would be advantageous in adaptive streaming scenarios, since the additional rate
savings gained by DLSR are rather caused by a higher quality of the output video than by a
reduction of the actual bitrate. In particular, this can be concluded from the observation that
the gain with respect to DLSR is similar in both coding scenarios, AI and RA. Therefore, the
influence of the DLSR-based processing on the motion compensation can be regarded to be
negligible and the majority of the coding gain can be attributed to the higher reconstruction
quality of the video.

Even though the results reported in this thesis refer to DLSR as upsampling scheme, the
resolution change could also be approached by other machine learning based methods, such
as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Recently, the Exploration Experiment (EE)-
1 [Als+21] of Joint Video Experts Team (JVET), which addresses neural network-based video
coding, started investigations on CNN-based SR in the context of video coding. In particu-
lar, similar results for a CNN-based per-sequence level ARC scheme are shown in [CI21].
Generally, the ARC scheme based on uncoded areas is not limited to DLSR as upsampling
method. Therefore, also CNN-based SR could be applied on a frame level by exchanging the
upsampling method only. However, the analysis of other SR algorithms for ARC lies beyond
the scope of this thesis and is not further discussed here.

5.3.3 Summary

The well-known idea of an ARC for video coding was addressed in this section. Specifi-
cally, the ARC scheme based on uncoded subpictures on a frame level [SSR20] was revised.
Thereby, the coding scheme was shown to result in an improved Y-PSNR-wise coding per-
formance compared to VTM-9.3 for low rate video coding. Most notably, additional bitrate
savings are reported, when the upscaling is performed by DLSR in contrast to conventional
interpolation filtering. In conclusion, machine learning-based SR methods are shown to be
effective in the context of coding downsampled video sequences. This conclusion can also
be applied to adaptive streaming scenarios, where the upsampling becomes part of the post-
processing of the reconstructed video. In this case, the SR method could even be further tied
to the displaying device resulting in an optimized visual quality. In summary, the potential
of SR for coding video at adaptive resolutions was confirmed by the results reported in this
section.

5.4 Summary and Conclusion

Several entry points for DLSR into modern video coding standards are presented and backed
by simulation results in this chapter. More precisely, DLSR was integrated in the inter-layer
prediction process of SHVC, and was shown to outperform the SHM-12.0 reference soft-
ware. Further, the concept of RPR in VVC was extended by an additional reference picture
generated by DLSR, which results in an improved RD performance, when the resolution is
increased within the decoding loop. Most notably, an ARC scheme based on the idea of un-
coded areas and DLSR was introduced and demonstrated to be superior to VTM-9.3 at low
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bitrates. By this, coding gains of approximately 8% or 9% are achieved, when upsampling
is performed using conventional interpolation filters or DLSR, respectively. In consequence,
DLSR showed the potential of machine learning-based SR algorithms for the improvement
of state-of-the-art video coding standards in various coding scenarios. Note that in the train-
ing process of the DLSR scheme, no coded data was involved in this thesis. Considering the
entire system, introducing coded data into the training process might also be advantageous
in regard to performing SR and coding artefact removal in one operation. In principle, the
developed coding schemes are independent of the SR algorithm used for upscaling the single
pictures. Thus, the analysis of other SR algorithms, which combine SR and loop filtering, is
still an open topic for further research.
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6 Sparse Coding-based Intra Prediction

This chapter addresses a method for Sparse Coding-based Intra Prediction (SCIP) building
on the concepts of Dictionary Learning (DL), Sparse Coding (SC) and intra prediction intro-
duced in Chap. 2. Recently, intra prediction was approached by several machine learning
based algorithms whereby most of them rely on artificial neural networks. These methods
share the idea that a (non-linear) mapping between the reference samples and the samples to
be predicted may be learnable from a training set and made available to the decoder. To men-
tion some research, in [Li+18a] an architecture based on a fully connected neural network
was proposed showing significant coding gains with respect to High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC). Approaches including convolutional layers and a recurrent architecture were shown
in [DRG20] and [Hu+19] respectively. Moreover, a model including a cross component pre-
diction scheme was developed in [Mey+19]. Yet another approach based on a conditional
autoencoder was proposed and thoroughly evaluated in [BSK19; BSK20; BSK21]. Finally,
the work presented in [Pfa+18] established the foundation for Matrix-based Intra Prediction
(MIP) [Sch+19], which became part of the Versatile Video Coding (VVC) tool set.

Inspired by the idea of data driven intra prediction, the concept of SCIP utilizes a hybrid
approach of Dictionary Learning (DL), Sparse Coding (SC) and linear prediction in order
to improve the prediction accuracy with respect to VVC. SCIP was originally introduced
in [Sch+21]. However, in this thesis some further analysis regarding the parameterization
is conducted, and this chapter is organized as follows: To begin with, the general idea of
SCIP is described in Sec. 6.1 and the training process is detailed in Sec. 6.1.1. Section 6.2
proceeds to outline the simulation setup followed by an initial assessment of the method and
simulation results. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Sec. 6.3.

6.1 SCIP – The core Idea

The concept of SCIP relies on two assumptions, namely:

1. The reference area used for intra prediction can be represented sparsely in a dictionary.

2. The prediction can be performed by a linear projection of the reference samples to the
block to be predicted.

The first assumption is justified as long as the distortion in the reconstructed samples is
limited and the dictionary was trained such that it allows for a sparse representation of
image data. The second assumption can be considered as justified, since Matrix-based In-
tra Prediction (MIP), which builds on the same idea of a linear prediction approach, was
specified in VVC. However, the key difference between SCIP and Matrix-based Intra Pre-
diction (MIP) is that in MIP, a prediction index has to be coded into the bitstream, whilst
SCIP can be operated without any signaling besides a flag indicating the usage of the tool.
Thereby, the methodology for SCIP is borrowed from the idea of Anchored Neighborhood
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Figure 6.1 Overview of the SCIP scheme. The vectorized reference area is multiplied by several
projection matrices, which are selected by a sparse coding approach.

Regression (ANR) [TDV13] and A+ [TDV15] which showed to perform well in the case of
Super-Resolution (SR).

The lower part of Fig. 6.1 depicts the prediction scheme as a block diagram. As already
described in Sec. 2.2.2, it is possible to source an extended set of reference samples from
the already decoded region of the current image. Inspired by this idea, the reference area
is allowed to span over more than one line and column in SCIP1. The L-shaped reference
area ( ) serves as input to the system and is represented in vectorized form as x ref ∈ Rm

with m= wref(h+href)+whref. Obviously, the length of the input vector is dependent on the
block size. Thus, for different block sizes and shapes, also different dictionaries are trained
and used for prediction. In the first operation of the SCIP scheme, the signal x ref is sparsely
encoded in a dictionary D ∈ Rm×K such that

α← argmin
α

1
2
‖Dα− x ref‖2

2 +λ‖α‖1 s.t. αi ≥ 0∀ i ∈ θ (6.1)

where θ describes the active set of the coefficient vector α. For the sake of simplicity, the
centering and normalization operation are not shown in the block diagram 6.1 but are per-
formed as part of the sparse encoding. Due to the constraint in (6.1), all coefficients in α
are either zero or positive. Therefore, a weighting vector, which indicates the contribution
of each atom of the dictionary to the solution, is defined as w = α

‖α‖1 with
∑

i∈θ wi = 1. The
prediction signal is then calculated as

x pred = vec (B) =
∑
i∈θ

wiP[•,•,i]x ref, (6.2)

1In HEVC or VVC the reference typically spans twice the width and height of the current block, when the
corresponding samples are available. However, in order to limit the amount of different dictionaries to be
trained and stored, only the reference samples lying within the range of the current block were used in this
work.
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Figure 6.2 A dictionary with 64 L-shaped atoms and corresponding prediction signals for 8×8 blocks.
The reference area covers wref = href = 4 reference lines and columns respectively. The sparse coding
penalty was chosen to λ= 0.1 for the dictionary learning task and for the optimization of the regres-
sors λ+ ≈ 0.14 was chosen. The neighborhood size was set to Nn = 2048. For visualization purposes
all signals are scaled to the full dynamic range.

where P ∈ Rwh×m×K holds a linear projection matrix for every dictionary atom. Consequently,
the prediction process can be interpreted as a two-step approach. First, the reference area
is analyzed by finding a sparse encoding of x ref in the dictionary D. Secondly, the sparse
coefficient vector is utilized in order to select suitable regressors P[•,•,i] and blend the result-
ing hypothesis for the prediction according to the weighting vector w . Besides the reference
samples, the dictionary, the sparse coding penalty λ, and the regressors define inputs to the
SCIP scheme. Whilst the sparse coding penalty is typically chosen to a fixed value, the set of
dictionaries and regression matrices is trained offline. This training process is described in
more detail in the following.

6.1.1 Dictionary and Regressor Learning

A very high level overview of the learning scheme is depicted in the upper part of Fig. 6.1. The
DL process can be performed according to (2.23) with training data sourced from L-shaped
patches of natural images. Therefore, the only difference between the approach taken here
and the general approach described in Chap. 2 is the shape of the signals. However, these
L-shaped patches are considered as the training features and stored in vectorized form in
the data matrix X f =

�
x f,0, x f,1, . . . , x f,N−1

�
. Further, the training features are centered and

normalized before the dictionary training, as already explained above. Since the underlying
data still stems from the same physical source (i.e. images), a dictionary allowing for a sparse
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representation is found by the Online Dictionary Learning (ODL) algorithm. Details on the
used training images are provided in annex A.4.

The training of the regression matrices P requires not only the availability of features X f,
but also of labels X l, namely the original image data from the blocks attached to the L-
shaped patches. As already mentioned, SCIP builds upon adjusted ANR, which is especially
relevant to the training process of the regressors P. The concept of adjusted ANR relies on
the assumption that besides the sparse encoding of the features in the dictionary, also an
encoding within a local neighborhood of the dictionary atom which is most similar to the
regarded feature exists [TDV15]. Therefore, for every dictionary atom with index i, a local
neighborhood N f,i ∈ Rm×Nn is gathered from the feature vectors in the training set such that
the vectors in the neighborhood are the Nn nearest neighbors to the corresponding dictionary
atom. Typical values for Nn lie in the range of 1024 < Nn < 4096. By concept, the distance
measure used for the nearest neighbor search is selectable. However, for the training of the
SCIP regressors, the Euclidean distance was used. Mathematically, the assumption of an
existing encoding in the local neighborhood reads

x f, j = N f,i β j + εf, j (6.3)

with εf, j being the approximation error of the j-th feature vector. Similar to the idea of cou-
pled dictionary learning for Super-Resolution (SR) (see Sec. 3.2.3), it is further assumed that
the labels can be approximated in a corresponding neighborhood using the same encoding
β j, i.e.

x l, j = N l,i β j + εl, j. (6.4)

Obviously, calculating the coefficients in β j during testing is infeasible, as the neighborhoods
would need to be stored alongside with the dictionary in that case. This would result in
storing parts of the training data directly as model parameters, which is generally undesirable
in machine learning problems. Therefore, the coefficients are calculated during training by
ridge-regression [HK70] as

β j ← arg min
β j

‖N f,i β j − x f, j‖2
2 +λ+‖β j‖2

2 (6.5)

β j =
�
N>f,i N f,i +λ+I

�−1
N>f,i x f, j. (6.6)

Replacing β j in (6.4) according to (6.6), the label vector becomes

x l, j ≈ N l,i

�
N>f,i N f,i +λ+I

�−1
N>f,i︸ ︷︷ ︸

P[•,•,i]

x f, j. (6.7)

From (6.7), it is observed that the local neighborhoods are no longer needed for inference,
since a projection matrix P[•,•,i] can be stored for every dictionary atom with index i instead.
Consequently, a feature vector similar to a certain dictionary atom D[•,i] is linearly trans-
formed into an approximation of the corresponding label by a multiplication with P[•,•,i]
from the left. Note that the regression matrices are learned without any preprocessing on
the signals from the neighborhoods. Fig. 6.2 depicts 64 atoms of a dictionary trained for the
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sparse representation of the reference samples of an 8× 8 block. Moreover, the projections
of the dictionary atoms to the attached block, i.e. dpred,i = P[•,•,i]D[•,i], are visualized. It can
be clearly observed that the dictionary atoms show edge-like structures and that these struc-
tures are carried forward to the block to be predicted. Further, the predicted block appears
smoothed in the lower right area. This indicates that samples lying far from the bound-
ary between the reference area and the block cannot be predicted as accurately as samples
close to the boundary. Therefore, the learned projections in P tend to smooth the prediction
signals, as this is beneficial in the sense of the (penalized) least squares solution from (6.6).

In summary, the training process generates a dictionary and a set of projection matrices
linked to the dictionary atoms from a training set of natural images. The controlling pa-
rameters are the dictionary size K , the neighborhood size Nn, the sparse coding penalty λ,
and the regularization parameter λ+. In general, the parameters need to be adjusted and
optimized with respect to the application.

6.2 Experimental Setup and Results

This section deals with the experiments conducted in the context of SCIP. Section 6.2.1
addresses some preliminary "out-of-coding-loop" experiments followed by an analysis of the
properties of the generated prediction signals. In Sec. 6.2.2, the subject of discussion is
the integration of SCIP into VVC and the corresponding Rate-Distortion (RD) performance.
Finally, Sec. 6.3 summarizes and concludes the analysis.

6.2.1 Initial Assessment

In order to assess the performance of SCIP, an evaluation out of the coding loop was con-
ducted. However, if SCIP was performed on a test set gathered from raw images, a reasonable
comparison to conventional intra prediction methods and the VVC tool set would be hard to
make. This is due to the fact that the reference samples cannot be sourced from raw image
data, when intra prediction is applied in the coding loop. Therefore, the test set used for the
initial assessment was constructed as follows:

1. The first frame of each sequence of the JVET test set was coded by VTM-6 [CYK19] at
QP ∈ {22,27, 32,37} according to the Common Testing Conditions (CTC) [Bos+19]
for the All Intra (AI) coding scenario.

2. The intra modes and prediction signals chosen by the encoder were collected.

3. The extended reference area was stored alongside the chosen prediction signals.

4. The signals were sorted and grouped by block size up to 32× 32 pixels.

5. Blocks using Intra Subpartitioning (ISP) were dropped from the test set.

Note that only the Y-component of the signals was considered for the test set. With this test
set, an analysis of the prediction signals that SCIP provides becomes possible. Moreover, the
comparison between the intra prediction tools available in VVC2 and SCIP can be made by

2besides ISP
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x SCIP
pred,i SATD

x orig,i

x VTM
pred,i SATD

+ � ∆SATD,i−

Figure 6.3 Initial assessment using the SATD performance measure. The relative SATD gain ∆SATD,i
is measured for all signals in the test set. ∆SATD,i < 0 means that SCIP gains with respect to the VTM
intra prediction and ∆SATD,i > 0 indicates a loss respectively.

measuring e.g. the energy of the prediction error or the Sum of Absolute Transform Differ-
ences (SATD) between prediction signal and original. In general, this evaluation reflects the
conditions from the coding loop quite well, as it compares the competing prediction signal to
the best available in the VTM encoder. However, this approach is still not modeling the opti-
mization in the encoder perfectly, since the partitioning is fixed for the evaluation. Further,
the measurement of the true Rate-Distortion (RD)-cost is not feasible, as the bit rate can-
not be approximated without a test encoding of the residual and corresponding parameters.
This test encoding cannot be performed out of the coding loop easily, because coding contexts
would need to be modeled alongside the evaluation procedure. For this reason, only the dif-
ference in SATD of the prediction signals and the original is compared here. Fig. 6.3 shows
the measurement setup as a block diagram. The relative SATD gain ∆SATD,i is measured for
all blocks with index i from the test set resulting in an approximation of the distribution of
the relative gain. However, for analysis purposes, typically an integral measure is desirable.
Such a measure is provided by e.g. the average value of the distribution, but it will model
the expectable gain poorly, because also losses in the mean of the distribution will be con-
sidered. In the encoder, an SCIP prediction signal with clearly higher SATD with respect to
the original (when compared to the VTM reference) is likely not to be chosen. Therefore, all
measurements with ∆SATD,i > 0 are set to ∆SATD,i = 0 before calculating the average, i.e.

∆SATD =
1
N

N∑
i

∆SATD,i. (6.8)

Besides measuring the expectable gain of SCIP, one target of the preliminary analysis is
to find suitable parameter values for the application. As the number of parameters and
variables3 which might be taken into account is too large to be easily manageable, most of
them were chosen to fixed values which are known to be reasonable for other DL / SC-based
applications. Another reason for a limited parameter search lies in the fact that the test
set for the initial assessment is identical to the test set used for video coding simulations,
and an overfitting of the parameters to this specific test set is obviously undesirable. In
consequence, the number of dictionary atoms was chosen to be K = 512, the neighborhood
size was set to Nn = 2048 and the sparse coding penalty for training and testing was fixed

3and combinations thereof
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Figure 6.4 Parameter study for λ+ as initial assessment.

at λ= 0.14. As the data used for the training of the projection matrices with regard to (6.7)
was not normalized, the regularization parameter λ+ was adjusted according to the area
an L-shaped feature covers. Thus, it was set to λ+,4×4 = λ+ and scaled for larger blocks

such that λ+,h×w = λ+
�4(h+4)+4w

48

�2
. Since the matrix inversion in (6.7) might suffer from a

large condition number of the matrix, when λ+ is not chosen appropriately, this parameter
was optimized with respect to the preliminary analysis. Fig. 6.4a shows the relative SATD-
gain ∆SATD,i averaged over block sizes and Quantization Parameters (QPs) plotted over λ+.
Moreover, in Fig. 6.4b the fraction of blocks showing an SATD gain with respect to the overall
number of tested blocks is visualized. From the figures, it can be observed that SCIP shows
a relative SATD gain of roughly ∆SATD ≈ −1% on average. Further, it can be derived that
the fraction of blocks which are predicted more accurately in terms of SATD lies in the range
of 12.5% ≤ #∆SATD,i<0

N ≤ 16.5%. These measurements show clearly that SCIP is competitive
with respect to the intra prediction modes available in VVC in terms of the prediction error.
When choosing a suitable value for λ+, a high relative SATD gain for all blocks is desirable.
However, the plots in Fig. 6.4 indicate that the minimum of the average relative SATD gain
lies at λ+ ≈ 0.22 but the fraction of blocks showing gains still grows for larger values of λ+.
Therefore, values satisfying 0.2 < λ+ < 0.3 seem to be reasonable in a training setup for
SCIP regressors.

In summary, the preliminary analysis shows that SCIP outperforms the intra prediction
of VVC for a significant fraction of blocks, when most of the parameters are set to typical
values and λ+ is chosen appropriately. However, these measurements only indicate the po-
tential for a coding gain when SCIP is applied in the coding loop. For a final assessment,
the implementation in the coding loop and analysis of the RD-performance is described in
Sec. 6.2.2.

4compare [TDV15] and [Ela10]
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6.2.2 VVC Integration and Rate-Distortion Performance

Even though the initial assessment presented in Sec. 6.2.1 showed that SCIP results in better
prediction accuracy in terms of SATD, there is no guarantee for a coding gain, when using
SCIP in the coding loop. Due to the limitations of modeling the additional bit rate needed
for the signaling of the additional mode, the relative SATD gain has to be considered as a
rough estimate only. Consequently, an implementation of SCIP within the coding loop is
required for a full assessment of the prediction method. Apart from the prediction method
itself, the signaling has to be designed in this case. To this effect, it is beneficial that SCIP
is parameter free, when the dictionaries and regressors are assumed to be available at the
decoder side5 and other parameters like e.g. the sparse coding penalty λ are chosen in ad-
vance. Therefore, only a flag, indicating whether SCIP is applied, needs to be coded into
the bitstream on a per-block basis. This flag is coded subsequently to the prediction mode
information, i.e. the pred_mode_flag syntax element in VVC. It should be noted that no
other information has to be sent when SCIP is used and e.g. the intra mode index is not
signaled. This would result in conflicts, when the most probable mode list for a neighboring
block is constructed. As a consequence, the intra mode index is set to the index of planar
intra prediction for these blocks. The bit rate, which needs to be spent for the additional
flag, is highly dependent on its probability model. In order to exploit some of the statistical
dependencies, the decision was made to code the flag into one coding context using the de-
fault window size for the probability adaption. Another aspect to consider, when integrating
SCIP in VTM is the interaction with other coding tools. The coding tools mentioned below
will not be further discussed here, but the interested reader may refer to [CYK20] for further
information. First, SCIP was only implemented for the Y-component of the input video, since
the chroma components are assumed to be predicted appropriately by the Cross Component
Linear Model (CCLM) in VTM. The range of block sizes on which SCIP can be applied was
limited such that sb ∈ {4× 4, 4× 8, . . . , 4× 32, . . . 32× 32}. For blocks predicted by SCIP, no
further refinement by Position Dependent Prediction Combination (PDPC) is applied, and no
further partitioning of the block with ISP is possible. Moreover, the usage of Multiple Trans-
form Selection (MTS) and Low Frequency Non-Separable Transform (LFNST) is allowed in
combination with SCIP. Consequently, SCIP is treated as coding tool acting on the leaves of
the coding tree and competing against the other intra prediction modes in an RD sense.

Simulations were performed for the sequences from the test set SJVET in AI and Random
Access (RA) coding scenarios. The simulation setup was in accordance to the CTC [Bos+19]
and the anchor point was defined by the VTM-9.3 reference software [CYK20]. The SCIP
parameters were chosen as depicted in Tab. 6.1.

The simulation results are shown in Tab. 6.2 in terms of Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)-rate
changes with respect to the Y-Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) between the source video
and the reconstruction. Moreover, the usage of SCIP is reported in terms of percentage of
pixels which are predicted by SCIP. It can be observed that for almost all sequences and
both coding scenarios, the integration of SCIP outperforms VTM-9.3. Most notably, for the
class A sequences6 in the AI coding scenario, an average gain of 0.39% of rate savings is
achieved. Further, for the “Foodmarket4” sequence, the maximum gain of 0.6% BD-rate

5This is a general assumption of machine learning based prediction, since the conditional entropy drops, when
the decoder can utilize a model describing the characteristics of the signal to be coded.

6i.e. sequences captured at 4K resolution
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parameter value

λ+,4×4 0.2

Nn 2048

λ 0.1

K 512

Table 6.1 Parameters used for SCIP.

is observed. The amount of pixels predicted by SCIP lies in the range of 11 % to 21% for
the class A sequences, which can be considered as a verification of the preliminary results
shown above. Similar results are found for the class B sequences but for the lower resolu-
tion sequences in classes C, D, and E, the observable gains are lower. For the screen content
sequences in class F, the average gain is the lowest. This behavior indicates that SCIP does
not result in appropriate intra prediction signals for very high frequency content such as
computer generated edges found in screen content. Also, the usage percentage drops with
decreasing resolution. However, the usage still remains at 9.9 % on average for the class E
sequences. For the screen content sequences, the average usage percentage lies at 5.7%,
which is mainly explained by the higher usage of SCIP for the “ArenaOfValor” sequence.
Nevertheless, these findings indicate that also for this type of content blocks exist, which
can benefit from SCIP. Figure 6.5 shows the usage of SCIP exemplary for the first frame of
the “RaceHorsesL” sequence at QP = 37. It can be observed that there is no clear indication
for block characteristics leading to the usage of SCIP, but the blocks predicted by SCIP are
scattered over the frame. Consequently, no decisive block property can be related to the
success of SCIP from these statistics. However, it is obvious that the data driven approach
of intra prediction outperforms the available intra prediction modes of VVC for a reasonable
amount of blocks.

The general trends from the AI scenario can also be observed for the RA case, but the
measured BD-rate savings are lower. Obviously, the fraction of pixels using SCIP is way
lower than for AI. This is explained by the fact that also inter prediction is allowed in the
RA configuration and only one frame per intra period is entirely intra coded. Therefore, the
amount of Coding Units (CUs) which can benefit from SCIP is remarkably lower, when the
video is coded for the purpose of RA, as compared to the AI case. Consequently, also the
total gain is lower in the RA case.

6.3 Summary

The method of Sparse Coding-based Intra Prediction (SCIP) relies on the assumption that
an extended reference area of 4 pixel lines and columns can be represented sparsely in a
dictionary, and linear projection operators can be trained for every dictionary atom. These
projection operators lead to multiple prediction signals and the applicable prediction is ob-
tained by a weighted average based on the sparse representation of the reference area. As
the reference area is also available at the decoder, the specific weights do not have to be
transmitted, but can be inferred from the sparse representation of the reference area (cf.
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Class Sequence
AI RA

BD-rate Y/% Usage/% BD-rate Y/% Usage/%

A1 Campfire −0.21 11.0 −0.09 2.81

A1 FoodMarket4 −0.6 21.74 −0.16 0.92

A1 Tango2 −0.47 17.8 −0.18 1.38

A2 CatRobot1 −0.36 14.2 −0.05 0.62

A2 DaylightRoad2 −0.36 13.13 −0.08 0.73

A2 ParkRunning3 −0.34 20.99 −0.12 1.66

A AVG −0.39 16.48 −0.11 1.35

B BasketballDrive −0.28 12.27 −0.13 1.31

B BQTerrace −0.18 8.77 −0.11 0.26

B Cactus −0.26 15.31 −0.13 1.04

B MarketPlace −0.41 26.66 −0.15 1.36

B RitualDance −0.51 20.23 −0.18 2.31

B AVG −0.33 16.65 −0.14 1.26

C BasketballDrill −0.25 5.23 −0.1 0.9

C BQMall −0.24 12.59 −0.15 0.57

C PartyScene −0.1 11.18 −0.07 0.73

C RaceHorsesL −0.21 17.73 0.04 2.09

C AVG −0.2 11.68 −0.07 1.07

D BasketballPass −0.28 15.73 −0.07 1.9

D BlowingBubbles −0.1 12.0 −0.1 0.55

D BQSquare 0.03 5.65 0.04 0.1

D RaceHorsesM −0.19 18.65 0.02 1.87

D AVG −0.14 13.0 −0.03 1.11

E FourPeople −0.38 12.99 −0.3 0.37

E Johnny −0.31 7.05 −0.35 0.13

E KristenAndSara −0.2 9.69 −0.14 0.3

E AVG −0.30 9.91 −0.26 0.27

F ArenaOfValor −0.25 13.24 −0.09 0.53

F BasketballDrillText −0.18 4.92 −0.01 0.86

F SlideEditing 0.04 2.28 −0.04 0.07

F SlideShow −0.11 2.48 −0.01 0.18

F AVG −0.13 5.73 −0.04 0.41

AVG −0.26 12.83 −0.1 0.98

Table 6.2 BD rate measurements and usage of SCIP anchored on VTM-9.3.
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Figure 6.5 First frame of RaceHorsesL sequence with coding statistics at QP = 37. The white blocks
indicate that SCIP was used. Generally, it is observed that the usage of SCIP is scattered over the
picture.

Fig. 6.1). The performance of SCIP was evaluated and justified by a preliminary experiment
comparing the best intra prediction signal found by VTM to the prediction obtained by SCIP.
This out-of-coding-loop evaluation showed that the SATD can be lowered by approximately
1% averaged over the test set SJVET, when SCIP is applied. Further, approximately 16 %
of all tested blocks show gain compared to the best prediction found by VTM. In order to
verify the initial findings, SCIP was integrated into VTM-9.3 and BD-rate savings and usage
percentages were measured. At maximum, BD-rate savings of 0.6% were measured and on
average SCIP outperforms VTM-9.3 by 0.26% of rate savings in an AI coding scenario and
by 0.1 % in a RA coding configuration, respectively. In summary, the results show that data
driven intra prediction methods can still improve the highly advanced intra prediction modes
introduced in VVC.

Yet, the computational complexity and the memory requirements7 for SCIP are not dis-
cussed in this work. Generally, the number of learnable parameters for SCIP is rather large,
since separate models were trained for each block size. Additionally, as mentioned above, the
number of dictionary atoms was chosen to the “default” value of K = 512, which increases
the number of parameters and the computational complexity. However, as in e.g. MIP, pre-
dicting larger blocks by upsampling a prediction signal for a smaller block size could also be
applied for SCIP, and the number of dictionary atoms might be reducible, whilst still main-
taining a reasonable prediction quality. Consequently, investigations on the complexity and
memory requirements for SCIP are left as an outlook from this chapter.

7Typically, the memory requirements are stated in terms of the number of learnable parameters to store at
the decoder.
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7.1 Summary

Sparse image representations in trained dictionaries are known to be applicable to typical
inverse problems in image processing, such as denoising and Super-Resolution (SR). Con-
ceptually, correspondences between these inverse problems and video coding concepts can
be identified. For instance, the denoising problem can be related to loop filtering, and SR
can be associated with video coding concepts involving a resolution change. Thus, this thesis
addresses the introduction of sparse image models to the building blocks of modern video
coding standards. The reported results are achieved experimentally, either by out-of-coding
loop experiments or by the implementation of Sparse Coding (SC)-based algorithms into
the reference software packages of corresponding standards, namely HM-16.9 for High Ef-
ficiency Video Coding (HEVC), SHM-12.0 for Scalability extension of HEVC (SHVC), and
VTM-9.3 for Versatile Video Coding (VVC). The main results are concisely summarized in
the following paragraphs:

Because of the promising performance of sparse image representations with regard to the
denoising problem, an approach to Sparse Coding-based Loop Filtering (SCLF) is designed in
Chapter 4. The developed method was applied to HEVC and VVC. Most notably, the coding
performance of HEVC was improved by 1.42 % luma Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) rate savings on
average in a Random Access (RA) coding configuration. For VVC, the gain was remarkably
lower, which is explainable by more sophisticated coding tools and the Adaptive Loop Filter
(ALF), introduced in VVC.

The reconstruction quality of an upscaling algorithm is decisive in the context of varying
resolution video coding. However, conventional upsampling followed by interpolation filter-
ing is limited to the reconstruction of frequency components in the low pass frequency band
with ‖ f ‖∞ < 0.25. Therefore, the concept of Dictionary Learning-based Super-Resolution
(DLSR) is analyzed and improved in Sec. 3.2.3. For this purpose, the concept of Patch Com-
bination Optimization (PCO) was developed, which improves the basic DLSR scheme by
approximately 0.2 dB in terms of the end-to-end Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). More-
over, a frequency dependent evaluation measure was developed, which allows for the ex-
perimental proof that the gains related to the patch combination filter lie in the frequency
band ‖ f ‖∞ > 0.25. In order to investigate the practical benefit of DLSR with respect to
video coding, DLSR was successfully applied to the inter-layer prediction process of SHVC,
the concept of Reference Picture Resampling (RPR) in VVC, and a picture level Adaptive
Resolution Change (ARC) coding scheme. Regarding these three coding concepts, gains in
terms of luma BD rate savings were reported. In particular, PCO proved its potential in the
context of RPR. Hence, DLSR was proven to provide the potential for compression efficiency
beyond VVC.

Another key principle in video coding is the intra prediction, which is often used when
motion compensated prediction fails or no reference pictures are available. Typically, the
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accuracy of intra prediction signals is limited, if complex structures are predicted. For this
reason, Sparse Coding-based Intra Prediction (SCIP) is introduced in Chapter 6 of this thesis
and shown to outperform VVC by 0.26 % of luma BD rate savings on average. Consider-
ing only the 4K test sequences, the average rate savings are measured to be 0.39%, which
indicates the potential of SCIP for still image coding at high resolutions. Furthermore, the
average pixel-wise usage percentage of SCIP is determined to 12.8 %, revealing that the tool
comprises a suitable model for natural image content. Thus, SCIP was successfully integrated
into the latest video coding standard and demonstrated to improve its coding efficiency.

In summary, the results of this thesis show that Dictionary Learning (DL) / SC-based signal
processing offers various opportunities for improvements of state-of-the-art video coding
standards. Namely, these are improvements to loop filtering, coding scenarios with varying
resolution, and intra prediction.

7.2 Outlook

Even though the effectiveness of DL / SC-based methods was experimentally assessed in
terms of coding performance, practical implementations of video encoders and decoders
face further constraints. Hence, for practical video decoders the computational complexity
of the applied algorithms would be a major issue. This aspect is only addressed on an ex-
emplary basis in this thesis, and an approach to complexity reduction by sub-dictionaries is
discussed in Sec. 3.3.2. Yet another option would be to circumvent the SC at the decoder
side by signaling the sparse coefficients into the bitstream. For instance, the transformation
in hybrid video coders could be replaced by a DL/SC approach, potentially leading to en-
hanced compression ratios, as proposed in e.g.[Blä20; DHW20]. Probably also other options
for a complexity reduction exist. Moreover, the hardware implementation of the proposed
methods lies beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus, further considerations regarding the com-
plexity and the implementation of SC-based algorithms are open topics for further research
activities.

In addition, a complexity comparison to some example Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) is made in this thesis. The analysis reveals that both, the complexity of SC-based
image processing and CNN-based processing, is way higher than the complexity of the state-
of-the-art signal processing in video decoders. In this context, it should be noted that the
inverse problems and consequently the proposed applications to video coding could also be
approached by CNN-based algorithms. Conceptually, this could result in straight-forward
practical implementations due to the optimized implementation of CNNs on GPUs and the
rapid development of GPUs in recent years. Furthermore, coding tools relying on CNNs
might even show better performance due to the higher degree of freedom, which comes
with the flexibility in regard to the networks’ architecture and the vast amount of learnable
parameters in deep neural networks. To provide some examples, intra prediction and loop
filtering were already approached by neural networks showing significant gain to modern
video coding standards [Pfa+18; Hel+19; Mey+19; MWR20; Wan+21b]. Also for the com-
bination of SR and VVC, approaches building on CNNs were already considered [FHK20].
However, the remarkable performance of CNN-based coding tools is typically compromised
by the large amount of parameters, which need to be stored at the decoder. Moreover, also SC
based methods could benefit from efficient implementations on GPUs, when the correlations
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of the signal with the dictionary atoms are computed in parallel. Therefore, for practical
video decoders, the careful design of the tradeoff between performance and complexity of
machine learning-based coding tools could be of interest for future research activities. For
these future investigations, this thesis could serve as an exploration on the pursuit towards
machine learning-based video compression.
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A Data Sets

A.1 Training Set S91 and Test Set S14

The training set S91 is often used for the training of SR models. It contains 91 images
showing arbitrary structured content. Typically, the trained SR models are evaluated on the
test set S14. Both sets are included in the BasicSR project [Wan+20b].

A.2 JVET test sequences

The sequences contained in the JVET test set are listed in Tab. A.1. Further information can
be found in the Common Testing Conditions (CTC) [Bos+19] for VVC. The test set is referred
to as SJVET in this thesis.

Class Sequence name Frame count Frame rate Bit depth

A1 Tango2 294 60 10

A1 FoodMarket4 300 60 10

A1 Campfire 300 30 10

A2 CatRobot 300 60 10

A2 DaylightRoad2 300 60 10

A2 ParkRunning3 300 50 10

B MarketPlace 600 60 10

B RitualDance 600 60 10

B Cactus 500 50 8

B BasketballDrive 500 50 8

B BQTerrace 600 60 8

C RaceHorses 300 30 8

C BQMall 600 60 8

C PartyScene 500 50 8

C BasketballDrill 500 50 8

D RaceHorses 300 30 8

D BQSquare 600 60 8

D BlowingBubbles 500 50 8

D BasketballPass 500 50 8
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E FourPeople 600 60 8

E Johnny 600 60 8

E KristenAndSara 600 60 8

F ArenaOfValor 600 60 8

F BasketballDrillText 500 50 8

F SlideEditing 300 30 8

F SlideShow 500 20 8

Table A.1 Sequences from the JVET test set

A.3 SHVC test sequences

The sequences contained in the JVET test set are listed in Tab. A.2. Further information
can be found in the Common Testing Conditions (CTC) [Che+14] for SHVC. The test set is
referred to as SSHVC in this thesis.

Sequence Resolution Format Bit depth

BQTerrace 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

BasketballDrive 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Cactus 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Kimono 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

ParkScene 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

PeopleOnStreet (cropped) 2560× 1600 4:2:0 8

Traffic (cropped) 2560× 1600 4:2:0 8

Table A.2 Sequences from the SHVC test set

A.4 Training Set used for SCIP

The training set for SCIP was sourced from the sequences listed in Tab. A.3. L-shaped im-
age patches and the attached blocks were extracted from the fifths frame of each sequence
yielding the training features and labels respectively. These features were normalized such
that their amplitude range lies in the interval [0, 1]. Moreover, only features with variances
0.003 < var(x f ) < 0.02 were kept as training data. The other features and corresponding
labels were dropped from the training set.

Sequence Resolution Format Bit depth

AerialCrwod 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

BallUnderwater 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8
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A.4 Training Set used for SCIP

Bluesky 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Bookcase 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

BrickBushesStatic 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

BricksLeaves 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

BridgViewTraffic 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

BubblesClear 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

BuildingHall 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

BundNightspace 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

CarbetCircleFast 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

CarpetSlowTrans 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

City 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

Concrete 352× 288 4:2:0 8

ConstructionField 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

Crew 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

CrossRoad1 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

CrossRoad3 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

CrowdRun_crop 2560× 1600 4:2:0 8

CStoreGoods 720× 1280 4:2:0 8

CStoreWalking 720× 960 4:2:0 8

Cyclists 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

DrivingRecorder1 720× 960 4:2:0 8

DropsOnWater 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

DucksTakeOff 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

Flowers2 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Flowervase 832× 480 4:2:0 8

FoodMarket4 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

Fountains 1920× 1080 4:2:0 10

FreeSardines1 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

IceArial 1920× 1080 4:2:0 10

IceRiver 1920× 1080 4:2:0 10

IceRock 1920× 1080 4:2:0 10

InToTree 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

Jets 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

Katana 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

Keiba 832× 480 4:2:0 8

LakeWalking 720× 960 4:2:0 8

LampLeaves 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

Library 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8
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Marathon 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

MarketPlace 1920× 1080 4:2:0 10

Metro 1920× 1080 4:2:0 10

Netflix_Aerial 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_BarScene 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_Boat 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_BoxingPractice 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_Crosswalk 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_Dancer 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_DinnerScene 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_Narrator 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_PierSeaside 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_RollerCoaster 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_SquareAndTimelap 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_TunnelFlag 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Netflix_WindAndNature 4096× 2160 4:2:0 10

Nightroad 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

OldTownCross 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

Optis 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

PaintingTilting 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

PaperStatic 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

ParkJoy 2560× 1600 4:2:0 8

ParkLake 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

ParkRun 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

ParkRunning1 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

ParkRunning3 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

ParkSunny 720× 1280 4:2:0 8

ParkWalking 720× 1280 4:2:0 8

Pedastrian_Area 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

PlasmaFree 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

PondDragonflies 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Raven 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

RitualDance 1920× 1080 4:2:0 10

RiverBed 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Rowing2 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

RushHour 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Sailormen 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

Sheriff 1280× 720 4:2:0 8
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A.4 Training Set used for SCIP

ShieldPart 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

ShuttleStart 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

SmokeClear 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Sparkler 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

Spincalendar 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

Square 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

Squirrel 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Stockholm 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

Sunflower 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Tempete 352× 288 4:2:0 8

Tennis 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

TractorPart 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

TreeShade 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

TreeWills 3840× 2160 4:2:0 10

Vidyo1 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

Vidyo3 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

Vidyo4 1280× 720 4:2:0 8

VintageCar 1920× 1080 4:2:0 8

Wood 3840× 2160 4:2:0 8

Table A.3 Sequences used in the training process of SCIP.
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B Auxiliary Results

This chapter provides some auxiliary results, which serve as clarification for some statements
in this thesis.

B.1 Denoising by classical Wiener filter

Tab. B.1 shows the results of a Wiener filter approach to the denoising experiment in Sec. 3.1.
For the estimation of the local signal statistics, the neighborhood size was selected to be 5×5
pixels, and the results were obtained by MATLAB’s wiener2 function.

B.2 Correlation between signal and noise

In the context of sparse coding of noisy image patches, the correlation between the raw
image patches x and the noise v is an important property. Fig. B.1 shows the distribution of
the correlation between the raw signals and the noise for Gaussian noise and (intra) coding
noise, respectively. The measurements were performed as follows:

image 30 dB 32.5 dB 35 dB 37.5 dB 40 dB

baboon 1.37 0.94 0.63 0.40 0.25

barbara 3.08 2.53 2.03 1.57 1.17

bridge 1.49 1.07 0.73 0.48 0.32

coastguard 2.05 1.45 1.01 0.65 0.42

comic 1.72 1.34 1.04 0.79 0.60

face 3.88 2.89 2.08 1.51 1.13

flowers 3.18 2.52 1.98 1.53 1.15

foreman 4.79 4.01 3.29 2.66 2.10

lenna 4.41 3.48 2.64 1.91 1.32

man 2.81 2.13 1.57 1.13 0.77

monarch 5.22 4.52 3.83 3.14 2.49

pepper 4.66 3.67 2.76 1.99 1.32

ppt3 5.20 4.90 4.67 4.39 4.11

zebra 2.30 1.67 1.15 0.78 0.51

avg 3.30 2.65 2.10 1.64 1.26

Table B.1 PSNR gain for Wiener-based denoising.
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B Auxiliary Results

1. Code the first frame of each sequence from SJVET with VTM-9.3 (Common Testing
Conditions (CTC)) at QP = 37. Further, calculate the difference Î − I in order to
obtain the coding noise.

2. Generate Gaussian noise signals such that the same error is introduced to the images
as it is introduced by coding.

3. Extract 8 × 8 non overlapping patches from the original images, the Gaussian noise,
and the coding noise.

4. Center all image patches.

5. Measure the correlation between the original image patches and the Gaussian noise
and the coding noise, respectively.

6. Calculate the histogram of both results.

B.3 Orthogonality of error terms

The inner product of the error terms e and ev, which are introduced in Sec. 3.1, evaluates to

e>ev = (x − Dα)> (Dαv)

=
�
x − DθD+θ x

�> �
DθD+θ v

�

= x>DθD+θ v − �DθD+θ x
�>

DθD+θ v

= x>DθD+θ v − x>
�
DθD+θ

�>
DθD+θ v

= x>DθD+θ v − x>Dθ D+θDθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

D+θ v

= x>DθD+θ v − x>DθD+θ v

= 0.

-0.1 0.05

0.2

0.4

0.6

x> · v

Pr(x> · v)

(a) Histogram (normalized to probability) of cor-
relation between raw image patches x and Gaus-
sian noise v .

-0.1 0.05

0.2

x> · v

Pr(x> · v)

(b) Histogram (normalized to probability) of cor-
relation between raw image patches x and coding
noise v .

Figure B.1 Distributions of correlation between raw image signals and noise.
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B.4 Preliminary experiment regarding SCLF

Therefore, the error terms are orthogonal.

B.4 Preliminary experiment regarding SCLF

Tab. B.2 shows the PSNR change ∆PSNR in dB of SCLF applied to the first 17 frames of each
sequence. The SCLF implementation was the same as in [SBW18]. The distorted images
were generated by encoding with HM-16.9 or VTM-9.3 in the corresponding RA coding con-
figuration. All loop filters but the deblocking filter were switched off. It can be observed that
the PSNR change is sequence dependent. Further, no clear indication for a gain or a loss is
observed, since SCLF was applied to all frames but could be switched off on a frame basis
in the implementation as loop filter [SBW18]. Generally, the approach tends to work better,
when compression is performed by the HM-16.9 reference software compared to VTM-9.3.
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B Auxiliary Results

Cl. Sequence
22 27 32 37

HM VTM HM VTM HM VTM HM VTM

A1 Campfire −0.04 −0.11 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.03

A1 FoodMarket4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01

A1 Tango2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02

A2 CatRobot1 0.05 −0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.03

A2 DaylightRoad2 0.03 −0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.03

A2 ParkRunning3 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.07

A AVG 0.03 −0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.03

B BasketballDrive 0.02 −0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.03

B BQTerrace −0.08 −0.20 0.03 −0.07 −0.01 −0.12 −0.16 −0.38

B Cactus 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.00 −0.08

B MarketPlace 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.03

B RitualDance 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.07

B AVG 0.03 −0.03 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.01 −0.07

C BasketballDrill −0.10 −0.23 −0.06 −0.19 −0.04 −0.19 −0.09 −0.31

C BQMall −0.14 −0.26 −0.12 −0.30 −0.10 −0.37 −0.18 −0.61

C PartyScene −1.35 −1.84 −0.91 −1.35 −0.66 −1.09 −0.62 −1.14

C RaceHorsesL −0.06 −0.15 0.05 −0.07 0.11 −0.02 0.11 −0.04

C AVG −0.41 −0.62 −0.26 −0.48 −0.17 −0.42 −0.20 −0.53

D BasketballPass −0.16 −0.33 −0.09 −0.22 −0.04 −0.19 −0.08 −0.26

D BlowingBubbles −0.36 −0.50 −0.24 −0.39 −0.17 −0.32 −0.17 −0.35

D BQSquare −1.80 −1.94 −1.50 −1.73 −1.38 −1.71 −1.71 −2.27

D RaceHorsesM 0.13 0.01 0.19 0.07 0.19 0.07 0.16 0.04

D AVG −0.55 −0.69 −0.41 −0.57 −0.35 −0.54 −0.45 −0.71

E FourPeople 0.11 0.06 0.17 0.09 0.22 0.10 0.20 −0.06

E Johnny 0.05 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.11 0.04

E KristenAndSara 0.08 0.03 0.12 0.06 0.20 0.07 0.19 −0.07

E AVG 0.08 0.04 0.12 0.06 0.17 0.07 0.17 −0.03

F ArenaOfValor −0.20 −0.38 −0.05 −0.20 0.04 −0.13 0.02 −0.22

F BasketballDrillT. −0.11 −0.24 −0.07 −0.20 −0.05 −0.20 −0.10 −0.35

F SlideEditing −8.38 −11.34 −7.04 −10.0 −6.11 −9.16 −6.03 −9.70

F SlideShow −0.83 −1.11 −0.67 −0.68 −0.52 −0.67 −0.59 −1.12

F AVG −2.38 −3.27 −1.96 −2.78 −1.66 −2.54 −1.68 −2.85

AVG −0.49 −0.71 −0.37 −0.57 −0.30 −0.52 −0.32 −0.64

Table B.2 PSNR changes ∆PSNR in dB measured for SCLF. The measurements were performed and
averaged over the first 17 frames of each sequence.
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